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IntroduCtIon

This study presents the main findings of the two-year project ’Balkan Electoral 
comparative study: impact of Personal vote on internal Party democracy’ . The 
main objective of this research was to investigate the influence of electoral sys-
tems – understood as the set of laws and party rules regulating electoral compe-
tition between and within parties – on intra-party democracy . The project was 
supported by the rrPP – regional research Promotion Programme for social 
science research in the western Balkans .
This comparative study analyzes data from two similar countries – montene-
gro and serbia that share not only the electoral system (party-list proportional 
representation system that does not allow voters to vote directly for candidates 
or to rank them) but also the political legacies and the cultural value patterns . 
research project “Balkan Electoral comparative study: impact of Personal vote 
on internal Party democracy” also encompasses two case studies that present 
results from Bosnia and herzegovina and kosovo, countries that introduced 
preferential voting . The above mentioned case studies investigate whether pref-
erential voting produces different outcomes – such as intra-party competitive-
ness and democratization, and closer ties between citizens and the political 
elite .
given that our research question focuses on institutional design of the political 
and electoral system, the study is also strongly oriented towards the policy field . 
intra-party relations and the predominant role of party leaders is the main ob-
stacle for further democratization of ex-yugoslavia societies . focusing on party 
leaders and identification with them weakens the ties between voters and their 
elected representatives, and diminishes the importance of party electoral mani-
festoes and programmatic platforms . we argue that all of these lead to discre-
tional decision-making in politics, the absence of political accountability, and 
consequently citizens becoming apathetic observers . for all the reasons stated 
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above, our study tackles the most important question for our societies – is the 
intra-party democratization a pre-condition for democratization of our coun-
tries? and what is the role of us – researchers with multi-year experience in re-
search projects and working groups for the electoral system reform, in reversing 
these negative trends, at least partially?
This book is structured as follows: chapter 1 describes the research theoreti-
cal framework that examines advantages and shortcomings of party and per-
sonal representation (articles by milan Jovanović i vladimir goati) . chapter 
2 presents in detail two empirical studies – the comparative candidate study 
conducted during 2015 and public opinion surveys conducted in 2016 that ad-
dress: (1) the impact of electoral system on candidates running for national par-
liamentary elections and their conduct within the party and towards the voters; 
and (2) the impact of electoral system on voting behaviors . The case study of 
montenegro is presented by zlatko vujović, while the case study of serbia is an-
alyzed in articles by: Jelena lončar and Boban stojanović; and dušan spasojević 
and vojislav mihailović . finally, the chapter 3 provides comparative analysis 
– the first article by nikoleta tomovic and despot kovačević compares the lev-
els of intra-party democracy in serbia and montenegro; and second article by 
srdjan darmanović and zoran stojiljković compares research findings of the 
entire study .
we hope that the current study will deepen the knowledge and understanding 
of the complexity and importance of intra-party democracy . we are aware that 
the solution to the problem does not lie solely in the change of institutional de-
sign (which is just one determinant), but that power relations need to be taken 
into account too . however, our contribution to the debate on the reform of the 
electoral system (in both states) is in the development of actionable recommen-
dations that are evidence-based and drawn from the large comparative studies . 
we hope that the current study with actionable recommendations will allow for 
further development of policies, and thus show the applicability of social and 
political sciences .



milan Jovanović
vladimir goati
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Milan Jovanović

faculty of Political sciences 
university of Belgrade

eLeCtorAL sYsteMs BetWeen PArtY 
And PersonAL rePresentAtIon

The last two decades in political science have been marked by strong expansion 
of electoral studies . it is, however, obvious that one segment of electoral studies 
remained beyond the researchers’ focus: the character of representation . does 
an electoral system represent only parties as the key political actors mediating 
between voters and political institutions – like parliament and government – or 
this representation enables personalization as well: this issue has been increas-
ingly occupying psephologists’ attention . 
This aspect of political representation has remained in the shadow due to nu-
merous factors . here we shall emphasize the two crucial ones . The first one is 
the general domination of parties – from the sphere of elections and politics, 
they became an actor who influences, guides, controls almost all relations in the 
society . The aspiration for general domination required both control within the 
parties and control of their organized action in the state institutions . such posi-
tion required dominance first in the candidacy process and, subsequently, in se-
lection of those who would sit in the parliamentary benches . The second factor is 
the expansion of proportional representation systems as a reply to the aspiration 
for a more even representation of various parts of society in the representative 
body . These systems assumed party lists, which very quickly became a mecha-
nism for suppression of personalization of elections into the background . 
The genesis of electoral systems shows that this has not always been the case . 
The pendulum has generally gone far to the party representation side . The con-
sequences are obvious . all societies with systematically disabled personal-based 
elections formed an actual low-scale movement for personalization of elections, 
while the requests for returning the pendulum to the other side or at least to 
equilibrium are increasingly emphasized and corroborated . 
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 we shall present and analyze virtues and flaws of various forms of party and 
personal representation, in order to prove that these principles are not antithet-
ical but complementary . a balanced design of electoral system in combining 
party and personal representation can contribute strengthening of democratic 
potentials, “better” electoral system, higher acceptance by all actors – voters, 
parties, candidates – stabilization of party system and, consequently, more har-
monized functioning of political institutions . 

1 . ElEctoral mEchanisms and  
 PErsonal rEPrEsEntation
 from historical perspective, the relation of personal and party representation 
has a form of a sinusoid which shows that the dominance of personal represen-
tation was being gradually replaced by the party one; in the last decades, this si-
nusoid again started to move towards personalization of selection of represent-
atives . traditional elections in small communities and medieval cities rested 
upon two rules: majority and direct personal election . This set of electoral rules 
appeared almost “naturally” and “spontaneously” in many communities at the 
time of deciding on the procedure of collective voting-based decision-making 
(colomer, 2013:3) .
Personalism in election of representatives started to fade out with appearance 
of political parties . Emerging to a certain extent endogenously, as an attempt of 
winning candidates to attract and keep their voters and be in contact with them, 
and partly exogenously, through search for forms of aggregation, representa-
tion and protection of certain groups, parties did not suppress personalized 
voting quickly . for institutionalization of party system it was easier to distance 
from personal voting, as this enabled them to build a specific ideology and pro-
gramme . “in historical sense, “block voting” for party lists of candidates was not 
institutionally induced; however, strategy induces behaviour” (colomer, 2013: 
4) . on the other hand, institutionalization of parties in the relative majority sys-
tem quickly led to polarization and fabrication of majority, which was produc-
ing overrepresentation and underrepresentation of parties . The consequences of 
single- member constituency and relative majority profoundly disavowed ma-
jority electoral system . The electoral system produced governments insensitive 
for more and more complex and pluralized societies . in such context the key 
actors – parties, candidates and influential leaders – started to spontaneously 
search for an efficient cure for the majority system’s problems . 
There are three groups of mechanisms constructed by designers as solutions, 
depending on whether they changed the magnitude of constituency, the bal-
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lot – manner of voting – or the rules of mandate distribution . The first group 
reflected in replacement of a single-member constituency with a multi-member 
one . in the context of mandate distribution under the majority rule and per-
sonalized voting, this somewhere enabled parliamentary status to homogenous 
minorities, however without effects in a two-party system . another group of 
mechanisms pertained to cumulative – limited and unlimited – voting, also 
within majority system and preferential voting in a multi-member constituency . 
They as well enabled representation of minorities, but did not prevent defor-
mation of representation . The third group of mechanisms finally introduced 
various mechanisms of proportional representation . reforms towards obtain-
ing of majority, representation of minorities and better representation of parties 
started to move the scale from personal towards party representation . The intro-
duction of proportional representation acted as an accelerator in this process . 
some of proportional representation systems managed to meet parties’ requests 
for stronger influence on elections and combine them with traditional and new 
forms of personal representation .” others, however, “threw the baby out with 
the bathwater” and neglected or rejected any form of personal representation .” 
(colomer, 2013:6) . Thus party representation prevailed over the personal one . 
The focus on fairer representation of parties for the sake of stabilization of party 
system went to the extreme: personal representation was neglected; the election 
was prejudiced as not only the candidacy but also the selection of representa-
tives in fact ended in parties . This opened a set of dilemmas on the character of 
political representation and enhanced requests for the pendulum to return to 
normal: to re-enable personalization of elections . 
The genesis of electoral systems shows that party and personal representation are 
not mutually exclusive . Personal representation implies representative’s person-
al characteristics, reliability and capacity for attracting voters’ trust, fulfilment 
of electoral promises and responding to voters’ requests . Party representation 
rests on organization of certain groups of society, articulation and aggregation 
of their interests and parties’ capacities to define public policies thereupon . Em-
phasize on personal characteristics in performing public affairs is a constant 
of political theory . The dominance of party representation, however, did not 
exclude personal dimension – it exists even in the system of blocked party lists: 
the candidates’ personal characteristics also define the order on the list in these 
systems and therefore directly influence the electoral outcome . Education, sex, 
age, occupation, status, experience, communication skills, charisma . . . are per-
sonal features which influence the position of every individual in the group 
and the community as a whole and as such make unavoidable components of 
personal representation . They ultimately make voters to pay a different level of 
trust to the candidates of the same party for pursuing the same ideology, pro-
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gramme and politics . Therefore a specific technology was being developed, for 
recruitment, selection, nomination and election of individuals who will become 
candidates for representative functions . some of these mechanisms are linked to 
party procedures, intraparty elections; some are the part of electoral systems . 
Particularly important from the citizens’ point of view are the ballot paper de-
sign and voting mechanisms – do they allow citizens to vote and elect repre-
sentatives and/or parties . voting can be categorical and ordinal . The former is 
expressed in the form of individual voting for a person or a party list . The ordi-
nal voting system implies double-vote and multiple voting . regarding the use 
of votes, voting can be limited and unlimited . a voter, depending on electoral 
system, can cast his/her votes in different ways: for different candidates by pref-
erential voting, alternative and single transferable vote and for candidates on 
party lists by cumulative voting and panachage . Each of these is linked to other 
elements of electoral system: constituency, party list and ballot paper design . 
Each of them enables personal voting and/or party voting . They are used in 
different scopes and produce different consequences for representation, party 
system, parliament and government . 
a research of personal representation in electoral systems of serbia and mon-
tenegro – both systems are proportional representation with closed lists – im-
plies an introduction with electoral institutions which enable voters to vote 
and elect their representatives . The classification developed by Joseph colomer 
which presents different manners of voting per criteria of openness for direct 
voting, observing personal and party representation in the variances of major-
ity, mixed and proportional representation systems, is a very useful methodo-
logical matrix for our analysis . it includes all types of electoral systems, various 
manners of voting, and positions them in the dimensions of personal and/or 
party representation, illustratively showing that these two forms of representa-
tion create a whole – two sides of the same medal – and that it is on the de-
signers to bring them into a harmonized relation in accordance with a set of 
contextual factors . 
his classification distinguishes three forms of voting: open, semi-open and 
closed . The first form provides voter with only one choice: voting for party can-
didates . The British model of majority elections by relative majority, the mex-
ican mixed model, a set of blocked lists proportional representation systems 
– belong to the closed systems category: they give only one chance, only one 
choice for the voters . common for all of them is that they in fact have voting 
procedures for party representation . Even when having voting for persons, it 
is directed towards party representation . another form of voting according to 
this classification implies voting which leaves to voter a possibility for more 
than one choice in voting . The french two-round system, the mixed electoral 
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system in germany and a set of proportional systems with preferential voting in 
this category enable voters to vote both for the party and for the candidate . The 
third form of voting – the “open” one – enables voter to simultaneously vote for 
more than one candidate and more than one party . The australian alternative 
voting model, the mixed variance of electoral system in lithuania, the transfer-
able vote systems in ireland, switzerland etc . belong in this category . (colomer, 
2013:8-10) . we shall present different electoral systems according to this clas-
sification and from the angle of possibilities offered for personal and/or party 
representation .

table 1. Two-dimensional.classification.of.electoral.systems.Personal.representation.

Open  Ordinal ranking  Open mixed  Open list
  (all candidates)  (1 candidate + some (all candidates)
  Australia,  party candidates)  Luxembourg, 
 San Francisco Bavaria, Lithuania Switzerland

Semiopen	 Two-round voting  Double-voting systems Preferential list
 (1 party candidate (1 candidate + (some party
  + 1 party candidate) 1 party)  candidates)
  France, USA Germany, Hungary Brazil, the Netherlands 

Closed	 Single-round voting Single vote systems Closed list  
  (1 party candidate) (1 party candidate) (1 party)
  G. Britain, Canada Mexico, Senegal  Israel, Spain

  Majority	 Mixed		 	Proportional
	 systems	 systems	 systems

Source: Colomer, 2013: 10

2 . PrEfErEntial voting and Party list
Preferential voting has two important components: voters can cast their votes 
for the candidate and/or candidates and thus decisively influence their election, 
all votes are summed up and the parties win the number of seats in the parlia-
ment in proportion with the number of votes . The systems resting on majority 
and using the preferential voting such are the alternative voting and transferable 
vote do not sum up the votes at the party level . The party and personal repre-
sentations in preferential systems are conjoint . voters can decisively influence 
and personalize the election – the parties are sure that they will not be under-
represented in representative bodies . 

Party 
representation
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There is a broad spectrum of variances in using the preferential voting in party 
lists’ system . They influence the electoral system to produce, under the impact of 
these variations, significantly different consequences not only for the party sys-
tem, the parliament and the government but also for the characteristics of party 
and personal representation . four dimensions decisively influence these varia-
tions . The first one is the ballot paper design: are the personally obtained votes 
the only prerequisite for the election, or there are other systemic possibilities for 
the parties to obtain mandates in other ways . By placing the candidates on some 
positions on the lists, some systems allow parties to predetermine the election 
regardless the obtained preferential votes – in Belgium (de winter 2008: 421-2) 
and sweden, the majority of elected mPs have such position on the list which 
can ensure their election regardless the preferential votes . in some electoral sys-
tems, the distribution of mandates is carried out at several levels: in some of 
them, preferential votes have advantage, while at other levels the mandate dis-
tribution is decided by the party – in Estonia (mikkel / Pettai 2004: 333-4) . here 
it can be spoken about the open lists’ flexibility . The second dimension deals 
with the non/mandatory use of preferential voting: is it mandatory or optional . 
in some countries voters must vote for a candidate – finland (kuusela 1995:25) 
and the netherlands (andeweg, 2008:494) – while in others they need not to do 
so – denmark (Elklit, 2008: 458) and switzerland . The third dimension pertains 
to the number of votes available to the voter: in majority of preferential voting 
countries voters have one vote, but there are examples that voters have as many 
preferential votes as there are the representatives being elected – latvia (mikkel 
/ Pettai 2004: 333) . The fourth dimension is the height of the electoral threshold 
– the limit which defines when the preferential votes will be taken into account 
in mandate allocation – in austria, it is enough that the candidate wins the 
number of preferential votes equal to the hare quota, or that preferential votes 
reach one sixth of the party’s votes in the constituency; otherwise, the mandates 
will be allocated according to the order (muller, 2008: 404) .
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table 2..Preferential.lists.systems.–.theoretical.reach.of.variations

Ballot paper Election of candidates Number of votes Treshold
Open Mandatory One No
Open Mandatory One Yes
Open Mandatory More Yes
Open Optional More Yes
Flexible Optional More Yes
Flexible Optional More No
Flexible Optional One No
Flexible Mandatory One No
Open Optional More No
Open Optional One Yes
Open Optional One No
Open Mandatory More No
Flexible Mandatory One Yes
Flexible Mandatory More No
Flexible Mandatory More Yes
Flexible Optional One Yes

Source: Carvonen, 2013:121

The real world of electoral systems does not contain all these theoretical pos-
sibilities, but the current systems have a large number of variations . however, 
preferential voting is still much less present, because the majority of proportion-
al representation systems use the blocked party lists . The open party lists, which 
are an assumption for preferential voting, are rather an exception than a rule . 
The option for preferential voting is decisively influenced by a set of contextual 
factors specific for each state . The reasons for reformation of electoral systems 
are more and more in researchers’ focus . Pointing to the deficit in research of 
this phenomenon, through tree variables – why preferential voting is introduced 
in a certain moment, what electoral system is thus abandoned and what was the 
former party system – stabile and clearly structured or not, carvonen searches 
for explanations of electoral reforms aimed at preferential voting in the context 
of reforms oriented towards the use of blocked party lists . he concludes that “it 
is not easy to detect a clear pattern which might explain why some countries opt 
for the Pls while others chose the closed list system .” (carvonen, 2013:129) . 
he points out that preferential voting has been introduced both in non-demo-
cratic and in democratic regimes; that such manner of voting replaced the rela-
tive majority system, the blocked list system as well as mixed systems; finally, 
that the preferential voting was introduced both in the ambience of stabile and 
structured systems and in the lack of such environment in the party field . how-
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ever, the analysis shows certain tendencies worth emphasizing . first, preferential 
voting was more frequently introduced in democratic than in non-democratic 
systems . second, blocked lists were more used in reforms of non-democratic 
than of democratic systems . Third, the majority of states which introduced pref-
erential systems did so in the conditions of stabile and structured party systems . 
The preferential system was a clear option in electoral systems’ reforms in the 
conditions of democratic orders and stabile party system, which reduced the 
suspiciousness towards institutional reforms enabling more freedom to voters 
in using direct voting and election and higher influence of personal representa-
tion (carvonen, 2013:131) .
The consequences of preferential voting system are limited with empirical re-
search . what strategic consequences, if any, are produced by preferential systems 
for behaviour of parties, candidates and voters? in what aspects, if any, personal 
and party representation in such electoral systems differ from the ambience in 
the closed and blocked lists systems? what is the difference in consequences for 
the party system, parliament and government in different variances of preferen-
tial systems? These are only some of the questions which answers remain at the 
realm of hypothetical judgments . 
starting from the rational behaviour of actors in preferential system, it can be 
expected that parties would use preferential mechanisms to obtain the highest 
possible number of votes and mandates; the candidates to increase their chances 
to sit in the parliamentary benches; the voters to decisively influence the elec-
tion of representatives and parties that would perform the legislative activity and 
form the government . Through the nomination mechanism, the parties always 
strongly control the electoral system . The preferential system requires a higher 
sensibility of parties towards the candidates’ personal characteristics – the vot-
ers can much easier punish any kind of inconsistency than in the closed list 
systems . a blocked list of candidates offers space for winning the mandates only 
on the basis of contribution in votes for the party list . By obtaining nomina-
tion in the preferential system, a candidate has an immeasurably broader space 
for individualization of electoral campaign . however, since in all systems the 
electoral success depends on the party’s success, a candidate must take care that 
the competition for obtaining the highest possible number of preferential votes 
is in accordance with the party’s need to reach an appropriate rating, in order 
to translate the individual preferential votes into the parliamentary mandates . 
Preferential systems place a voter into a position to elect both the persons and 
the parties which will manage the public affairs . The variances of preferential 
systems, even in the models which narrow the voters’ possibilities – high thresh-
old, small number of preferential votes, non-mandatory preferential voting, and 
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possibility for favouring the candidates – nevertheless leave space for a higher 
influence on elections than in the closed blocked lists systems . 
The performances of such electoral systems – expected and empirically verified- 
are mostly carried out in comparison with closed lists electoral systems and 
within the category, by distinguishing “strong” and “weak” preferential models . 
The researchers dealing more thoroughly with the analysis of preferential sys-
tems’ effects state that they: have negative effects on political stability; impair 
the central control of party finances; alleviate the party system’s fragmentation; 
facilitate changes in the legislative body; lead towards lower party cohesion; in-
crease higher volatility; activate electoral participation . 
The empirical backgrounds for these theoretically and rationally formulated ex-
pectations from preferential systems are not always convincing . some data show 
that preferential voting has an encouraging effect on parties’ stability – prefer-
ential voting decreases the change of parties, that is, the level of loyalty is higher . 
There are no reliable data that preferential systems complicate the control of the 
parties’ financial flows . The electoral participation, interestingly, is not higher 
in preferential electoral systems . The use of preferential voting shows different 
tendencies: in Brazil, only 10% of voters vote for party only (nicolau, 2004: 125); 
today, two thirds of voters in Belgium use preferential vote while their share 
in the 1950s was only 25% (carvonen, 2013:134) . in the netherlands, today 
20% of voters give their votes to the candidates who are not on the fore of the 
list – these votes are considered preferential, which is much more than in the 
first post-war decades . similar is in austria – in 1990 parties started to use the 
preferential voting system in order to enhance their party leaders’ campaigns 
and this brought an increase in preferential voting (muller, 2008, 408-9) . on the 
contrary, there was no increase in preferential voting in denmark and sweden: 
in denmark, during the recent decades the party massively opted for an open 
list variance, but this did not increase preferential voting; in sweden, preferen-
tial voting was decreased – in 1998, when it was introduced, 30% of voters voted 
by preferential voting, in 2002 26% and in 2006 – 22% (www .val .se) . “all in all, 
such divergent pictures do not corroborate that there is a general will of a part 
of voters to maximize the effects of their votes or to influence which individuals 
will obtain the parliamentary seat .”(carvonen, 2013:134)
The effect of these partial data on the supporters of personalization of elections 
is alarming . however, researchers show that the requests for preferential voting 
have been gradually expanding and that the availability and systematization of 
the data on impacts of such systems are only to confirm and/or refute some of 
the attributed characteristics . 
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3 . thE singlE transfEraBlE votE systEm

This is a specific electoral system applied in two countries – ireland and malta . 
however, the design of the irish electoral system has rather been a product of 
contextual conditions in fight for independence from the British crown than 
an aspiration for proportional representation . “ireland adopted the single trans-
ferable vote because in the time of conclusion of the peace agreement both the 
leaders of independence movement and the British government advocated for 
it” (chubb, 1970:146 – 7) . The proportionality should have been protecting the 
significant Protestant minority, the personalized voting the traditional manner 
of election, whereas the transferable vote system should have provided for both 
tasks . 
The transferable vote system functions on the basis of preferential voting . The 
candidates are listed on the ballot paper per alphabetical order with their names 
and addresses, without quoting their party affiliations . The party affiliation was 
being stated on the ballot papers since 1965, while since 2002 the candidates’ 
names have been accompanied with their photos and party logos . The voter 
votes by putting 1 before the candidate of his/her choice, that is, he/she can, but 
is not obliged to, rank by numbers some or all other candidates . The distribution 
of mandates starts with counting of votes and calculation of the droop quota as 
a minimum for winning the mandates . This is followed by counting of the first 
preferences on ballot papers . when a candidate reaches the number of first pref-
erences in the amount of the droop quota, he/she is awarded a mandate while 
a surplus of votes is transferred to the candidate with the highest number of 
preferences . if none of the candidate passed the quota for transfer of votes, the 
candidate with the lowest number of votes is excluded and his/her votes are dis-
tributed according to the same principle until all the mandates are distributed . 
how the transferable vote system functions from the aspects of proportionality, 
party and personal representation? 
 The proportionality of this electoral model is two-dimensional: one picture 
of proportionality is given by observation based on the first preferences only, 
whereas the picture is significantly different when observing all preferences . 
Thus sinn féin at the 2002 elections won a bonus of 12 seats in comparison to 
the number of votes as it obviously had candidates acceptable not only as the 
first, but also as the second and third choice (gallagher, 2003:111) .
The party representation in this system is very dynamic: the fact that the party 
can candidate more candidates in a constituency leaves space to the voters for 
selection within the same political option . This does not mean that it will auto-
matically keep all voters, but that the “loss” can be supplemented by other pref-
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erences for its candidates . who is more dominant in the elections – the party 
and/or the candidate? does the party or the personal representation dominate? 
in spite of a high party identification – in the 1980s as many as 80-90% of votes 
remained within the same party – the preferential voting did not lose the battle 
– at the last elections that number decreased to 2/3 . (marsh, 2013:142) . some 
surveys show that as many as 40% of voters claim that at the election they give 
advantage to the candidate; that they would vote for him/her even if being in 
another party; that in giving other preferences the candidate, and not the party, 
are the guiding criterion for the distribution thereof . (marsh, 2008:158) . how-
ever, the limits of party and personal representation still remain ambiguous . 
due to the party system’s stability some researchers emphasize that party af-
filiation decisively influences the electoral success (gallagher, 2003:90) . “good” 
candidates are motivated to be on big parties’ lists, while they are interested in 
having the candidates who are popular among voters . But it is not sufficient to 
provide a strong party’s candidacy . They, by rule, propose more candidates and 
thus one fifth of the candidates sees the main rival in the candidate from his/her 
own ranks (marsh, 2013:143)
The reasons for which the voters select candidates apart from their party affilia-
tion are important for understanding the political consequences of this electoral 
system . Personal representation is under a strong impact of belonging to a local 
community . The surveys did document this . Three quarters of voters in polls 
see the representation of the district as the main job of the mPs, whereas 22% of 
voters think that fulfilment of the party’s policy is the mPs’ main task (marsh, 
2008:155-6, 184-8) . territorial connection of voters and candidates is a signal 
both for the mPs and for the parties . The mPs hold regular meetings with vot-
ers, at several venues within the constituencies . “clinique”, as these sessions are 
called, are oriented towards assistance to the individuals, groups and the com-
munity as a whole . The candidates are locals, and in the highest number of cases 
the individuals who worked in local services . This turned out as decisive for 
obtaining the first preference as well, which additionally emphasized the per-
sonalization of elections . in recent years, the additional funds enabled mPs for 
a more intensive work in the “clinique” as they have appropriate staff . The mPs 
having a long parliamentary experience, a practice in local communities on a set 
of central- and local-levels tasks, are often an insurmountable obstacle for the 
rivals who enter the electoral arena for the first time (marsh, 2013:145-6)
The critics’ remarks pertain to excessive dealing with local tasks as a source 
of clientelism and neglecting of national politics . The supporters, on the other 
side, claim that such behaviour is not a product of electoral system, and point 
out that the centralization of political decisions and the factors of traditional 
political culture both among the voters and among the representatives create a 
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strong relation between the mPs and the local community, which is perceived 
as a quality of political representation . “The irish already for generations know 
that they need help of a man of connections and influence to gain benefits from 
the public authority . democracy is reduced to granting such a man an official 
role, so as to become a servant instead of the master .” (chubb 1970:217) .

4 . oPEn Ballot PaPEr – thE swiss systEm

The colomer’s scheme presented in the beginning of this paper positions this 
model as the farthest from the outcome point of party and personal representa-
tion . This is an open list in proportional representation, which allows voting for 
the party, the preferential voting as an intraparty competition of the same party’s 
candidates for seats in the representative body and voting through panachage: 
the distribution of votes among the lists of all parties and their candidates . such 
constellation of the use of vote leaves to voters a broad manoeuvring space for 
election among parties and candidates; it imposes particular conditions of nom-
ination and electoral campaigns; it offers candidates to alone create the road of 
success for attraction of voters’ sympathies beyond the party’s mechanism . The 
swiss electoral system, undoubtedly complicated, has all these specificities and 
on it we shall analyze the (un)success of this model which at the first glance 
seems as an ideal joint of party and personal representation . 
The swiss proportional electoral model for mPs in the national council – the 
central representative body – is based on 26 constituencies which are in fact 
cantons . This causes a large span of constituency magnitude: the average size is 
7 .7, but six cantons elect one representative each whereas the majority of can-
tons elect 34 each . The number of representatives is defined on the basis of the 
canton’s residents . small cantons which elect one mP use the majority electoral 
system . The others implement proportional representation in which voters can 
vote on the basis of open lists, through cumulate voting, panachage and crossing 
out the candidates . few weeks before the elections the voters get a set of ballot 
papers with names of all parties and a blank ballot paper . voters make their first 
choice by choosing a ballot paper with one party’s candidates or a blank ballot 
paper . if choosing a ballot paper with party list they can vote for the list as a 
whole with no changes whatsoever, they can vote preferentially, cross out the 
candidates, vote cumulatively – by adding names of the candidates most accept-
able for them, they can panachage – add other parties’ candidates, cumulatively 
as well . if taking a blank ballot paper they can first write the party’s name on the 
top and the name of at least one candidate . however, the ballot paper is valid 
even without the party’s name . The ballot paper is invalid if only stating the 
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party’s name without the candidate, meaning that in this manner of election the 
voter is compelled to personalize his/her vote . The voter can write down as many 
candidates’ names as is the number of mPs being elected in the constituency, 
cumulate votes by writing the same candidates’ name several times, add names 
of other parties’ candidates – panachage – two times at the most . The man-
dates are distributed on the basis of the sum of votes for one party’s candidates 
and the votes given to the parties on the basis of the hagenbach-Bichoff quota 
and allocated to the candidates with the highest number of preferential and/or 
cumulative votes . “such big freedom in expression of preferences is seldom in 
preferential representation systems . among the “strong” systems of preferential 
voting (the expression used by carvonen 2004) – which allow for expression of 
preferences for the same party’s candidates – only switzerland and luxembourg 
has the preferential representation ballot paper systems allowing for the expres-
sion of preferences for other parties’ candidates as well .” (lutz, 2013:155)
researchers emphasize two dominant factors which shaped the specificity of the 
swiss electoral system . The first one reflects in weak, canton-concentrated par-
ties – the national-level ones started to strengthen only after the world war two 
– and the weak central leadership . The other is the path of dependence . it would 
be logical to constitute the national-level system which had already functioned 
in the cantons . it is clear that the weak central leaderships had to accept the 
unblocked party lists as a concession to local boards and candidates, but it is un-
clear where the opting for panachage comes from . The reply is in an expectation 
that in this manner the candidates will attract votes of the other parties’ voters . 
“There is no much evidence why this passed the parliament; however, it can be 
assumed that the lack of a strong central party structure in the time when the 
system was chosen both at the national and the cantonal level was important .” 
(lutz, 2013: 160)
This electoral model apparently reduces the tension between the party and 
personal representation to the lowest extent and directs it to the party lead-
ership-candidates relation . namely, the party leadership’s interest is to win as 
many party votes as possible and influence who of the candidates shall sit in the 
parliamentary benches . candidates are interested for the party to win as many 
votes as possible as it increases the number of seats, but they are also interested 
in the highest possible preferential votes of party’s supporters and even more in 
the votes of voters beyond that circle as this puts them closer to the top of the 
list and creates more possibilities for acquisition of a parliamentary mandate . 
Both the parties and the candidates have numerous instruments for achieving 
the goal . 
what do the parties do in order to achieve the best representation possible? 
The first manner of the party leadership’s influence on the elections is to pro-
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pose a larger number of lists in multi-member constituencies . in this manner 
they involve a larger number of candidates into the competition, with an assess-
ment that in this manner they increase the competitiveness, the quality of offer, 
show human resource potential, increase the possibilities for attracting the votes 
beyond the traditional party voters, expand the possibility for gathering votes 
through panachage . such manner of candidacy enables parties for meeting the 
different candidacy criteria and for better representation of different groups, 
fractions and interests: it is possible to create separate lists per regional-local 
criteria, lists with female candidates only, with male candidates only, mixed, 
different coalition lists, lists with candidates living abroad, lists of youth party 
branches . The risk in expanding the number of lists lies in the reduction of con-
trolling who will obtain the mandate, but this need not to be the party elites’ 
priority . submission of more than one list is a rule . another mechanism for 
influencing the party representation is cumulating . namely, parties have right to 
cumulate votes for certain candidates by indicating their names twice at the bal-
lot paper, same as the voters can do . This pre-cumulating mechanism is a very 
efficient way for influencing the election of a candidate by the party, particularly 
in conditions when voters don’t intervene on the ballot paper . however, the par-
ties use this possibility very rarely . namely, it has been noticed that voters more 
easily intervene on the ballot paper which contains blank lines, and that they do 
it by panachage . Parties want to prevent this and therefore they cumulate the 
candidates’ names . Particularly in large constituencies, parties have problems 
with fulfilment of all places and therefore use this mechanism . The reason for 
suppression of cumulate voting by the party is very prosaic: it can cause conflicts 
in parties as it is an obvious favouring: the stated elections registered an example 
of only one candidate who was not elected although being cumulated by the 
party . The third manner of party’s influence on the election is the order on the 
ballot paper . The alphabetical order, priority to party officials, “zipper” – alter-
natively women-men, first women then man and vice versa, different groups’ 
candidates – party favourites, results of the parliamentary work, the number of 
votes at previous elections etc – are all the criteria for definition of order on the 
list which influences the election and about which there are ongoing fierce party 
debates . The statistics says that the alphabetical criterion for listing the candi-
dates is dominating, with notable exceptions . namely, for traditional reasons 
parties use different criteria and/or combine them and thus flatter the patterns 
of political culture of voters in certain cantons . There are no reliable data if and 
how this influences the elections; however, like the other electoral phenomena, 
it draws attention and causes disputes and debates . The fourth mechanism is in 
the political marketing domain . namely, parties can adjust their campaigns to 
some candidates . if having in mind that candidates are obliged to contribute 
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the campaign in financial sense, and even more that in switzerland they are not 
burdened with the influence of money, there is no obligation for a party and/or 
candidate to reveal the source of financing of electoral campaigns, it is clear that 
higher “contribution” in money will favour the candidate and provide him/her 
with a strong influence on shaping the campaign . 
what do candidates do in order to win the mandate? in such system intrapar-
ty competition for candidates is more important than the competition against 
other parties’ candidates . They have two strategies at their disposal: to run a 
campaign for attracting the votes of party voters, either by cumulating or by 
crossing out the other candidates’ names, or to run a campaign for attracting 
preferential votes of other parties’ voters . These strategies are complementary 
and candidates combine both approaches . Their aim is to be represented to the 
broadest possible circle of potential voters, thus increasing the probability that 
someone will give them a vote and thus make the acquisition of parliamentary 
status more likely . Therefore, candidates cooperate with different organizations, 
associations, influential individuals, lead intensive own campaign and frequent-
ly position themselves on the edge of political programme or ideology of their 
party in order to attract votes from opposite parties’ spheres . in the electoral 
cycle which data we are using for our example – the elections for the national 
council of 2007 – as many as 171 out of 198 mPs attempted to ensure re-elec-
tion, whereas 147 (86%) were successful . Those who did not regain the voters’ 
trust in nine cases lost from their own party’s candidate, while the others did 
not get the mandate because their party had not obtained the sufficient number 
of mandates which would, due to their position on the list and the number of 
preferential votes enables them to remain in the parliament . in the same time, 
the data show that the candidates who were re-elected in a vast number of cases 
won on the basis of votes attracted from other parties’ voters (lutz, 2013: 167) .
what consequences such electoral model produces for party and personal rep-
resentation? first, at the 2007 elections as many as 47% of ballot papers were 
not amended, that is, voters had interventions in more than a half of ballot 
papers – in average 3 .6 candidates from other parties appeared on the ballot 
papers and the scope of interventions at the party ballots where voters inter-
vened ranked between 7 .7 to 95%, second, there is no correlation between the 
size of the district and the changes on the ballot paper, which could have been 
expected since voters in large constituencies have a larger possibility of choice 
and a higher number of votes which can challenge their party loyalty . Third, big 
parties’ voters are more prone to intervene on the ballot paper, to give votes to 
other parties’ candidates through panachage, and this is more obvious in the 
german-speaking cantons than in the french-speaking ones . fourth, the big 
parties’ candidates attract fewer votes by panachage than other parties’ voters, 
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however gaining more preferential votes of voters voting for their party . in larg-
er constituencies the number of votes through panachage is lower than in small 
constituencies . There is a correlation in votes obtained through panachage and 
the position on the list: the candidates on the top on the list obtain more such 
votes than those on the bottom and those being re-elected obtain more votes 
than the new candidates (lutz, 2013, 168-74) ..   

5 . mixEd ElEctoral systEms  
 with oPEn lists
The electoral models combining the principles of majority systems and propor-
tional representation belong to this category . in the beginning, psephologists 
met mixed systems with scorn and suspicions, but comparative insight shows 
that they are used in a significant number of countries and that their share in 
different models is oscillating . we shall leave aside the theoretical disputes about 
the criteria and subsequent classifications of such electoral systems; are they 
mixed or combined; are they dominated by majority or proportional electoral 
formula in distribution of mandates; are they fully separated or are in some 
interaction, etc . in this part we shall show the consequences of such models for 
personal representation based on the data from three states which currently use 
these systems at the national level, although we should not neglect interesting 
variances in regional elections in Bavaria and Baden-wűrtenberg which will 
have to be omitted due to small space . 
Japan elects 300 mPs in single-member constituencies and 180 – until 2000, 200 
– mPs by proportional representation system in 11 multi-member constituen-
cies . voter has two votes and two ballot papers . The list for election of mPs in 
proportional part is only partially open: parties put several candidates on some 
positions, under the same ordinal number on the list, by rule including the can-
didates from single-member constituencies . if a party wins a parliamentary seat 
for that position in proportional distribution, it will belong to the candidate 
on the basis of results in single-member constituency – the difference between 
him/her and the winner – observed in a relative terms . This practically means 
that the party can provide the entry to the parliament also to the mPs who lost 
in single-member constituencies, on the basis of the position on the list in the 
proportional part: at the 2003 elections 117 mPs were elected in that manner 
and 97 in 2009 . 
lithuania elects one half of its mPs (70) through the proportional representa-
tion system with open list where voters can vote for five candidates . The list 
which passes the electoral threshold of 5% of seats is distributed on the basis of 
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post-electoral rating – a complicated formula which implies calculation of the 
candidate’s personal rating on the basis of voters’ votes and his/her party rating 
– the figure based on the position at the electoral list . in practice, the position 
on the list defined by the party significantly prejudices the voters’ preferences . 
nevertheless, at the 2008 elections one third of seats were allocated on the basis 
of voters’ preferences . Preferences significantly changed the final order of can-
didates on the list: in some parties the candidate from the position 7 according 
to the party’s list was moved to the position 17: in another party, a female candi-
date on the ordinal number 140 reached the 7th position thanking to the voters’ 
preferences . 
monaco elects 24 mPs by proportional representation with preferential vot-
ing . voter is free to show his/her preferences, add and cross out the candidates’ 
names on the list proposed by the parties . seats are allocated exclusively on 
the basis of the obtained votes – 16 mandates according to the order of the 
obtained preferences go directly to the candidates with the highest number of 
votes, whereas 8 belong to the parties on the basis of the obtained votes of their 
candidates, which parties again allocate according to the rating of the obtained 
votes .
The electoral systems’ designers or, rather, the political elites deciding on the 
design, are not in favour of open lists in mixed electoral systems . The most illus-
trative proof for this is a small number of examples of states with such practice . 
Therefore the question is if preferential voting in mixed systems influences the 
outcome at all, and how? The empirical evidences about this are very scarce . 
however, in studying this electoral model we must refer to the authorities . “our 
most valuable finding is that the voters will use every opportunity for express-
ing their preferences . sometimes the changes in candidates’ ranking are sig-
nificant . candidates without an advantage on the party lists are often elected in 
this manner . There are indications that the outcome of preferences is negative 
for the election of female candidates . . . in mixed systems preferences are seldom 
possible, but are certainly important . maybe the academics should shift their 
attention from party representation to this issue .” (massocotte, 2013:111)

6 . thE rElativE maJority systEm
The electoral system for the house of commons of the united kingdom with 
single-member constituency and election of mPs by relative majority is taken 
as an etalon of personal representation . its virtues include the firm connection 
between the representatives and voters, clear responsibility, strong government 
with homogenous parliamentary majority in the background and simplicity . 
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The drastic disproportionality of the “winner takes it all” system is a common 
point in electoral literature . speaking about the party representation, it func-
tions relatively well from the position of the two first-ranked parties . however, 
in the last century the British party system moved from the three-party (1920), 
through the two-party in the post-war period, and again the three-party af-
ter 1980 . The representation of the two leading parties is neither without flaws . 
since 1990, the labour Party has been permanently favoured – they win in con-
stituencies with less votes and traditionally lower turnout (margetts, 2013:39) 
The introduction of new electoral systems – mixed electoral system for the scot-
tish and welsh parliaments, as well as for the london assembly, proportional 
representation for the Eu mPs, the transferable vote system in ireland – opened 
new perspectives in implementation of party and personal representation . it 
turned out that voters gladly use possibilities to divide their votes when elec-
tions are simultaneously held at local, provincial and national levels (rallings/
Thrasher, 2003: 71) . 
supporters of the British electoral model emphasize its success in personal rep-
resentation . single-member constituency and election by majority are equal-
ized with personalization . researchers defined four aspects of constituency link 
from the representation point of view, how it functions it practice, i .e . what mPs 
in fact do for voters . The first aspect is political . it is reduced to the link between 
voters’ political attitudes and mPs behaviour in adopting relevant laws related 
to important social issues . The second aspect is service-related . it shows what 
a mP does for individuals or groups from his/her constituency in solving their 
problems and/or provision of various benefits . The third aspect is financial: it 
analyzes mPs’ activities on achievement of benefits for the constituency and 
voters through attraction of state donations and administrative interventions . 
The fourth aspect deals with symbolic communication, behaviour which should 
provide for building and strengthening of trust between voters and elected rep-
resentatives (Eulau & karps: 1978:241) .
The available data challenge the glorification of the constituency link: only 
17% of voters contact their mP – less than in ireland, wales (22%) and scot-
land (19%) where mPs are elected by different electoral systems (margetts, 
2013:41) . opening of a special site which automatically forward citizens’ let-
ters to mPs, even without knowing their names, did not significantly improve 
the contacts (williamson: 2009:6) . mPs use internet, but primarily to inform 
voters on something . The voters, on the other hand, in 2008 sent 53,527 mes-
sages to mPs – 50% contacted an mP for the first time . single-round relative 
majority system with single-member constituency did not stimulate prompt-
ness among mPs – 60% of them reply on e-mails within 2-3 weeks, in com-
parison with 67% of their colleagues in the scottish and welsh parliaments, 
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elected by proportional electoral system, who do the same .(www .writetothem .
com/stats/2008/zeitgeist)
a particular dimension of personal representation pertains to the role of mP 
as a “social worker” . There are no formal rules which regulate communication 
between mPs and voters in constituencies – this function was being developed 
during the course of time . The original position of local officer and well-doer 
was gradually disappearing . under the pressure, mPs devoted more and more 
time to contacts with their constituencies . researchers point to two reasons 
for more intensive communication . They see the first one in the growth of the 
number of voters and increase of state subventions, inducing the voters’ interest 
in and complaints against distribution of these funds . The second one is seen in 
education and awareness of the electorate, which is better informed about its 
rights and mPs’ obligations, due to media, particularly internet . They cumula-
tively gave incentives for mPs activity, and a more active mP was more popular 
in the constituency which, in return, increased the number of voters’ appeals: 
in the 1980s, as many as 75% respondents in a poll assessed mPs’ work as good . 
Thus ” . . . the institution of mP in the uk became . . . more similar to social work-
er’s job, although better paid and enriched with parliamentary authority . in fact, 
public perception shows that voters themselves now perceive mPs as “service 
providers” in democratic procedure” . (margetts, 2013:43) .
The British electoral model has adverse effects in party and personal represen-
tation, emphasize numerous British researchers who perceive the system as a 
mechanism which exercises pressure on mPs to become well paid social work-
ers, whereas the centralized system of candidate selection suppresses preferen-
tial voting . how the voters behave in such circumstances: do they vote for party 
or for person? replies to three questions: do voters award mPs for engagement 
in constituency; do voters award mPs who do not act as mere party obedients 
and do voters punish mPs who break loose from the party leadership and dis-
cipline – create coordinates forming the field which shapes the answer to this 
complex issue . 
The opinions that local candidates are mere bearers of party colours, anonymous 
infantry in the war waged in tv studios, are broadly expanded among research-
ers in spite of the fact that until 1970 the candidates’ names on ballot papers 
were stated without party affiliations (Butler/kavanagh, 1988:191) . British voter 
votes in accordance with party preferences, and this is considered a rational 
behaviour when voters monitor the mPs’ work and manner of voting much less 
than in other European countries . “The already mentioned developments in the 
party system point to decrease of votes along rigidly defined party lines, which 
does not necessarily mean the increase of preferential vote” (margetts, 2013: 
47) . as for the mP’s “reward” for engagement in constituency in re-election, the 
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data speak that the advantage of those who had already been in the parliament 
in comparison with those who for the first time enter the electoral arena for a 
parliamentary seat is insignificant – 1 .5 to 3 .5 points . it seems that it is rather the 
party which awards them with re-election candidacy than the voters . The proofs 
of voters’ behaviour when mPs show disobedience towards the party leader-
ship’s policy are somewhat clearer, although far from resolute . The labour Party 
in 2001-2005 convocation faced with mass disobedience – 47 mPs expressed 
their disobedience to the party leadership by voting against the war engagement 
in iraq . “nevertheless, it seems that voters only registered general dissatisfac-
tion and disagreement of their mP, and not the way he/she voted about certain 
issue – mP’s accountability was rather general than directed towards a specific 
problem .” (margetts, 2013:48-9)

7 . concluding considErations
The preferential voting and election of representatives on the basis of their in-
dividual characteristics were pushed to the background with strengthening of 
parties . The search for an objective, on proportional principles based majority 
led to the domination of parties in political institutions’ design . The obtain-
ing of primacy in institutional field required strong parties and a structured 
party system . This at first assumed the control of the nomination process and, 
subsequently, of election of representatives . Personal representation is a victim 
of this process . The domination of personal representation was replaced by the 
domination of the party one . 
The power of parties, influence of party elites, partocratic processes, poor ad-
ministration, corruption, particularism, alienation from citizens . . . are some of 
the characteristics for which the parties got bad reputation equally in theory 
and in real life . Electoral systems deprived from mechanisms for possible per-
sonal, direct election of representatives are seen as one very important element 
of that negative reputation of parties in contemporary democratic societies . Ex-
treme critics often see elections as a mechanism deprived from the ability to 
elect . nomination processes, selection of candidates; role of media; influence 
of money are the most obvious proofs for claims that there is voting but there 
is no electing; that voting is predetermined; that we do not elect those who will 
represent us but give mandate to parties, i .e . to narrow party groups to delegate 
those who will decide in representative bodies . These critiques yield strong ef-
forts to establish a balance between personal and party in the election of repre-
sentatives . 
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majority of voters in the world today elect their representatives according to 
some of majority rules of decision-making . however, majority of states today 
practice some form of proportional representation . among them, those using 
the preferential methods of voting are in an extreme minority . 
They are characterized by different mechanisms in electoral system – design of 
constituency, ballot paper and the manner of voting – which give voters more or 
less freedom to elect both individuals and parties . in this – still narrow – world 
of electoral rules, personal and party are not antithetic principles . They are com-
bined and supplemented in various manners . common for them is that they 
form a field in which voter can move from possibility to full freedom in election 
of individuals and parties . 
yet there have been no convincing empirical indicators to confirm the capacities 
of preferential electoral systems attributed by their supporters and users . They 
do not inspire higher electoral participation . voters in systems which allow so 
rather vote for the party list, less frequently attempting to figure out whom to 
give the preferential vote . There are claims that they can cause weakening of 
parties, ruining of party loyalty, political instability . however, several charac-
teristics single them out and make them increasingly attractive, particularly in 
societies which attempt to decrease or alleviate the parties’ domination and in-
crease citizens’ impact on decision-making .
first, preferential voting systems are a product of a set of contextual circum-
stances . Examples of them as only a rational choice in reforming non-demo-
cratic regimes are rare . territory-wise, they emerged and are expanding on the 
European continent, in societies with stabile democracy, stabile and structured 
party systems . 
second, the states which adopted the possibility of preferential voting experi-
enced different electoral systems . There are no examples that preferential sys-
tems have been abandoned and replaced with other models . where advocating 
for electoral reforms in such electoral systems, the reforms are not concentrated 
on abandoning personalization of voting but on other elements, in fact often on 
broadening of voters’ possibility to elect both parties and persons . 
Third, in electoral systems with dominance of party representation, it is the pref-
erential voting that is proposed as a manner of redesign . The manner for voters 
to directly elect candidates and parties is perceived as a cure for weaknesses and 
critiques of a serial of actual electoral systems .
fourth, it is not a coincidence that many post-socialist states which electoral 
systems are a kind of laboratories increasingly often shift to or debate about 
the need for preferential voting . These are societies in which personal repre-
sentation was systematically suppressed and eradicated, and in the transition 
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period most often enabled as party representation . Preferential voting is a logi-
cal choice for societies which want to enhance the engagement and position of 
citizens in political processes . 
fifth, designers who recommend preferential voting for reformation of elec-
toral systems suggest gradual use of this mechanism, taking care about a set of 
contextual factors: historical experiences, political culture, tradition, stability of 
party system . . . institutional reforms which do not recognize these contextual 
limitations can disavow preferential mechanisms, cement the existing electoral 
systems and their observed flaws and postpone electoral reforms for a longer 
period of time . 
This is exactly what the case of montenegro and serbia points to . The electoral 
systems used in the two states dominantly provide party self-representation with 
a series of negative consequences . The public – voters, researchers, media, but 
also certain politicians, parties – require introduction of preferential methods of 
voting and return of personal representation . The road of electoral reform from 
the request, idea and proposition to the realization is long . it should be made 
more certain through reasoned debate, presentation of models functioning ac-
cording to these rules, education of all actors about advantages and disadvan-
tages of preferential voting . This study is a contribution to this debate .
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Vladimir Goati

!!!!!! 

InfLuenCe of PreferentIAL votIng 
on IntrA-PArtY deMoCrACY

Political parties emerged approximately two centuries ago as an “accidental so-
cial discovery in great Britain” and spread like an oil drop in water to a vast 
majority of countries on all continents . at the onset of the third millennium, the 
exceptions are only a few small countries in the region of the Persian gulf where 
political parties do not operate . The term political party arose at the beginning 
of the eighteenth century, while its usage became more widespread following 
the publication of Bolinbroke’s book 1733: Une.dissertation.sur.les.parties (ac-
cording to sartori, 1998: 136) . The forms of political gatherings had different 
denominations until the middle of the eighteenth century: factions (faction), 
connections (connexion), cliques (clique), coteries, clubs, etc . in the contem-
porary period in democratic processes, the authorities and the opposition are 
embodied in forms of parties and it is not exaggerated to state that parties are 
the “jugular vein” of democracy . 
in countries of stable democracy, parties “pervade” all other democratic institu-
tions – they determine the mode of working and the content of parliamentary 
decisions, government activity is dependent on the orientation of the ruling 
party (or coalition of parties), the personal composition of election participants 
is determined by parties, and the outcome of elections is, likewise, determined 
by the balance of power among the parties . Parties contribute to holding elec-
tions in one additional essential way, described by katz: “without parties to 
structure the campaign, to provide continuity from one election to the next, 
and to provide links among candidates in different localities and for different 
offices, the resulting elections are unlikely to be meaningful, even if they are 
technically free” (katz, 1980: 1) . a large percentage of citizens is emotionally 
attached to parties (“party identification”, party loyalty) which is not to the same 
extent the case with other democratic institutions, on grounds of which it can be 
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claimed that parties even take a certain level of priority over those institutions . 
it is therefore not a coincidence that parties are perceived as an active element, 
“chief protagonists” of the democratic order, “the driving force” of modern poli-
tics (neumann, 1963: 15), and metaphorically also as “the daily bread of liberal 
democracy” (seiler, 1982: 3) . The existence of more independent parties (at least 
two) competing for the support of citizens in fair and equal elections, is one of 
the constituent characteristics of democracy . The “independent” attributes of 
fundamental importance, for if more parties operate in a country, which are not 
independent – as was the case in Poland, Bulgaria, gdr and czechoslovakia 
until the “pluralist turnover” in 1989/1990 – we cannot speak of a real, but of an 
illusory multi-party system where only one party operates, while the others are 
mere decoration .
Political parties played the decisive role in the global transition process from 
the authoritarian to the democratic order, denoted by huntington as “the third 
wave of democratization” (huntington, 1991) . Their importance is illustrated 
by the fact that the fight for the democratic turnover in the countries of central 
and south East Europe in 1989/1990 was in its decisive phase concentrated on 
the request for conducting free and equal multi-party elections . in the major-
ity of those countries in 1989/1990 the first peaceful transition of power from 
the reformed communist parties to the newly formed opposition parties was 
realized . at a later stage, in some countries of that region (slovenia, hungary, 
Poland, czech republic, slovakia) democratic orders of enviable stability were 
established . “The more some countries of central and south East Europe pro-
gressed in the democratization process and approximated the countries of sta-
ble democracy, the more their parties and party systems encountered problems 
similar to those in the countries of stable democracy” (Puhle, 2002: 59) . 
The doctrine did not, grossomodo, exert a benevolent stance towards parties and 
followed their rise with undisguised scepticism, uncompromisingly illuminating 
their weaknesses and shortcomings . some authors even elaborated the need for 
their replacement with different forms of activism: temporary citizen associa-
tions, clubs, mass movements, unions (“revolutionary unionism”) . The need for 
abolition of parties was theoretically probably most comprehensively elaborated 
at the beginning of the twentieth century by moisei ostrogorski (also known 
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as moisey ostrogorsky), a lesser-known author in our region . depicting the 
non-democratic atmosphere in English and american parties at the end of the 
nineteenth century and negative influence of parties on democratic relations in 
the society and parliamentary life, ostrogorski stood up for their abolition and 
formation of so called “temporary parties”, i .e . associations (leagues) that would 
cease operating after the achievement of a concrete political interest (task) that 
previously led to their formation .1 however, the political life did not care about-
the convincing theoretical advocacy of ostrogorski for abolition of parties, and 
his brilliantly elaborated ideas sank at the “reefs of political reality” .
The irreplaceable function of parties in the democratic process is convincingly 
illustrated by the failures of some statesmen in countries of stable democracy 
– such as washington in usa at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and 
de gaulle in france in the middle of the nineteenth century– to marginalize 
parties . apart from the efforts of ostrogorski to theoretically explain the project 
of democracy without parties, the doctrine also knows of the endeavours to 
conceive democracy without parliament, persistently supported by a lot of left-
ist authors in the middle of the twentieth century (“council democracy”) .freely 
paraphrasing the commentary of keane where he emphasizes that there was 
never a political regime that simultaneously cherished a democratic parliament 
and abolished civil liberties – nor a regime that abolished parliament and en-
sured civil liberties – i could emphasise that there was never a multi-party re-
gime which oppressed human and civil liberties, nor a regime without parties, 
which defended these liberties (keane, 1988: 182) .
The link between the multi-party regime and civil liberties is not conjunctural, 
but systematic, for it stems from the vital functions of parties among which the 
most important are selection, aggregation and expression of interest, selection 
of candidates to get the most important political offices in competitive elections, 
government formation or government criticism . some of the listed functions, 
can, however, be performed by other organizations, but not all of the functions . 
unions, for example, perform selection and expression of interest (primarily 
economic and social interests), but they do not exercise power . Political clubs 
can criticize the authorities, as can the media, but they do not have the oppor-
tunity to express criticism directly in parliament, neither can they “corroborate” 
their stances and orientation with proposals for a no-confidence motion against 

1 due to the limited scope of this article, i am not able to more widely elaborate the ideas 
of this outstanding author and therefore refer those interested to my previously pub-
lished works: Savremene.političke.partije,.komparativna.analiza. (1983), Partije.Srbije. i.
Crne.Gore.u.političkim.borbama.od.1990 ..do.2000 ..Godine.(2000), Partije.i.partijski.sistem.
Srbije (2004), Partijske.borbe.u.Srbiji.u.post.oktobarskom.razdoblju.(2006), Partije.i.parti-
jski.sistemi (2008) . 
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the government, request for snap elections, parliamentary boycott, nor through 
organizing protest gatherings and civil disobedience . 
This is even more the case with citizens, individually speaking, that have end-
lessly different orientations, not only towards political objectives, but also to-
wards the means and methods of their achievement, and hence a political ac-
tion of citizens, unmediated by parties, would inevitably lead to anarchy . Parties 
are indispensable precisely to formulate a reasonable amount of political pro-
grammes to be decided upon in the elections, on the basis of countless ideas, 
goals and values (often different and even opposite) represented by citizens . 
Even though the sceptical, (conditionally) “anti-party stream” can be considered 
“an in option” in theoretical thinking on parties in the past two centuries, this 
stream represents, however, the minority flow of thinking of the contemporary 
period . as opposed, mainstream theoretical thinking accept parties without the 
emphasised emotional tension (either negative or positive) as conditio.sine.qua.
non of democracy and strives to thoroughly depict and explain not only their 
“anatomy”, but also their “physiology” . from the middle of the twentieth cen-
tury, besides parties, party systems have also come into focus, not only as a mere 
sum of parties, but as a separate whole with distinctive modes of operation and 
dynamics . 
immersing into the analysis of parties and party systems i am aware that in 
spite of intensive efforts and valuable theoretical and empirical knowledge and 
insights at the onset of the third millennium – it cannot be spoken of a generally 
accepted theory of parties, which leaves the author deprived of “solid grounds” 
that would ensure security in the selection of personal and assessment of other 
approaches, stances and hypotheses . The contradiction through which maurice 
duverger begun his capital work Les.Partis.politiques.( first published in 1951, 
in this paper the ninth edition is used, 1976), is not eliminated even today . This 
contradiction is formulated as follows: “it is at the present time impossible to 
give a valid description of the comparative functioning of political parties; yet 
it is essential to do so . we find ourselves in a vicious circle: a general theory of 
parties will eventually be constructed only upon the preliminary work of many 
profound studies; but these studies cannot be truly profound so long as there ex-
ists no general theory of parties . for nature answers only when questioned and 
we do not yet know what questions this subject demands . ” . however, duverger 
made a step forward from the vicious circle and offered a preliminary party 
theory which is a valuable “guidebook” for theoretical and empirical research, 
upon which a science of parties could be constituted, or as duverger named it 
“stasiology” . 
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The quest for a general theory of parties is realized through several approaches, 
and each of these approach essentials numerous “creeks” apart from the “main 
stream” . The differences are evident already at the attempt to explain the origin 
of parties, and these differences also have a strong influence on stances on the 
development and role of parties . in party analysis, ware, for instance, makes 
a distinction among the sociological, institutional and competitive approach 
(ware, 1966) . The sociological approach –named by haegel as societal “soci-
etale” (haegel, 2007: 17) – emphasises the importance of sociological actors on 
the formation and functioning of parties and party systems . in the framework 
of this approach, one stream emphasises the importance of analysis of “party 
routes” of members and factors that influenced those routes (e .g . Joshua, 2007: 
17: 25) .
The institutional approach concentrates attention on the influence of political 
institutions on parties, first of all the electoral system (majority, proportional, 
mixed) and to a lesser extent, the form of system of government (parliamentary, 
presidential, and semi-presidential) . The competitive approach, perceives party 
leaders as political entrepreneurs that, among many differences in the society, 
select and politicize those differences that give them the biggest chances of win-
ning and (or) maintaining power . 
i mentioned several distinctive approaches to research on parties, but it is inter-
esting that authors of various orientations demonstrated a high level of agree-
ment on emphasizing the importance of oligarchic tendencies and unsustain-
able narrowing of space for intra-party democracy . 
when i talk about intra-party democracy as a criterion i use the position of the 
member, i .e . the opportunity of his influence on all relevant decisions within 
the party . i am aware that full internal democracy would mean that all members 
equally influence party decisions, which is, truth be told, an unattainable ideal . 
Therefore, intra-party democracy is not a “border quality“which either exists or 
not, but it is always about the degree of democracy . under oligarchy i presup-
pose a system of relations within the party, where the decisive influence on all 
important decision belongs to a narrow oligarchic group, while the member-
ship is reduced to the role of supernumeraries . at the time oligarchic tendencies 
reach the “critical point” the atmosphere of loyalty, lack of poltroonery winds 
round the party . in these circumstances the run towards the party top by ex-
traordinarily adaptable individuals begins with simultaneous absolute obedi-
ence of the members towards the leadership . understood this way, oligarchy is 
the opposite of democracy .
Parties realize their ideas and orientations by nominating loyal followers to all 
responsible positions in the state apparatus and pare-state institutions . in coun-
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tries without institutionalized opposition, ruling communist parties realized a 
human resource monopoly in a way that deserves to be described . This practice 
is not only a historical reminiscence definitely terminated with crash of “real 
socialism” in 1989/1990, but a present mechanism of domination still existent 
in some communist countries in asia and south america (china, cuba) . in 
post-communist countries it is officially abolished, but the fight against over-di-
mensioned party apparatuses, especially in countries established by the breakup 
of sfry, is still not finished . 
human resource monopoly of former monopolist communist parties is person-
alized by a nomenclature defined in an official soviet publication, as follows: 
“The nomenclature denotes the list of most important posts; beforehand, can-
didates are questioned, recommended and approved by a district city, regional 
committee etc . The consent of the party committee is also needed to release in-
dividuals, who are part of the nomenclature of an appropriate committee, from 
their functions . The nomenclature includes people that hold chief positions” 
(according to voslenski, 1980: 88) . Through the operation of nomenclature, an 
impressive normative congregation of countries of “real socialism” with consti-
tutionally recognized sovereign rights of the representative body, is hopelessly 
reduced to a facade, hiding the real holders of political power . 
The nomenclature mechanism cannot be measured with anything in countries 
of representative democracy . in those countries, every party, either ruling or 
opposition, can have their own “nomenclature”, but their effects cannot be com-
pared with the effects of nomenclature of countries of “real socialism” for two 
reasons . The first is that in countries of representative democracy the shift of 
parties in power, brings about shift of nomenclature representatives from social 
positions . This possibility per.definitionem does not exist in one-party systems . 
The second reason is related to the width of the nomenclature . in countries of 
representative democracy, nomenclature is a sum of holders, first of all of po-
litical functions, while in the countries of “real socialism” it existed in all social 
spheres: economy, science, culture etc . in the latter case, the space of the nomen-
clature is unlimited, “escaping” is not possible from it . voslenski (1980: 132) for 
instance, considers that at the beginning of the seventies of the last century, the 
nomenclature in ussr consisted of 750 .000 positions . a fuller picture of the 
real meaning of this institution and its width is observed in the three internal 
directives of the Polish united workers Party (PurP) from 1979, whose trans-
lation is published in Revue.francaise.de.sociologie, (no .2, 1979) . in the directives 
of PurP the competences of some party organs are elaborated to the last detail, 
of all levels in the process of selection of candidates for appropriate positions 
in the party, government, administration, economy; social organizations, army, 
mass media, publishing enterprises and scientific institutions . within the list 
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that entails several thousands of positions, among others are district fire fighting 
commanders . 
in the political practice of sfry, the nomenclature was applied in a more so-
phisticated, but not less efficient way . This was realized through a request for 
consent of the commission of the socialist union of working Peoples (ssrn) 
for the selection of individuals for all politically significant positions . in essence, 
the consent was decided upon by the sky, as ssrn represented “a scale model 
organization”, with no autonomy . following the sfry disintegration and the es-
tablishment of new states, in these states -as in majority post-communist coun-
tries -the term nomenclature disappeared from official usage, but not the nearly 
identical pattern of influence of ruling parties on employment in the branched 
state sector . when it comes to serbia, i estimate that in comparison with the 
nomenclature period it is even more unfavourable, as in that period the number 
of managerial posts in which sky influenced the selection was defined (which 
means limited) – while currently the ruling parties use their influence to em-
ploy their supporters on purely expert and executing positions . That way, par-
ties have become the functional equivalent of employment agencies . 
in countries with institutional opposition, the party (parties) which receives the 
trust of the majority of citizens in free and equal elections forms the govern-
ment and appoints the holders of most important offices . in this case, the rul-
ing stratum is, generally speaking, accountable to the citizens and to the party . 
however, the responsibility of ministers and mPs is, actually, reduced to re-
sponsibility towards the party, while the possibility of citizens to influence the 
election (and revocation) of elected mPs is reduced to the minimum . Parties 
ensure obedience of the elected mPs through using their big and sometimes 
also decisive influence on the process of nomination and election . 
due to the large expenses of election campaigns, the chances of candidates to 
win the elections without the support of the party are minimal . for decades, for 
instance, in great Britain it would be considered a surprise if an independent 
candidate won the election . The influence of the party is not reduced only to 
the nomination of candidates because even after that, the elected candidate it is 
expected to behave according to the expectations of the party (leadership), for 
otherwise he risks to be eliminated from the candidate list in the following elec-
tions . The dominant position of parties in the election of state officials is shaken 
by the obligation, set forth for the first time in the usa, of citizens to express 
their opinion for party candidates for usa President (primary election) . This 
practice is gradually spreading to other countries and gradually curtailing the 
power of party leaderships (to be discussed more later) . 
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according to organizational theory, a party member that does not agree with 
its decision (decisions) has three options at disposal: to criticize the decision, 
to stay silent and, ultimately, to leave the organization . The membership of par-
ties in serbia, especiallyafter the general elections in 2014 and 2016 – that have 
actually, substantially altered the “political landscape” of the country – opted for 
abandoning the defeated parties and joining the winning block, where the ser-
bian Progressive Party is the pivotal party (sns) . it can be surely assumed that 
the mass abandoning of some parties and joining others, is not consequence of 
disagreement with a decision, but is primarily the estimation of members that 
through transfer to another party they will more easily solve some existential 
problems (employment foremost) . Even though we have not been able to re-
ceive results of reliable empirical research, the presented assumption is strongly 
supported by the trend of party switches foremost from non-ruling towards rul-
ing parties . 
here it is about party membership, but the same phenomenon can be seen in 
higher levels of party organization . it is, however, by far rarer in countries of 
stable democracy . in those countries highly institutionalized parties operate, 
which have, over time, clearly defined their party identity, and thus their “elec-
toral clientele” . in those countries often several per cent of voters decide upon 
the electoral winner . The situation in serbia is exactly the opposite (as in most 
post-communist countries) where parties have a “short history” and still a not 
enough clear political identity . it is not at all accidental that switches of mem-
bers from the labour Party of great Britain to the conservative and vice versa 
– especially when it comes to leaders – is a rarity, while in the post-commu-
nist countries that have not clearly defined their identity, the change of a “party 
shirt” (often multiple) is a common occurrence .
identity (from lat . idem.= the same) denotes a set of characteristics which make 
the feature of a party, by which it differs itself from others . i will list several im-
portant characteristics through which parties express their identity distinction 
in relation to other organizations . These are the following: programmatic ori-
entations (ideology), belonging to “a party family” (often resulting in involve-
ment in appropriate international party organizations), characteristics of a party 
leader (often also his closest associates), and finally “the personal composition 
of a party” . The first two characteristics belong to what luebbert calls (luebbert, 
1986: 53) the external identity upon which observers recognize a party . The 
third characteristic is part both of the external and internal identity, while the 
fourth is related to the internal party identity . The function of the party identity 
is facilitation for members to form the cognitive map of the political landscape, 
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which enables them, with minimum consumption of time and energy, polling 
in the election . 
we have noted that switches from one party to the other are very rare in parties 
with long history and a firm identity, but in this case, an additional difference in 
relation to “younger” post-communist parties can be observed, especially when 
it comes to members of the leading circuit . in the first case, The member of 
the leading circuit cannot receive a prominent position in the new organiza-
tion right upon the switch, but is obliged to live through the period of “party 
novitiate” . Through the “novitiate” the member symbolically demonstrates to 
other party fellows and voters that the reason of the change is not his interest for 
maintaining (or enlarging) his political power, but it is about a deeper, internal 
change of the member, or his former party has radically altered its programme 
and political orientation . 
as opposed to the aforementioned, in countries where parties have a short his-
tory – serbia and most post-communist countries certainly fall into this catego-
ry – party events are full of frequent “runs” of leading officials from one party to 
another . in these countries the converted leaders/officials are not forced to take 
a break (novitiate) from their activism, but they directly continue their political 
career at the same level they previously acted in the former party . as a rule, a 
member of the main board of the former party gets re-elected (co-opted) and 
continues activism in the main board of the new party, while the similar situa-
tion occurs in case of switches of members of the presidency and other manag-
ing bodies from one party to another . it is often also about multiple switches, 
and individuals managed to record membership in 5 to 6 parties, in a relatively 
short period of political pluralism . for example, it is indicative that over 70 
high-ranking officials – “converts” (sometimes even multiple “converts”) were 
registered within serbian parliamentary parties since 1990 until the middle of 
2014 . i assume that the numerous converts in managing levels shall increase the 
possibility of conflicts among the “internal” party officials and the “converts” 
(more thoroughly: goati, 2008: 162-163), which in the future, at least equivo-
cally, can be an incentive for introducing a certain form of “novitiate” . 
The emphasized oligarchic tendencies and political combinatorics that party 
“headquarters” resort to – remarkably demonstrated by duverger – led to the 
exclusion of the people from political life (duverger, 1970 . 36) . The critical the-
ses on the influence of party oligarchic relations on democratic relations and 
the atmosphere in society, have been formulated by many authors, however, 
it is robert michels who is considered to be the founder of the thesis of “iron 
law of oligarchy“– perhaps due to his comprehensive and strong argumenta-
tion, as well as the emphasized passion that every chapter of his capital book 
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exudes . we will try to interpret in brief the thought of michels . he generalized 
his experience of the internal relations within the german social democratic 
Party, whose member he had been for a certain period of time (he is hence con-
sidered a “disappointed social democrat”), considering that oligarchization is 
the inevitable destiny of all parties . without equivocation, michels states: “who 
says organization, says oligarchy . organization indicates division of a party into 
the minority of directors and the majority of those directed . where the organi-
zation is stronger, we find that there is a lesser degree of applied democracy . 
consequently it is not the task of science to inquire whether this phenomenon is 
good or evil, or predominantly one or the other, but there is great scientific value 
in the demonstration that every system of leadership is incompatible with the 
most essential postulates of democracy (michels, 1914: 15) . The author repeats 
the same idea on the fatal character of oligarchic tendencies the following way: 
“in a party, and above all in a fighting political party, democracy is not for home 
consumption, but is rather an article made for export (michels 1914: 25) . “The 
masses, michels repeats, behave towards their leaders after the manner of the 
sculptor of ancient greece who, having modelled a Jupiter tonans, prostrated 
himself in adoration before the work of his own hands” (michels, 1914: 140) . 
These pessimistic remarks on the nature of the masses are unrivalled in a whole 
pleiad of conservative thinkers . 
“The iron law of oligarchy” cannot be easily discarded, in spite of the justi-
fied critical remarks that have been expressed by many relevant authors such 
as mckenzie (mckenzie, 1963: 664-665) Panebianco (Panebianco, 1988: 21-
25), daalder (daalder, 1966, 169-173), lipson (lipson, 1954: 278-281), lipset 
(lipset, 1962: 5) and many others . i will not be mistaken if i affirm that the 
debate on the ideas of michels has lasted for more than a century and i have 
written about them in texts mentioned in point four of this article . 
it should not, however, be forgotten that parties strive to present themselves in 
public in the best possible light and they adopt stances in their statutes that im-
prove the democratic life in a party . among these stances we shall list the limi-
tation of the mandate of the party leader (often also other party officials), the 
mandatory competition among two or more candidates for elections for a lead-
ing position, and finally, involvement of members and citizens in the formation 
of the order on a party list, which was until recently an exclusive prerogative 
of parties . Provisions on limitation of the mandate of party leader exist only in 
some parties, while when it comes to the success of a party in general elections i 
was not at all able to find a party statute that would link the survival of the leader 
at the party helm with the electoral success of the party, as if it weren’t about two 
essentially interconnected things . 
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By virtue of the absence of limiting statutory provisions on the number of man-
dates and linking the survival of the leader at the party helm, in parties in serbia 
some party leaders have demonstrated an outstanding longevity unprecedented 
in post-communist countries, e .g . the leader of sPo is on that position since 1990 
until today (26 years) . vuk drašković was elected for that position during the 
nineties when sPo was the strongest opposition party, but has remained at the 
front position until today, when sPo has become a totally marginal party that 
can enter the Parliament only in coalition with large parties . in return, it receives 
several mPs, however, is not represented in the government with any minister . it 
is a somewhat similar situation in the serbian radical Party (srs), whose leader is 
vojislav Šešelj . This party has also demonstrated wide electoral amplitudes: from 
the second party in the party system of serbia in the middle of the nineties, it has 
constantly been losing support in elections in the first decade of this century, even 
losing its parliamentary status in the general elections in 2014 . Thoughit returned 
into the Parliament in the 2016 elections, this return was, however, not “in a big 
way” as it barely managed to pass the electoral threshold of 5 per cent . for the 
whole time (1991-2016) Šešelj continued to manage the duties of party president, 
while his multiannual absence from serbia (2001-2016) due to his detention in 
the hague tribunal was also without influence . 
The second statutory obligation, the mandatory participation of more than one 
candidate in the electoral run for the party leader, is a measure that can make 
oligarchic tendencies more difficult to occur, at least because the party congress 
can elect a new candidate instead of the “eternal leader” . truth be told, this op-
portunity can be transferred into mere formality, through influencing that only 
“suitable members” are selected for congress delegates and (or) deciding that the 
rights of congress delegates are held only by officials elected for leading party 
bodies in the previous congress . By virtue of this congress composition, only too 
young, inexperienced and unknown individuals to the party public, appears as 
the opponents to the party leader (“sparring partners”) . Elections of this kind 
were held at the first congress of the socialist Party of serbia (1990) when the 
counterpart to milošević was radmila anđelković . milošević won 95 per cent 
of the votes, and ms . anđelković only 5 per cent . a similar epilogue of competi-
tive presidential elections occurred at the iv congress of the serbian radical 
Party, whereby Šešelj defeated his “opponent”, maja gojković with 95 .5 per cent 
versus 4 .5 per cent of votes cast . in both depicted cases, competitive elections 
turned into an electoral farce, in spite of the efforts of the official leadership of 
sPs to present them as a “democratic breakthrough” . 
organizing competitive elections is really not an easy task for the leader, as 
participants in the internal fight can easily cross the “red line” and start taking 
out “dirty laundry” in the heat of the battle, which can negatively influence the 
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reputation of the whole party . Therefore the party act on elections has to define 
a fine line that can enable, on one hand, a sincere and equal discussion among 
candidates, while, on the other hand, it should prevent its transformation into 
an insurmountable conflict, where the defeated and his followers leave the party 
upon the completion of the elections . in order to avoid escalation of fight for the 
presidential chair into an “all or nothing” conflict, i consider that the defeated 
candidate should be ensured a position in the party presidency . finally, i believe 
that the party should form a body consisting of several (possibly 5 to 9) most 
prominent members to avoid that the election process gets out of hand . This 
body would closely supervise the election and give participants suggestions, 
proposals and pronounce warnings . 
in addition to the internal provisions of the party statute, some provisions of 
the electoral law can have indirect and significant influence on the democratic 
climate in the party . i am convinced that preferential voting is an extremely 
important factor upon which citizens define their preferences within the list 
proposed by the party . The party monopoly to independently define the com-
position of the parliamentary group is this way endangered, and thus the au-
tonomy of this group is increased in relation to the party leadership . a similar 
influence mechanism of members and citizens on the party human resource 
politics can be observed in the usa through the so called primary elections . in 
these elections, party members decide upon the candidates of the democrats 
and republicans in the presidential elections . on the south african continent, 
membership of some parties in argentina, chile, mexico and uruguay have 
been given the right to participate in the election of party candidates for the 
parliament (russell, mcallister and wattenberg, 2002: 49) . here the right of 
members of some parties to decide upon the formation of coalition govern-
ments with other parties should be added . a good example is the “party refer-
endum” where, in israel in the middle of december 2004 members of the likud 
party were deciding upon the formation of a coalition government with the 
programmically different labour Party . in the same country, katz registered 
an interesting phenomenon of individuals who joined parties to participate in 
primary elections, whereas they abstained from participation in parliamentary 
elections (katz, 2002: 107) . 
Through adoption of a new electoral law in serbia, which would enable vot-
ers to change the order on a party list as compared with the party proposal, 
another weakness of the existing law could be achieved and overcome- the em-
phasized “metropolization” of parliamentary composition which is, according 
to widespread perception, the “achilles tendon” of the serbian electoral system . 
This change could be achieved through increasing the number of constituencies 
from one to several . This way, parties could propose only individuals with resi-
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dence in their own constituency, and in this composition, citizens themselves 
would be obliged to preferential voting . 
while the increase in the number of electoral constituencies could be an in-
tra.muros change of the current electoral system, the acceptance of preferential 
voting – where voters would have the chance to select one to three candidates, 
to be on top of the list, through voting for a party– would mean a substantial 
change that would hit the inertia of voters . The consequence of this inertia is the 
increase of electoral abstinence, as well as the number of invalid ballots . oth-
erwise, “the classical democratic theory, as remarkably observed by mckenzie, 
attributes an unreal level of initiative to party membership and rarely, with no-
ticeable discomfort, talks about leadership in parties (and in the political sphere 
generally), as if operation of parties would be possible without leadership” (mc-
kenzie, 1963: 636) .
to avoid failure of the electoral reform in serbia, organization of a systematic 
information campaign of voters would be mandatory in the forthcoming peri-
od . in that sense, the experience of italy should be certainly taken into account, 
where the proportional electoral system was introduced at the beginning of the 
nineties and voters had the right to use the opportunity of preferential vote and 
change the order of candidates in party lists . however, surprise followed the 
elections, for voters expressed satisfaction with the party’s choice, and only one 
tenth of voters used the possibility of preferential voting . it is clear that 10 per-
cent of preferential votes, also distributed on a large number of candidates of all 
parties, were not sufficient to influence the official order . This inevitably opens 
the question, which percent of preferential votes in relation to the total elector-
ate is the minimum that ensures formation of a new order in party lists?
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cemi – center for monitoring and research 
Podgorica

tHe IMPACt of PersonALIZAtIon 
of eLeCtorAL sYsteM on PoLItICAL 
PArtIes – tHe CAse of Montenegro 

The cemi carried out two kinds of surveys in montenegro within the project . 
one was among the mP candidates and the other among citizens . two ques-
tionnaires were developed for this purpose . Each of the surveys in montenegro 
and in serbia used the same questionnaire . in this way we obtained comparable 
data which help us in coupling comparison of the data obtained both in serbia 
and in montenegro . 
The first part shall analyze the data obtained through the ccs survey in mon-
tenegro . The ccs1 survey helps us to test the initial thesis that the role of party 
leadership is dominant in comparison with the members’ and other levels of de-
cision-making . in this chapter of the binary study we shall present a part of find-
ings obtained through the ccs for montenegro . we shall group the responses 
on that part of questions into the sections dealing with the candidates’ attitude 
towards the electoral system, the mP candidates’ selection process and the mP 
candidates’ role in electoral campaign . 
in this manner we shall try to comprehend two dimensions of the issue of intra-
party democracy . The extent of the impact on intraparty relations, i .e . the intra-
party democracy, shall be assessed from two aspects – the candidates intraparty 
selection procedures and the possibility for a voter to directly express his/her 
preference for certain candidate .
on the other hand, in the second part we shall present the findings obtained in 
the survey of citizens’ attitudes, grouped into two parts . The first one deals with 

1 more about the project and the ccs surveys carried out within the project available at 
http://balkanelectoralstudies .org/
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the mPs’ role in the citizens’ representation process, while the second one deals 
with the citizens’ opinions about the electoral system . 

1 . thE imPact of ElEctoral systEm on 
 candidatEs’ ElEctoral stratEgiEs  
 and mPs’ BEhaviour 
in the period may-June 2015 the cemi carried out the survey about the attitudes 
of mP candidates at the last parliamentary elections of 2012 . The survey encom-
passed 136 candidates, which represents about 16 .25% of the total number of 
mP candidates at the parliamentary elections held in 2012 whereas the partici-
pation of candidates from parliamentary parties amounts to 25 – 40% . during 
the survey the cemi used a questionnaire2 which is in the same form being used 
in more than 40 countries of the world and which consists of questions pertain-
ing to four segments of political engagement of mP candidates: (1) political 
background and activities, (2) political campaign, (3) issues and policies and (4) 
democracy and representation . 
The legislator in montenegro has since the introduction of multipartism been 
“loyal” to proportional representation; however, there were legislative changes 
which have always been aimed at favoring the ruling party so that v . Pavićević 
thinks that the electoral system in montenegro should be “identified as a transi-
tion from “prevailingly proportional” (1990), through combined implementa-
tion of majority and proportional (1992), then “purely proportional” (1992), 
towards a kind of a “mix system” (1996), i .e . a compilation of positive elements 
of the majority model and negative effects of proportional model, and final re-
turn to “full proportionality” with one-time introduction of the institution of 
positive discrimination for one of ethnic minorities in montenegro (1996, 1998 
and 2002)” (2005:59) . This system exclusively used closed blocked party list . 
however, for a period of time the law allowed parties – after the completed 
elections and without consent of the candidates from party lists – to decide on 
mPs regardless their position on the list . goati calls such system an indirect pro-
portional system3 . although this solution has been abolished in montenegro, it 

2 more about the ccs survey available at http://www .comparativecandidates .org/
3 »we classified such system among the indirect proportional systems (goati, 2004, 252), 

basing that assessment on a decision of the german federal constitutional court passed 
in mid-20th century . This court answered the question whether proportional elections 
for representative bodies were the type of direct elections required by the Basic law 
(1949), i .e . the german constitution . The court’s attitude was that the elections organ-
ized in accordance with the proportional representation system were direct, providing 
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rather clearly points to the legislator’s intention, supported by a large number 
of parties, to grant the dominant position to the party leadership, i .e . to stultify 
the expressed will of citizens, because the order on the list is not obligatory and 
the change is not happening on the basis of preferential votes but on the subse-
quently expressed will of the party . 
in addition to this example, it is worth pointing out that until 2004 the mon-
tenegrin political system had an imperative mP mandate, meaning that the mP’s 
mandate was terminated in case of exclusion from the party on which list he/she 
had been elected . in this manner the party indirectly had the capacity to deprive 
the disobedient individual from his/her mP position . 
The above mentioned clearly shows that the party leadership in the first 14 years 
of multipartism: (1) controlled the mP candidates selection process, (2) deter-
mined, after the elections, who from the list will become an mP, regardless the 
order, and (3) by exclusion from the party, was indirectly taking the mP man-
date away . in this manner the party leadership entirely controlled the candidate 
selection process, the election and even the actions of mPs, including a kind of 
revocation . in this period a mP simply had no weight . Party oligarchies kept the 
political process entirely under their control . under such “firm hand” it is not 
surprising that those who disagreed with the party leadership were finding the 
only exit in leaving the party or, sometimes, in creating a new one . however, in 
case of leaving the party, a mP could not keep the mandate . 
however, the last ten years nevertheless saw changes – yet mild and very slow . 
The constitutional court in 2004 declared unconstitutional the provision under 
which the mP’s mandate ceased upon exclusion from the party’s list he/she had 
been elected from4 . also, the so-called closed modified blocked list was for the 
last time used at the national elections in 2009, i .e . the last parliamentary elec-
tions (2012) were held with closed blocked lists . The party has not anymore had 
the right to subsequently determine who from the list will become a mP . The 
institutionalization of “free mandate” brought numerous transfers among parties 
as a consequence . in one period, during the incumbent convocation of the mon-

that the “third party” did not intervene between the voters’ voting and the acquisition of 
mandates (Birke, 1961, 19) . in case of serbia and montenegro, the »third party« are the 
party leaderships which after the completed voting (emphasized by v .g .) carry out the 
final selection of mPs instead of voters, which is a gross violation of fundamental demo-
cratic principles and values« . (goati, 2007: 112)

4 The anachronistic imperative party mandate in montenegro was on force until 2004, 
when it was abolished by the decision of the constitutional court, according to which an 
individual retains the mP capacity also after the termination of membership in his/her 
party . in this manner, montenegro joint a vast majority of democratic countreis having a 
free mP mandate . (goati, 2007: 106-107)
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tenegrin parliament (2012-2016) as many as 14 mPs changed their party colours 
– a bit more than 17% of the total number of mPs in the montenegrin parliament 
(81) . it is interesting to point out that these transfers occurred along the govern-
ment-opposition division: the mPs elected as oppositional moved to another, still 
opposition party, therefore not influencing the government-opposition balance 
of power . The table below confirms this thesis, as all candidates who said that on 
previous elections they stood for another political party were from the ranks of 
opposition, while none was from the ranks of the ruling coalition . 

Table 1: Did.you.stand.for.other.parties.in.previous.elections?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)
Ruling coalition Opposition 

N 136 50 86
Sig 0.18
No answer 00.7 02
Yes 09.6 15
No 89.7 98 85
Total 100%

what remains as an open problem is the selection of candidates and demo-
cratic election of party leadership . Therefore, we can say that the conditions for 
mPs’ work are somewhat improved, however with the remaining problem that 
models of personalization of electoral system have not been introduced, neither 
through some form of preferential voting nor through regulated procedures of 
selection of candidates, nor there are examples that party leadership has been 
directly elected by the members . 

1.1. The attitude of MP candidates towards  
 the electoral system

such electoral system by rule discourages the role of an individual, both as a 
member and as a mP candidate/mP . 
a large number of mP candidates themselves chose the option that a voter should 
be enabled to vote for parties only, i .e . for closed blocked lists, if we assume that 
the existing proportional system is not changing . There is a significant difference 
between the candidates of the ruling and of the opposition parties . The opposition 
parties rather opt for a stronger party position . in these answers it is encouraging 
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that a high percentage (39%) nevertheless thinks that voters should have right to 
vote only for candidates, i .e . 15 .4% for both candidates and parties .

Table 2: How.much.do.you.agree.with.following.statements?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
Voter should have right to vote only for party 61.8 46 71

Voter should have right to vote only for candidates 39.7 38 41

Electoral system should contain elements which provide for stabile 
majority of party list 

22.1 16 26

Voter should have right to vote both for parties and for candidates 15.4 12 17

Electoral system should provide for a high level of proportionality  
of votes and mandates 

02.9 05

when directly asked if majority or proportional representation system was bet-
ter for the development of democracy, a surprisingly high percentage of candi-
dates chose the combined one (majority-proportional) – as many as 54%, with a 
surprisingly high percentage of those choosing the majority system and a rather 
small percentage of those choosing the proportional representation (21%) . from 
these findings one can also see that mP candidates prefer electoral systems with 
certain kind of personalization . 

Figure 1: Basically,.there.are.two.types.of.electoral.systems,.majority.and.proportional.
system ..Which.system.do.you.find.better.for.democracy.development?

the majority system and a rather small percentage of those choosing the proportional 

representation (21%). From these findings one can also see that MP candidates prefer electoral 

systems with certain kind of personalization.  

Figure 1: Basically, there are two types of electoral systems, majority and proportional system. 

Which system do you find better for democracy development?

Proportional 
electoral 
system

21%

Majority 
electoral 
system

11%

Both electoral 
systems

2%

Combination 
of majority 

and
proportional 

system
54%

I don't know
13%

Table 4: Which electoral system do you consider as better for the development of democracy –

majority or proportional representation?- Ruling coalition vs. the opposition. 

Total Last elections in Montenegro (2012)

R
ul
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co
al

iti
on

O
pp

os
iti

on

N 136 50 86

Sig 0.83

Combination of proportional and majority system 53.7 48 57

Proportional electoral system 21.3 26 19

Majority electoral system 11.0 12 10

Both systems are the same 01.5 02
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Table 4: Which.electoral.system.do.you.consider.as.better.for.the.development.
of.democracy.–.majority.or.proportional.representation?-.Ruling.coalition.vs ..the.
opposition .

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
Sig 0.83
Combination of proportional and majority system 53.7 48 57
Proportional electoral system 21.3 26 19

Majority electoral system 11.0 12 10

Both systems are the same 01.5 02
Don’t know 12.5 14 12
Total 100%

The clear commitment to personalization of electoral system is obvious also in 
answers to the question if the existing system should be added a possibility of 
preferential voting . as many as 79% are in favour of the introduction of prefer-
ential voting in the existing proportional system of lists, whereas only 7 % opted 
against the introduction of preferential voting . 

Figure 2: Do.you.consider.that.the.current.electoral.system.should.keep./.be.added.
preferential.voting.(so.that.voter.would.be.able.to.circle.one.or.more.specific.candidates.
from.party.list)?

Figure 2: Do you consider that the current electoral system should keep / be added preferential 
voting (so that voter would be able to circle one or more specific candidates from party list)? 

Yes
79%

No
7%

No answer
14%

Table 5: Do you consider that the current electoral system should keep / be added preferential

voting – ruling coalition VS. the opposition?

Total Last elections in Montenegro (2012)

R
ul

in
g 

co
al

iti
on

O
pp

os
iti

on

N 136 50 86

Sig 0.07

Yes 79.4 68 86

No 06.6 10 05

No answer 14.0 22 09

Total 100%

Such responses can be interpreted in several ways. On this occasion we shall review two of 

them: (1) self-confidence, i.e. trust into own qualities, (2) insecurity in the existing position, i.e. 

dissatisfaction with a weak position in the party. It is visible that MPs feel insecure, completely 

dependent on the opinion of party leadership, and therefore it is understandable that they are 

searching for security, i.e. chance to earn a MP seat on their own. By last changes of salaries 

MPs became one of the best paid state officials. The net monthly salary of a MP in the 

Montenegrin parliament is about 2,000 EUR, or more than 4 average salaries at the level of 
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Table 5:.Do.you.consider.that.the.current.electoral.system.should.keep./.be.added.
preferential.voting.–.ruling.coalition.VS ..the.opposition?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
Sig 0.07
Yes 79.4 68 86
No 06.6 10 05
No answer 14.0 22 09
Total 100%

such responses can be interpreted in several ways . on this occasion we shall re-
view two of them: (1) self-confidence, i .e . trust into own qualities, (2) insecurity 
in the existing position, i .e . dissatisfaction with a weak position in the party . it 
is visible that mPs feel insecure, completely dependent on the opinion of party 
leadership, and therefore it is understandable that they are searching for secu-
rity, i .e . chance to earn a mP seat on their own . By last changes of salaries mPs 
became one of the best paid state officials . The net monthly salary of a mP in the 
montenegrin parliament is about 2,000 Eur, or more than 4 average salaries 
at the level of montenegro, which speaks that the mP mandate brings not only 
many privileges but also the financial security . 

1.2. The MP candidates selection process

The mP selection procedure in montenegro is in the exclusive competence of 
party organs, i .e . it is regulated by party regulations . The law on Political Par-
ties, adopted in 2004, does not deal with regulation of candidate selection pro-
cedure or democratic procedures for election of party leadership . The statutes of 
political parties regulate these procedures mostly in a similar or uniform way . 
montenegro has seen no registered case of direct election of party leadership by 
registered voters . The regulations about the registration of voters are also miss-
ing . 
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Table 6: Do.you.agree.that.law.should.regulate.…?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
MP candidates nomination procedures 38.2 28 44
Procedures for election of political party leadership 27.2 20 31
Decision-making procedures in political parties 27.2 18 33

The table above shows a surprisingly significant percentage of candidates who 
think that the candidate selection procedures should be regulated . however, a 
significantly lower percentage thinks that the law should regulate procedures of 
election of party leadership (27 .2%), i .e . the same percentage thinks the same 
for intraparty decision-making (27 .2%) . when asked who influenced them to 
become candidates, it is obvious that the (central) party leadership has the key 
influence . incentives for candidacy goes from above (43%) and least from the 
lower levels .

Table 7: Who.had.the.strongest.influence.on.your.decision.to.run..
for.the.parliament?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
Sig 0.91
Party leadership 43.4 44 43
Party members in my constituency/at local level 22.1 24 21
Leadership in my constituency/at local level 10.3 14 08
Intraparty elections/party supporters (primary election) 10.3 10 10
Party delegates in my constituency/at local level 05.1 04 06
Open multiparty elections (open primary election) 02.2 02 02
No answer 06.6 02 09
Total 100%

candidature is seldom contested, and in 88% of cases it is initiated from the 
party . out of a small number of those whose candidacy had been contested 
(4%), 80% said that it was done by the central party leadership and 20% by the 
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local one . it is interesting that these two levels are in the game . it is possible that 
exactly this proportion reveals the ratio of impact of local and national levels . 

Figure 3: Has.your.nomination.candidacy.been.contested?..
If.yes,.from.whom?

Table 8: Has.your.nomination.candidacy.been.contested?.If.yes,.from.whom?

Total
Last parliamentary elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 5 0 5
sig 1.00
National party Leadership 80.0 80
Local party leadership 20.0 20
Total 100%

Table 9: Who.makes.the.decision.on.nominations.in.your.party?

Total
Last elections in Montenegro 

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
Sig 0.93
main board 71.3 72 71
presidency 16.9 20 15
president 06.6 02 09
municipal board 03.7 04 03
member/s 00.7 02
No answer 00.7 01
Total 100%

Local  
Party Leadership 

20%

National  
Party Leadership 

80%
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1.3. The role of MP candidates in electoral campaign 

in a situation when voter can vote only for party and not for individual candi-
dates, it can be expected that the campaign itself is rather party-oriented than 
individual, excluding for the central party leadership . 
Parties in montenegro have large state-given funds at their disposal . Thus mon-
tenegro is the country with the highest percentage of budget allocation for the 
work of political parties . The national budget allocates 0 .6% (budget for 2016), 
whereas municipalities are obliged to allocate 1% of their budget for the work of 
parliamentary political parties . according to the official data, the share of pri-
vate donations in the overall budget of political parties is insignificant . in 2015 
the income of political parties with mPs in the assembly of montenegro from 
the state and local budgets amounted to 5 .9 million Eur5 .
The mP candidates’ answers clearly show that they are aware of the parties’ de-
pendence on state sources . state funds, including local self-governments’ ones, 
are dominant – 70% . in almost all parties these assets are managed by central 
party leaderships .

table 10:.What.portion.of.the.total.sum.came.from.the.party,.from.donations,..
and.from.your.own.private.funds?.–.Average

average values; Basis: those who reported the amounts  
(85% of the target population)

Total Last elections in Montenegro  (2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 116 46 70
Party’s funds, approximately 70.8 70 71
Donations, approximately 12.2 17 09
Private funds, approximately 17.0 13 20

5 according to the data of non-governmental organization cdt from Podgorica, “parlia-
mentary parties in 2015 received from state and local budgets 5 .9 million Eur in total, ac-
cording to the annual financial reports which the parties submitted to the anti-corruption 
agency . The democratic Party of socialists (dPs) got the highest amount of the budget 
money – 1 .76 million, while the democratic front was paid 1 .47 million in total .

 The social democratic Party (sdP) last year received 715 thousand and the socialist 
People’s Party (snP) 712 thousand . The positive montenegro reported the receipt of 502 
thousand and the Bosniak Party of 282 thousand Eur . 

 The croatian civic initiative got 126 thousand Eur and liberal Party 140 thousand .
 forca got 50 thousand, and the albanian alternative 34 thousand Eur, whereas the 

democratic league in montenegro got 61 thousand . The democratic Party got 42 thou-
sand” www .cdtmn .org, accessed on may 25, 2016 .
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Therefore, the campaigns are centralized and party-oriented, while the central 
leadership controls the total funds . The answers to the question below show 
that candidates themselves understand their role in the campaign primarily 
in the function of the party . Therefore on the 0-10 scale, where 10 are candi-
date’s efforts to present the party, i .e . attract attention towards it, and 0 towards 
him(her)self/to candidate, the average value is 8 .2 . it is a bit higher in the case of 
ruling parties (8 .4%) and a bit lower among the opposition parties (8 .1%) .

Figure 4: What. was. your. primary. aim. during. the. campaign?. Where. would. you.
place.yourself.on.a.scale.from.0.to.10,.where.0.means.“to.attract.as.much.attention.as.
possible.for.me.as.a.candidate”.and.10.means.“to.attract.as.much.as.possible.attention.
for.my.party”?.

2%
1%
2%

11%
6%

7%
17%

9%
46%

1%

…for candidate

3

6
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…for party

Table 11: What was your primary aim during the campaign? Where would you place yourself on 

a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “to attract as much attention as possible for me as a 

candidate” and 10 means “to attract as much as possible attention for my party”? – rulling 

coalition VS. The opposition

Total Last elections in Montenegro (2012)

R
ul

in
g 

co
al

iti
on

O
pp

os
iti

on

N 136 50 86

sig 0.95

...for candidate 01.5 02 01

1 00.7 01

3 01.5 02

5 11.0 12 10

6 05.9 08 05

7 07.4 06 08

8 16.9 10 21

9 08.8 10 08

...for party 45.6 52 42

No answer 00.7 01

Total 100%

Average 8.2 8.4 8.1

Table 11: What. was. your. primary. aim. during. the. campaign?. Where. would. you.
place.yourself.on.a.scale.from.0.to.10,.where.0.means.“to.attract.as.much.attention.as.
possible.for.me.as.a.candidate”.and.10.means.“to.attract.as.much.as.possible.attention.
for.my.party”?.–.rulling.coalition.VS ..The.opposition

Total
Last elections in Montenegro  

(2012)

Ruling coalition Opposition

N 136 50 86
sig 0.95
...for candidate 01.5 02 01
1 00.7 01
3 01.5 02
5 11.0 12 10
6 05.9 08 05
7 07.4 06 08
8 16.9 10 21
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9 08.8 10 08
...for party 45.6 52 42
No answer 00.7 01
Total 100%
Average 8.2 8.4 8.1

The activities which candidates chose to perform clearly show the lack of the 
elements of personalization, like posters with candidates’ portraits . almost one 
half of the respondents did not have such experience . There is no evidence that 
the last campaign included posters which exclusively promoted the candidates . 
They mostly contained pictures of the central leadership or, sometimes, heads 
of the local-level lists . some of the candidates appeared on group photos used 
for the posters . 

table 12:.Were.any.of.the.following.activities.part.of.your.campaign?..
And.if.yes,.how.important.were.they?
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Tot
al

Door-knocking, canvassing 136 18.4 11.0 20.6 36.0 14.0

100%

Distributing campaign material 136 08.1 14.0 33.1 39.7 05.1
Calling up voters on the phone 136 35.3 22.8 24.3 16.2 01.5
Visiting businesses and social organizations 136 37.5 25.7 25.7 09.6 01.5
Meetings with party members and/or party groups 136 06.6 06.6 22.1 56.6 08.1
Media activities (interviews, press releases, writing blogs) 136 05.1 04.4 14.7 56.6 19.1
Public speeches and rallies 136 02.2 02.2 17.6 58.8 19.1
Personal campaign posters 136 46.3 16.9 19.1 15.4 02.2
Direct mailing 136 45.6 15.4 27.9 10.3 00.7
Presence at party rallies 136 05.9 04.4 19.1 55.1 15.4

The lack of personalization is additionally presented in answers on the table 
below .
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Figure 5: How.strongly.did.you.emphasize.each.of.the.following.in.your.campaign . . .?.
–.NOT.MUCH.OR.NOT.AT.ALL.(4+5)

63%

53%

5%

5%

3%

1%

0%

Issues specific for your personal
campaign

Particular items on the party
platform

Advocating the policy demans of the
voters in the constituency

Taking care of the socio-economic
well-being of the constituency

2. The impact of electoral system on voters’ behavior (GPS)

For the needs of this part of the paper we used the General Population Survey (GPS7).  In 

the territory of Montenegro, the GPS was carried out in the period from March 13th to May 25th

and included 1001 respondents.  

The GPS data in this paper help us to recognize the links between the voters and their 

representatives, i.e. to comprehend, through the opinions of those who expressed their party 

affiliations, at least a small part of the intraparty relations. For the purpose of this paper, we 

grouped the answers into two thematic units: the citizens-MPs relation and the relation towards 

the manners of representation, i.e. the electoral system.  

2.1 Citizens and MPs 

In difference from MP candidates who do not show a strong support for intraparty 

regulation of procedures, although more than expected, the citizens to a very high percentage 

think that the procedures of decision-making in political parties should be regulated by law 

                                                
7 General Population Survey 

Table 13:Were.any.of.the.following.activities.part.of.your.campaign?..
And.if.yes,.how.important.were.they?

N
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Personal newspaper adds 136 83.8 03.7 08.8 03.7

100%

Personal spots in radio, TV, movie houses 136 46.3 03.7 16.9 31.6 01.5
Personal flyers or other campaign material (give 
aways)

136 58.8 05.1 17.6 16.9 01.5

Personal web site 136 74.3 06.6 11.0 05.9 02.2
Mailing list to inform supporters and voters about 
my campaign

136 55.1 14.7 11.8 16.9 01.5

Own blog 136 77.9 08.8 08.1 03.7 01.5
Facebook (or other social media) 136 60.3 08.8 12.5 14.7 03.7
SMS 136 60.3 14.7 16.2 06.6 02.2
YouTube channels 136 77.2 08.1 07.4 06.6 00.7
Twitter 136 77.9 06.6 07.4 07.4 00.7

The answers show that the respondents/candidates position themselves in the 
campaign in the function of the party and that they do not stand out more than 
requested by the party . Their engagement/performances are not dominated by 
personal elements . 
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2 . thE imPact of ElEctoral systEm  
 on votErs’ BEhavior (gPs)
for the needs of this part of the paper we used the general Population survey 
(gPs6) . in the territory of montenegro, the gPs was carried out in the period 
from march 13th to may 25th and included 1001 respondents . 
The gPs data in this paper help us to recognize the links between the voters and 
their representatives, i .e . to comprehend, through the opinions of those who 
expressed their party affiliations, at least a small part of the intraparty relations . 
for the purpose of this paper, we grouped the answers into two thematic units: 
the citizens-mPs relation and the relation towards the manners of representa-
tion, i .e . the electoral system . 

2.1 Citizens and MPs

in difference from mP candidates who do not show a strong support for intra-
party regulation of procedures, although more than expected, the citizens to a 
very high percentage think that the procedures of decision-making in political 
parties should be regulated by law (63 .7%), similar as when it is about the pro-
cedures for election of party leaderships (61%) i .e . the procedure of mP candi-
dates nomination (64 .7) . 

Table 14: Should.the.law.specificaly.regulate?

Yes No Don’t know Total

decision-making procedures in political parties 63.7 23.0 13.3
100%leadership election procedures in political parties 61.0 25.1 13.9

MP candidates nomination procedure 64.7 20.5 14.8

There is a visible trend that citizens want democratization of intraparty proc-
esses . The findings from the previous overview are also confirmed in answers 
to the question how the party leadership should be elected . a bit less than one 
third is in favour of traditional manner of leadership election, through congress, 
i .e . the largest organ of the party (29%) . what is surprising is a rather high open-
ness of citizens to direct elections within the party (24%), i .e . for elections open 
also for non-party members, i .e . all interested citizens (32%) . 

6 general Population survey
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figure 6:.As.for.the.election.of.party.leadership,.in.what.manner.in.your.opinion.it.
should.be.elected?

Figure 6: As for the election of party leadership, in what manner in your opinion it should be 

elected? 

Table 15: In your opinion, how should party leadership be elected? 
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table 15:.In.your.opinion,.how.should.party.leadership.be.elected?

Total
Will 
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elections
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Yes No

Sig 0.00 0.00 0.00
At elections 
which all 
interested 
citizens could 
participate in

32.1 33 32 29 27 63 25 28 26 55 36 24 44 19 43 34 30 38 30 33 32 32

At party 
congress (the 
highest party 
organ)

29.3 30 26 09 33 13 36 39 43 34 22 25 29 19 37 33 39 06 24 28 38 28

At direct 
intraparty 
elections by all 
party member

24.0 26 16 62 38 24 38 26 27 10 34 15 18 45 20 30 23 44 18 19 28 23

Other 00.7 01 01 02 02 07 01 00 01
Don’t know 14.0 10 25 02 02 06 03 01 07 36 07 09 02 06 12 28 20 02 16
Total 100%
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it can be concluded that voters want changes within the parties, which they 
perceive as very closed; they are ready to support something like open primary 
elections for presidential candidates (the usa) – in this case we indeed speak 
about the election for the president of the party . montenegrin parties have poor-
ly developed infrastructure . in this survey 12% of the respondents stated that 
they were members of political parties . however, that these structures are unde-
veloped, at least in the largest number of political parties, is proved by the data 
that only 65% of party members participated at elections for members of party 
organs . Therefore it is not surprising that respondents opted for party elections 
which would be open not only for political parties’ members . 

Figure 7:.Did.you.participate.in.election.of.members.of.your.party.organs?

Basis: political parties’ members (12% of the target population)

surprising that respondents opted for party elections which would be open not only for political 

parties’ members. 

Figure 7: Did you participate in election of members of your party organs? 

Basis: political parties’ members (12% of the target population)

Yes
35%

No
65%

2.2 Citizens and the electoral system 

Citizens’ opinions about the electoral system should be taken very carefully, considering that 

they are not familiar with characteristics of certain electoral systems. Having in mind this 

information through this survey we checked the citizens’ knowledge about some key concepts. 

Thus, asking questions without predefined answers showed an extremely high level of citizens’ 

ignorance about the electoral system being used in Montenegro. The table below shows that only 

4.9 % respondents correctly answered this question, i.e. that Montenegro uses proportional 

representation. An extremely high percentage immediately said that they didn’t know the answer 

to this question.  

Table 16: Which electoral system is used in Montenegro at the republic parliamentary elections 

(for the Assembly of Montenegro)? 

To

tal
Sex Age Education Nationality Stratum Type

2.2 Citizens and the electoral system

citizens’ opinions about the electoral system should be taken very carefully, 
considering that they are not familiar with characteristics of certain electoral 
systems . having in mind this information through this survey we checked the 
citizens’ knowledge about some key concepts . Thus, asking questions without 
predefined answers showed an extremely high level of citizens’ ignorance about 
the electoral system being used in montenegro . The table below shows that only 
4 .9 % respondents correctly answered this question, i .e . that montenegro uses 
proportional representation . an extremely high percentage immediately said 
that they didn’t know the answer to this question . 
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Table 16: Which.electoral.system.is.used.in.Montenegro.at.the.republic.parliamentary.
elections.(for.the.Assembly.of.Montenegro)?

Total Sex Age Education Nationality Stratum Type
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Sig 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Voting of citizens 11.7 12 11 09 13 08 17 12 09 20 16 09 09 05 08 17 06 15 06
Multiparty system 07.6 10 05 11 05 07 09 03 08 10 09 09 02 04 07 11 03 08 08
Majority system 05.6 06 05 04 05 08 04 02 05 09 05 08 01 06 02 02 16 06 05
Proportional 
representation 04.9 05 05 04 05 04 06 01 06 04 06 05 02 02 02 03 13 05 05

Parliamentary system 03.0 03 03 02 04 04 02 02 03 04 02 04 05 02 04 03 03 03 03
Other replies 04.4 06 03 03 04 07 04 07 04 04 03 05 05 07 10 01 05 04 05
Don’t know 62.8 58 68 67 64 61 59 74 65 48 58 59 76 74 68 64 55 60 67
Total 100%

This conclusion is also confirmed by the data that only 1% correctly answered 
the question how many constituencies are there in montenegro, saying that 
montenegro has only one constituency, i .e . that montenegro is a single constitu-
ency .
in order to nevertheless find out what citizens think about different methods of 
election of representatives, we asked a simplified question, i .e . in a certain man-
ner we attempted, with a simpler formulation, to “translate” three main types 
of electoral systems: (1) proportional – closed blocked lists, (2) majority and 
(3) proportional with preferential voting . These answers also show that the re-
spondents are not familiar with the concepts, so that they positively declared, 
in nearly the same values, about three different manners of voting, from 54 .3 
for majority system to 61 .7 for proportional with preferential voting . There is 
a slight difference in combination of voting for parties and candidates, but it is 
risky for deriving any conclusion whatsoever . 
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Table 17: People.have.different.opinions.about.the.manner.of.voting.at.elections;.how.
much.do.you.agree.with.the.following.attitudes?
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Voters should vote only for lists of 
candidates proposed by the party

24.1 34.6 19.5 11.8 10.0 58.7 31.3

100%

Voters should not vote for lists but only 
for individual candidates proposed by 
the party

21.3 33.1 22.7 10.8 12.2 54.3 33.5

Voter should vote both for the party 
and for the candidates on the list by 
changing the order of candidates on 
the list 

28.7 33.1 17.3 05.9 15.1 61.7 23.2

however, when it is about preferential voting, this concept is closer to citizens; 
however, asking the question included an explanation about circling the names 
of some of the offered candidates within the given list . a high percentage is in 
favour of introduction of preferential voting (46%), but not higher than those 
who are against (54%) . as it can be observed, this data is in collision with the 
opinion expressed in the previous table – that 61 .7 % of the respondents r 
strongly or fairly agree that “voter should vote both for the party and for the 
candidates on the list by changing the order of candidates on the list”, which in 
fact is the same question .

Figure 8: Do.you.consider.that.the.current.electoral.system.should.be.added.preferential.
voting.(so.that.voter.would.be.able.to.circle.one.or.more.specific.candidates.from.party.
list)?

Yes
46%No

54%
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Table 18: Do.you.agree.that.current.electoral.system.should.be.supplemented.with.
preferential.vote.option?
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Sig 0.29 0.00 0.50
Yes 45.6 41 46 35 51 62 56 44 40 57 40 46 45 35 60 59 42 46 47 41 49 45
No 54.4 59 54 65 49 38 44 56 60 43 60 54 55 65 40 41 58 54 53 59 51 55
Total 100%

however, although with a modest knowledge of electoral systems, citizens are 
dissatisfied with their outcomes, so that 54 .7% think that the existing electoral 
system reflects the citizens’ opinion to a low extent or not at all, that is, that it 
completely or to a large extent reflects the opinion of political parties (66 .2%, i .e . 
even more of the parties’ leaders, 69 .9%) .

Table 19: Think. for. a. moment. about. functioning. of. electoral. system. in. practice ..
To. what. extent,. in. your. opinion,. the. current. electoral. system. reflects. the. following.
opinions?

Completely To a large 
extent

To a low 
extent Not at all Don’t 

know Sum + Sum – Total

Citizens/voters 10.2 26.8 40.5 14.1 08.3 37.1 54.7
100%Political parties 21.4 44.8 19.9 04.6 09.3 66.2 24.5

Party leaders 30.2 39.8 15.9 05.3 08.9 69.9 21.2

3 . conclusion
The existing electoral system has a discouraging effect on strengthening of in-
traparty democratic process . citizens notice this and think that political parties 
themselves require democratization . 
citizens, as well as the mP candidates, with certain limitations recognize several 
problems for the development of intraparty democracy . 
first, under the proportional system of closed, blocked party lists, the voters’ 
impact on final decision about their future representatives in the parliament is 
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minimal . citizens recognize this problem only partially, so that a lower percent-
age of them is in favour of introduction of preferential voting (46%); this per-
centage increases among the party members (49%) and becomes extremely high 
in case of mP candidates (79%) . however, citizens to a significantly higher ex-
tent supported that “voter should vote both for the party and for the candidates 
on the list by changing the candidates’ order on the list ”, which is essentially the 
same question as whether you are for preferential voting . obviously, a higher 
level of knowledge/recognition of electoral system, together with higher level 
of personal interest, lead to higher support to introduction of preferential vot-
ing . however, on the other hand, citizens clearly show that the existing electoral 
system to the largest extent reflects the opinion of party leaders (69 .9%), and to 
the lowest of citizens (37,1%) .
second, there is a need for legal regulation of the following procedures: (1) se-
lection of mP candidates, (2) decision-making within the parties and (3) direct 
election of party leadership . This idea obviously meets a significantly higher 
support among citizens (61-64 .7%) than among the mP candidates . however, 
even among them it reached a surprisingly high level (27 .2 – 38 .2%), whereas 
among the party members the level is even higher, i .e . extremely high (69-73%) . 
The party members obviously want a higher level of democracy, i .e . regulation, 
thus perceiving a chance for themselves . within the parties there are indicators 
of stratification, i .e . parties are not sufficiently inclusive when speaking about 
the inclusion of their own members in the decision-making process, i .e . election 
of leadership . 
Third, both the mP candidates and the citizens note that the candidate’s role in 
the campaign is very small, i .e . that campaigns are primarily party-oriented and 
almost entirely non-personalized concerning the mP candidates . of course, 
here we do not speak about personalization at the party leader’s level . 
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tHe InfLuenCe of eLeCtorAL sYsteM 
on CAndIdAtes’ eLeCtIon CAMPAIgn 
strAtegIes And tHe Work of 
MeMBers of PArLIAMent 

1 . introduction
The objective of this chapter is to investigate whether the electoral system has 
an influence on candidates’ election campaign strategies, and their work and 
behaviour in the Parliament, once elected . in this chapter, we analyse how sub-
stantial this influence is and what are its manifestations . having in mind the 
type of electoral system in serbia (proportional representation with closed list 
system), the process of nomination – starting from the election campaign, the 
actual elections (voting) and finally the distribution of seats and the work of 
members of Parliament (mPs) – is determined by intra-party relations . our 
main hypothesis is that candidates running for national parliamentary elections 
largely depend on national party leadership, while they are at the same time fo-
cused on running a campaign oriented toward the party promotion rather than 
a personal campaign . in addition, once a candidate is elected his/her work and 
actions depend directly on the political party and its leader, and not the citizens 
who elected him/her .
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This chapter analyses the results of the survey “comparative survey on Per-
sonal views and attitudes of candidates running for national Parliamentary 
Elections (comparative candidate survey – ccs)”, conducted in 2015 in the 
republic of serbia . The chapter is structured as follows: section 2 presents the 
research methodology (comparative candidate survey – ccs) . section 3 de-
scribes candidates’ profiles and their socio-demographic information . section 
4 discusses candidacy nominations, i .e . provides answers on who is the most 
influential in deciding on the candidacy nomination, what the role of the na-
tional party leadership is and to what extent the nomination process is open 
and democratic . section 5 maps election campaign strategies and candidates’ 
activities and provides answers to the question: do candidates run a campaign 
aimed at promoting their political party and its leader or do they run personal 
campaigns? section 6 then covers respondents’ attitudes on democracy, repre-
sentation and electoral system, as well as their perceptions of the role of mPs . 
section 7 presents the chapter’s conclusions .

2 . rEsEarch mEthodology
The research was conducted from march to June 2015 . its objective was to pro-
vide insight into the personal views and attitudes of candidates running for 2014 
national parliamentary elections . The research is a part of the Balkan.Elections.
Comparative.Survey:. Impact.of.Personal.Vote.on. Intra-Party.Democracy1 . Pri-
mary data processing was performed by Ipsos.Strategic.Marketing agency, while 
the distribution of questionnaires, their collection and data entry was done by 
a group of researchers from the faculty of Political sciences in Belgrade . The 
“comparative survey on Personal views and attitudes of candidates running 
for national Parliamentary Elections (comparative candidate survey – ccs)”2 
is a multinational project, which uses a universal questionnaire, with the aim of 
collecting data on candidates running for national parliamentary elections in 
different countries . 
The ccs questionnaire investigates relations between candidates, political par-
ties and voters . while the questionnaire puts into focus the election campaign, 
questions on candidacy nominations, policies and ideologies, and issues of de-
mocracy and representation are also fairly represented .
according to available data from the republic Electoral commission, 3 .020 
persons submitted their candidacies in 2014 national parliamentary elections . 

1 detailed findings of the research are available at: http://balkanelectoralstudies .org/index .
php/survey

2 for more information on ccs project visit http://www .comparativecandidates .org/
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The number of respondents (candidates running for the 2014 national parlia-
mentary elections) in the survey was 268 . Therefore, the 95% of statistical con-
fidence interval for 50% of incidence is +/– 5 .7 . we have used a targeted sample 
in our research . 
The survey is based on an 81-item questionnaire composed into 5 sections: Po-
litical Background and activities; campaigning; issues and Policies; democracy 
and representation; Personal Background . 

3 . social ProfilEs of candidatEs running 
 for national ParliamEntary ElEctions
in this section, we provide an overview of the candidates’ origins, their educa-
tional background, age, political experience, tenure in the political party and 
tenure in elections, and candidates’ reelection rates .
The general age distribution (expressed as the year of birth) ranges from 1962 
(average age distribution of the socialist Party of serbia’s list) to 1979 (average 
age distribution of the Third serbia’s list) . looking across parties, we find that 
the socialist Party of serbia has notably older candidates than other lists, with a 
statistically significant difference, which may be explained by the coalition with 
the united Pensioners’ Party of serbia (Pejković i trailović, 2014: 49) . an inter-
esting fact is that new parties that emerged for the first time in the 2014 elec-
tions tend to have younger candidates . according to the ccs, candidates under 
45 years accounted for 60% of the sample, 19% of the sample are aged between 
46 and 55 years, while those who are older than 56 years accounted for 15% .
one of the main shortcomings accounted for proportional representation sys-
tem with a single nationwide constituency is the deformation of territorial rep-
resentation (Jovanović, 2011; Jovanović; 2015; orlović, 2010) . from one to an-
other convocation, there is a distinct over-representation of mPs from Belgrade 
and novi sad, while, as a rule, nearly one third of municipalities do not have any 
representatives . deformation of territorial representation is a direct result of the 
current electoral system, i .e . single constituency . although some authors claim 
that voting in several constituencies leads to deformation of political parties 
representation (taylor, gudgin and Johnston, 2003), geographical representa-
tion of candidates is nevertheless of great importance . candidates running for 
the 2014 national parliamentary elections are mainly coming from large cities/
towns . out of the total sample, only 8 .7% of the respondents live in rural areas 
or villages, 37 .6% live in small or middle-sized towns, 5 .7% in suburbs of a large 
city or town, and 47 .9% live in large towns/cities . it is important to note that 
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serbian Progressive Party (sns) had the most urban list among established ’old 
parties’, while – similar to the average age distribution, new political actors such 
as dosta je Bilo (dJB), Third serbia (ts) and Patriotic front (Pf) had statisti-
cally significant gaps in the levels of urbanity compared to other lists (Pejković 
and trailović, 2014: 50) .
in terms of education, the ccs sample provides a fair distribution of different 
educational backgrounds (table 1) .

Table 1. Candidates.Educational.Background

Secondary school completed 7.1%

Completed vocational school 7.1%

University degree incomplete 7.5%

Bachelor degree completed 52.2%

Master’s degree completed 17.9%

PhD completed 5.6%

The share of candidates with the highest educational background has the sns 
list . on the other side, new political actors (dJB, ts, Pf) noted educational 
background differences in comparison to other lists that are statistically signifi-
cant (Pejković i trailović, 2014: 50 – 51) . 
The majority of candidates have attended some form of education while in the 
party (76%) . The most of them attended education provided by the national 
party office (55%), provided by an ngo (48%), and finally provided by the local 
party office (43%) . There is an interesting difference between ruling and opposi-
tion parties . share of respondents that haven’t attended any political education 
in ruling parties is 34 .5%, while this share is only 19 .3% for the opposition par-
ties . an explanation for this difference may be a longer elections tenure of the 
opposition candidates (they were in average more often candidates in elections), 
as well as the longer tenure in political parties (in average opposition candidates 
had longer records of membership in their political parties) .
finally, looking at the levels of social integration among candidates running 
for national parliamentary elections sample, we find that their involvement in 
other types of organisations/associations is low . only one fifth of all candidates 
(19 .8%) are members of sports clubs, 16 .4% are members of religious communi-
ties, while only 14 .6% of them are trade union members . 
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candidates running for national parliamentary elections tend to have short ten-
ures in their political parties . only one third of candidates have been members 
of their own parties for more than 10 years . however, we need to emphasise 
that there years are particularly interesting (1990, 2008, and 2014) comparing 
to all the others . almost one third of all candidates became party members dur-
ing these three years, which can be explained by: 1) restoration of the multi-
party system in 1990, and renewal of political life in serbia; 2) dissolution of 
the serbian radical Party (srs) in 2008 and establishment of the serbian Pro-
gressive Party (sns); as well as 3) Boris tadic’s departure from the democratic 
Party (ds) in 2014 and establishment of the social democratic Party of serbia 
(sds) . 
it is informative to look at the elections tenure of the candidates . only 39,6% of 
2014 parliamentary elections candidates stood as candidates for the Parliament 
in 2012 elections, while only 20 .9% of 2014 candidates stood as candidates in 
2008 elections . The only list with significant deviation in this aspect is the sPs 
list with by far most experienced candidates . These data evidence that candi-
dacy nomination processes are complex and that political parties keep changing 
candidates’ lists . Extremely valuable are the data on reelection rates – it shows 
the number of times a candidate succeeded to be reelected in the Parliament . 
roughly more than half of our respondents who stood for elections in previous 
years have been elected on these elections . This data implies that some of the 
candidates have become professionals, who regularly stand as candidates for 
the national assembly and regularly get elected . it is also interesting to investi-
gate if the candidates stood for other parties in previous elections . our survey 
has shown that there are only 11% of 2014 parliamentary elections candidates 
who previously stood for other parties in elections . around 2/3 of such can-
didates used to stand for ds and srs in previous elections, as predecessors of 
new parties (sds, ldP, sns) . Even though we could assume that a high number 
of candidates previously represented other parties in elections, this should be 
coupled with the reported elections tenure, which is only 39 .6% in the previous 
parliamentary elections . 
looking at the political party tenure of the candidates, we could gain insight 
into the activities that preceded getting the seats in the Parliament . over 90% 
of candidates used to work as unpaid party and campaign volunteers, ¾ of can-
didates were local party officials, over ½ were national party officials, while less 
than a half (47 .9%) candidates were members of local parliaments . These data 
inevitably evidence the development of candidates, proving that loyalty and de-
votion to the party as a necessary precondition for candidacy nomination . 
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4 . candidacy nominations
as the previous section has shown, party loyalty plays an important role for 
candidacy nominations . This section aims to examine the process of candidacy 
nominations . who is most influential in deciding on the candidacy nomina-
tion? This section argues that national party leadership has a dominant role in 
influencing candidacy nominations, both through deciding who will make it to 
party list and in which order, and through encouraging the candidate to present 
his/her candidacy .
The prevailing role of the national party leadership is evident from the decision 
of a candidate to present his/her candidacy and run in parliamentary elections . 
two thirds of respondents, actually 72%, has not make the decision to run in 
the elections independently, but the decision has been made based on the en-
couragement within the party, as confirmed by 97 .4% of respondents (table 2) . 
in addition to undoubtedly dominant role of the political party, a great influ-
ence comes from the family members, friends and colleagues (61 .1%) . far less 
important is the influence of citizens’ associations and interest groups (21 .8%) 
which can be explained by centralisation of political parties where different in-
terest groups communicate directly to party leaders, instead of individual can-
didates . 

Table 2: Who.encouraged.you.to.run.as.a.candidate?

N Yes No Total

Family, friends, colleagues 193 61.1 38.9

100%
Somebody from within the party 193 97.4 02.6
Representatives from a civil society organisation or interest groups 193 21.8 78.2
Other 193 100.0

high degree of political party centralisation is confirmed by our survey (figure 
1), according to which national party leadership is the most influential in decid-
ing on the candidacy nomination (46%) . The same figure shows that political 
parties do not have democratic nominations mechanisms such as open primary 
elections or primaries .
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Figure 1: Who.was.most.influential.in.deciding.on.your.candidacy.nomination?.

postoje demokratski mehanizmi selekcije kandidata poput unutarstranačkih ili otvorenih 

vanstranačkih izbora.

Grafikon 1: Ko je imao najviše uticaja na Vašu odluku da se kandidujete?

Naše istraživanje takođe pokazuje da stranačko rukovodstvo nema samo dominantnu 

ulogu u podsticanju članova stranke da podnesu kandidaturu za parlamentarne izbore, već su 1) 

većina kandidata na parlamentarnim izborima upravo stranački funkcioneri i 2) konačnu odluku 

o nominaciji kandidata za narodne poslanike donose centralni stranački organi. Među našim 

ispitanicima čak 74.6% su u trenutku kandidovanja bili na određenoj stranačkoj funkciji. Pored 

toga, iako pravo da predlažu kandidate imaju i svi članovi stranke, odluka o nominaciji kandidata 

za poslanike je rezervisana isključivo za centralne stranačke organe odnosno glavni odbor (45%), 

predsedništvo (34%) stranke ili predsednika (8%), a u izuzetno malom broju slučajeva na odluku 

mogu da utiču i opštinski odbori (10%) (v. Grafikon 2).

Grafikon 2: Ko donosi odluku o nominaciji kandidata za poslanike? 

our research states that party leaders have not only a dominant role in encour-
aging party members to run as candidates in national parliamentary elections, 
but also 1) the majority of candidates are also party officials; and 2) the final 
decision on candidacy nominations is made by the national party leadership . 
among our respondents, as many as 74 .6% have been party officials at the mo-
ment of running as candidates in parliamentary elections . in addition, contrary 
to the rule that all party members have the right to nominate candidates, the 
decision on final candidacy nomination is reserved for national party leader-
ship, i .e . main Board (45%), Presidency (34%) or the President (8%), and in 
extremely low number of cases, the decision may be influenced by municipal 
Boards (10%) (see figure 2) .
nomination candidacy and selection, as well as the degree of party centralisa-
tion are two main criteria for assessing intra-party democracy (scarrow, 2005) . 
according to the research results, we can conclude that intra-party democracy 
in serbia ranks relatively low . The research showed no significant difference be-
tween ruling and opposition parties . in addition, the answers on who makes 
the selection, who can become a candidate and to whom are the candidates 
accountable to, are all important categories for analysing mPs behaviour (ra-
hat and hazan, 2001, shomer, 2009) . The party discipline is achieved mainly 
through the mechanisms of candidacy nominations . when candidacy nomi-
nation decisions are made on the national party leadership level (and not the 
party members or voters), there is a vast potential of political party control over 
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the work of mP . This mechanism seriously hinders mPs accountability, and in-
creases the party discipline . 

Figure 2: Who.makes.decision.on.candidacy.nominations?

Način selekcije kandidata i stepen partijske centralizacije predstavljaju ključne 

kriterijume za merenje unutarstranačke demokratije (Scarrow, 2005). Na osnovu gore 

predstavljenih rezultata možemo zaključiti da je u Srbiji unutarstranačka demokratija na izuzetno 

niskom nivou. Istraživanje nije pokazalo značajniju razliku između političkih stranaka na vlasti 

ili stranaka opozicije. Pored toga, odgovori na pitanja ko bira kandidate, ko može da bude 

kandidat i kome su kandidati odgovorni su važni za analizu ponašanja poslanika u parlamentu 

(Rahat and Hazan, 2001, Shomer, 2009). Partijska disciplina se pre svega postiže kroz 

mehanizme selekcije kandidata. U partijama u kojima je nominovanje kandidata koji će se naći 

na izbornoj listi centralizovano, odnosno tamo gde odluke donose centralni stranački organi, a ne 

članovi stranke, političke stranke imaju veliku mogućnost kontrole narodnih poslanika iz svojih 

redova. Time se znatno smanjuje individualna odgovornost poslanika biračima, a povećava 

partijska disciplina. 

Ovo je delom posledica izbornog sistema sa zatvorenim listama koji podstiče 

centralizaciju. S druge strane, partije koje su iznutra demokratske sa kompetitivnim i inkluzivnim 

procedurama za selekciju kandidata mogu da obezbede da dobri i odgovorni predstavnici dođu u 

parlament čak i u mladim demokratijama ili izbornim sistemima koji manje podstiču 

individualnu odgovornost predstavnika poput proporcionalnih sistema sa jednom izbornom 

jedinicom) (Bird, 2014, Pedersen, 2012b).  

This can partially be explained by the proportional representation system with 
closed party lists that encourage political party centralisation . on the other side, 
political parties with developed competitive and inclusive procedures for can-
didacy nominations may allow that the best representatives get the seats in the 
Parliament (even in younger democracies and proportional representation sys-
tems) (Bird, 2014, Pedersen, 2012b) . 

5 . what kind of camPaigns arE  
 run By thE candidatEs? 
apart from influencing the candidacy nomination process, the electoral system 
has a significant impact on election campaigns . Political parties and candidates 
adopt their strategies, formulate tactics, choose means and campaign types 
accordingly . The electoral system does not influence only the voters, but also 
candidates’ behaviour during the elections campaign . Electoral incentives for 
candidates to focus either on personal characteristics and personal campaigns 
or party issues and party campaign depend on the structure of constituency . The 
candidates running for national parliamentary elections in the system of closed 
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electoral lists are inclined to run a campaign that attracts as much as possible 
attention for the party (norris, 2004: 134 – 135) .
first of all, we will get an insight into the election campaigns in serbia in the 
last 15 years . These campaigns were oriented towards attracting as much as pos-
sible attention for the political party leaders . They largely focused on leaders’ 
personality, on confidence building in his/her competences to solve key issues 
and on strengthening emotional ties with voters (lončar and stojanović, 2015: 
104) . scholars agree than these campaigns were predominantly leader-centered . 
when it comes to 2012 parliamentary elections campaign, leader’s personal-
ity was a detrimental motivation factor for the voters (slavujević, 2012: 50), 
and the topic-specific campaign has been quickly replaced by a leader-centred 
campaign (atlagić, 2012) . during 2014 parliamentary elections campaign, the 
economic and social issues have been almost entirely put in service of the party 
leaders’ promotion (atlagić, 2014) . in addition, numbers of voters who decide 
exclusively based on leader’s’ charisma contribute to the strong personalisation 
of politics (stojiljković, 2014: 17) . however, it is interesting to note that leader-
centred campaigns are typical for presidential and majority systems (slavujević, 
2009: 192) and, thus the origins of the leader-centred campaigns in serbia can-
not be explained by the electoral system .
Even though the proportional representation system with closed lists – a cur-
rent electoral system in serbia, means that the voter simply casts a vote for the 
party as a whole and not for the candidates, this does not prevent the candidates 
to run their campaigns to get the seats in the national assembly . in this section, 
we want to examine whether the electoral system affects candidate’s election 
campaign strategies . 
utilizing the responses of candidates running for national parliamentary elec-
tions aims to gain insight into their election campaign strategies . respondents 
were asked what was their aim in the campaign3 . figure 3 shows that the average 
response to this question on the scale from 0 (the primary aim of the campaign 
was to attract attention for the candidate) to 10 (the primary aim of the cam-
paign was to attract attention for the party) amounts to 7 .1 . 

3 Question: “where would you place yourself on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means ’to 
attract as much attention as possible for me as a candidate’ and 10 means ’to attract as 
much as possible attention for my party’?”
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Figure 3. Aim.of.the.campaign
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10 Question: “Where would you place yourself on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means ‘to attract as much attention 
as possible for me as a candidate’ and 10 means ‘to attract as much as possible attention for my party’?”

There are no statistically significant differences noted between candidates of 
ruling and opposition parties . “t-test has shown that there is no statistically 
significant difference between younger and older candidates in running cam-
paigns (eta2=0 .005), while these differences are observed among different po-
litical parties (responses range from 5 .1 – dss to 7 .5 – nova) .” (stojanović and 
Jović, 2016: 15-16) .
a closer look into campaign related activities will lead us to interesting conclu-
sions . looking at the share of most popular campaign related activities – these 
are media activities (important for 70% of respondents), public speeches and 
rallies (69%), meetings with party members and party groups (56%), attend-
ance of party meetings (48%) . all of these activities fall into the category of 
promotion of party politics and building internal cohesion of the party . on the 
other side, activities geared at personal promotion and campaign have been a 
little important part of the overall activities . hence, as many as 41% of candi-
dates have not used individual posters (only 16 .8% of candidates accorded little 
importance to this campaign activity) . similarly, managing a direct mailing was 
important only to 17 .9% of candidates, while 24% of candidates have not called 
up voters on the phone, and 22% have not run a door-to-door campaign nor 
have visited any business and social organisations . in addition, 4/5 of candidates 
(83%) have not used a personal newspaper ads, 69% have not owned a personal 
website (at the time of the survey), more than half of all respondents (52%) did 
not have any personal spots in radio or tv, whilst only 45% of respondents had 
their personal flyers or other campaign material . it is important to be noted that 
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responses between candidates of different political parties or ruling/opposition 
parties do not vary significantly .
our survey confirms the hypothesis that candidate strategies mainly focus on 
promotion of political parties and their leaders, while candidate’s campaigning 
is primarily oriented towards broadening their partisan base alone, and not the 
electorate . 
our hypothesis is consistent with the responses that were given to the ques-
tion: “how strongly did you emphasise during the campaign issues specific to 
your personal campaign and your personal characteristics and circumstances (1 
– extremely, 2 – very, 3 – moderately, 4 – slightly 5 – not at all)” . average answers 
are shown in table 3 . 

Table 3. Campaign.characteristics.

Question Average answers
Issues specific to your personal campaign 2.5
Your personal characteristics and circumstances 2.9

nearly half of the respondents (48%) have not at all or just slightly emphasised 
issues specific to their personal campaigns, while 33% candidates have slightly 
or not at all used their characteristics and circumstances in the campaign .
in the context of relations between candidates and their constituents, it is cru-
cial to look whether the candidates have raised any local issues during the cam-
paign . The answer to the question “did you raise any local issues during the 
campaign?”: yes 60%, no 23% and 17% no answer (see figure 4) .

Figure 4. Did.you.raise.any.local.issues.during.the.campaign?Grafikon 4. Da li ste pokrenuli neko od lokalnih pitanja? 
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an important finding is the statistically relevant difference between candidates 
of ruling and opposition parties . candidates from ruling parties have risen lo-
cal issues to a larger extent . The most common response to the question “what 
issues were the most important ones that you’ve raised”: infrastructure (32%), 
unemployment (26%), economic development and investments (25%) . candi-
dates from ruling parties state that the most important local issue that was raised 
was infrastructure (46 .7%), while only 23 .8% candidates of opposition share their 
views . an important note is that issues raised by candidates running for national 
elections at the local level often differ from issues that are nationally relevant and 
raised by their political parties . an exception to this is the issue of unemployment, 
which is a dominant problem in the country in the last 15 years . issues prevailing 
in general elections in the last two election cycles – fight against corruption, pov-
erty reduction and social policy, and foreign and regional policy (stojiljković et . 
al, 2012), as well as unemployment, poverty reduction, large infrastructure invest-
ments, and austerity measures in 2014 general elections (stojiljković et . al, 2014: 
29) – differ to a large extent from issues raised by candidates running for national 
elections . on the other hand, candidates were, at least during the campaign, fac-
ing local communities and raising local issues such as infrastructure, transport, 
environment, local economic development, delivery of core city services etc .
however, even though candidates raise issues of local importance and concern, 
they fail to personalize their campaigns and focus solely on the activities aiming 
to promote their political party and leader . in order to additionally back up this 
hypothesis, we will draw upon the results of an opinion poll conducted in 2016 
(see section written by spasojević and mihailović) . it is informative to look at 
how notable are the candidates that are highly ranked on the party list, but do not 
act as party leaders . citizens were asked if they have heard of long-lasting mem-
bers of Parliament that also sit in the national party leadership boards . The key 
finding of this survey shows a complete invisibility of long-lasting parliamentar-
ians . for example, 90% of respondents have not heard of Đorđe milićević (head 
of socialist Party of serbia Parliamentary group in the previous convocation), 
82% have not heard of aleksandar senić (member of the Presidency of social 
democratic Party and deputy head of the Parliamentary group in the previous 
convocation), and 77% have not heard of nataša vučković (vice-President of 
the democratic Party head of the Parliamentary group in the previous convo-
cation) and marko Đurišić (vice-President of the social democratic Party and 
head of the Parliamentary group in the previous convocation) . These findings 
show that even highly ranked candidates on election lists are not notable and 
depend largely on the support of their political parties .
it is clear that candidate’s election strategies are focused mainly on the promo-
tion of their political parties and party leaders, and that all activities are geared 
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towards this goal . as argued below, the main reason for this is the electoral 
system in serbia . The proportional representation system with closed list sys-
tem, means that the party fixes the order in which the candidates are listed and 
elected, and the voter simply casts a vote for the party as a whole . This does 
not provide any incentives to the candidates to run their personal campaigns . 
on the other side, another key factor for candidates running solely party cam-
paigns are the intra-party relations that are predominantly undemocratic . Po-
litical parties in serbia are in many cases authoritarian, with powerful leaders 
and strong party discipline (characterized by hierarchy, discipline and obedi-
ence) . The practice of intra-party relations show that party leaders’ authoritar-
ian tendencies are present in the majority of parties, while the democratic deficit 
of intra-party relations promote discipline as a virtue (stojiljković, spasojević 
i mihailović, 2015) . The causes of this phenomenon may be explained by: 1) 
authoritarian political culture, submissiveness and rooted cult of personality in 
political memory of citizens; 2) clientelistic mobilization patterns; 3) influence 
of the electoral system that enables party leadership to decide on the top places 
of the party’s list of candidates . as described above, the influence of the electoral 
system on candidates’ election strategies is twofold . first, it is mechanical as the 
voters vote for the party list of candidates . second, electoral system indirectly 
influences intra-party relations . candidates running for national parliamentary 
elections do not have incentives to run personal campaigns but are oriented 
towards party promotion activities, since national party leadership and party 
leader are the most influential in deciding on the candidacy nomination, which 
puts good intra-party relations high on the list of priorities of the candidate . 

6 . candidatEs running for national  
 ParliamEntary ElEctions attitudEs  
 on dEmocracy, rEPrEsEntation and  
 ElEctoral systEm 
The previous sections show that party leadership plays a key role in candidacy 
nominations and that consequently the campaign strategy is primarily oriented 
towards the promotion of the political party and its leader . we want to discover 
further if the candidates running for national parliamentary elections are satis-
fied with the current system (characterized by democratic deficit of intra-party 
relations and strong discipline), what are their views and perceptions of democ-
racy, representation and electoral system . in addition, we are interested in the 
ways candidates see the role of members of Parliament . 
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The survey shows (table 4) that candidates are in majority dissatisfied about 
how democracy in serbia functions . more than 50% of candidates disagree with 
the statement that “citizens have ample opportunities to participate in political 
decisions” (52 .6%) . more than 50% of candidates also disagree with the state-
ment that “legislation reflects the interests of the majority of citizens” (50 .7%) 
and hold the view that special interests do not have too much influence on 
law-making (76 .5%) . 48% of respondents believe that political parties are the 
essential link between citizens and the state, while 75% of candidates for the 
2014 national parliamentary elections believe that power holders in the country 
are political parties and their leaders . These findings challenge the claims that 
candidates are committed to raising local issues . Even though our respondents 
stated that they raise local issues during the campaign (see section 5), these is-
sues lose their relevance after the elections .
candidates believe that elections do not ensure that the views of mPs accurately 
reflect the views of voters (figure 5) . 78% of respondents hold view that elector-
al system do not ensure accountability of mPs . it is interesting to note that 60% 
of respondents view that mPs should vote according to his/her voters opinion, 
even if their political party opinion or his/her own opinion does not correspond 
with the opinion of the voters . on the other side, respondents believe that if 
their opinion does not correspond to the opinion of their political party, they 
should vote according to his/her party opinion – 49%; and 51% according to 
his/her own opinion . This indicates that candidates’ critical attitude towards the 
shortcomings of serbian electoral system does not prevent them from accepting 
the party discipline and giving priority to the party interests, starting from the 
nomination process .

Table 4: Do.you.agree.or.disagree.with.the.following.statements.on.democracy.in.Serbia?
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Citizens have ample opportunity to participate in 
political decisions. 268 07.5 25.4 13.4 40.3 12.3 01.1 32.9 52.6

100%

Legislation reflects the interests of the majority 
of citizens 268 02.2 21.6 22.8 39.9 10.8 02.6 23.9 50.7

Political parties are the essential link between 
citizens and the state 268 07.1 41.0 19.8 23.9 05.6 02.6 48.1 29.5

Special interests have too much influence on 
lawmaking 268 28.7 47.8 13.4 06.3 02.2 01.5 76.5 08.6

Our democracy is about to lose the trust of the 
citizens 268 21.3 39.9 19.8 14.2 03.0 01.9 61.2 17.2

Power holders in the country are political parties 
and their leaders 268 46.3 29.1 14.2 06.7 01.1 02.6 75.4 07.8
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candidates running for national parliamentary elections do not have a direct 
link with constituents which results in problems with accountability . The survey 
indicates that more than 80% of candidates hold view that they should represent 
their own voters in constituency, all citizens in the constituency, the party elec-
torate at large, members of specific group at large, and all citizens – which speaks 
about mixed primary loyalties . The electoral system tends to enable, on one side, 
citizens being unaware of their candidates, and on the other, candidates whose 
primary loyalty lies with their political parties, and not the citizens .

Figure 5: How.well.do.you.think.elections.ensure.that.the.views.of.MPs.accurately.
reflect.the.views.of.voters?.

Grafikon 5: U kojoj meri izbori osiguravaju da mišljenja poslanika oslikavaju/reflektuju 
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O tome da narodni poslanici zastupaju interese stranke, a ne građana u parlamentu 

svedoče i podaci o uticaju političkih stranaka na rad narodnih poslanika. Dve trećine kandidata 

na parlamentarnim izborima ističe da im stranka priprema amandmane (79.9), često ili ponekad 

šalje instrukcije o tome kako poslanički klub treba da glasa (73.5%), i sugeriše poslaničkom 

klubu ko bi trebalo da dobije reč u skupštini (67.5%). U državama u kojima su partije te koje 

kontrolišu rad narodnih poslanika, a ne poslaničke grupe može se očekivati da će stavovi 

poslanika biti usklađeniji sa stavovima partijskih lidera i manje odgovorni biračima onih 

kandidata (Pedersen, 2012a, p. 306-307).  

Tabela 5: Na koji način stranka podržava rad poslaničkog kluba?
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Stranka pruža relevantne analize 268 49.6 34.7 11.2 04.5 84.3 15.7

100%

Stranka izraduje amandmane 268 41.4 38.4 13.4 06.7 79.9 20.1
Stranka šalje detaljne instrukcije o tome kako poslanicki klub treba da 
glasa 268 36.2 37.3 16.4 10.1 73.5 26.5

Stranka sugeriše poslanickom klubu ko bi trebalo da diskutuje o 
odredenom pitanju u skupštini 268 33.2 34.3 20.1 12.3 67.5 32.5

The argument that mPs reflect opinions of their parties rather than the citizens 
is also supported by our findings about the influence of political parties on the 
work of mPs . two thirds of candidates running for national elections stated 
that their political party drafts their amendments (79 .9), often or sometimes 
sends detailed instructions on voting (73 .5%), and suggests who should discuss 
certain issues from the parliamentary group (67 .5%) . in countries where parties 
rather than parliamentary groups control the work of mPs, it may be expected 
that the attitudes of mPs will coincide with the opinions of party leaders and be 
less accountable to voters (Pedersen, 2012a, p . 306-307) . 
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table 5: In.what.ways.the.political.party.supports.the.work.of.the.parliamentary.
group?

N Often Sometimes Rarely Never Sum + Sum – Total

Political party provides 
relevant analysis 268 49.6 34.7 11.2 04.5 84.3 15.7

100%

Political party drafts 
amendments 268 41.4 38.4 13.4 06.7 79.9 20.1

Political party sends detailed 
instructions on voting 268 36.2 37.3 16.4 10.1 73.5 26.5

Political party suggests to the 
parliamentary group on how 
to discute certain issues in the 
Parliament 

268 33.2 34.3 20.1 12.3 67.5 32.5

Political party organizes 
meetings of the 
parliamentary group with 
expert, lobbyists, trade 
unions..

268 32.1 44.8 16.8 06.3 76.9 23.1

Political party organizes 
additional educations to the 
parliamentary group

268 29.1 43.7 18.7 08.6 72.8 27.2

Bearing in mind the party discipline linked to the current electoral system in 
serbia, candidates running for national elections (60 .8%) hold view that the 
combination of majority and proportional representation system would allow 
citizens to be better represented and members of Parliament to better work . (ta-
ble 6) . in addition, 72 .8% of respondents believe that some sort of preferential 
voting system would facilitate competitiveness among candidates, contribute to 
a more democratic nomination process and improved accountability . 

table 6: Reported.preference.for.different.electoral.systems

Do you think proportional or majority system works better for  
the development of democracy?

Total
N 268

Hybrid PR systems 60.8
Proportional representation (PR) system 19.8

Majority system 10.8
Both systems work the same 02.2

I don’t know 06.3
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Do you think that the current electoral system can be improved  
by adding a preferential voting?

Total
N 268

Yes 72.8
No 14.9

No answer 12.3

7 . conclusion
as discussed in this section, political parties have a key role in the election proc-
ess, and later on in the work of the Parliament . Political parties, i .e . party lead-
ership, have a prevailing role in the nomination process, in the campaign of 
candidates running for national elections, and the parliamentary work .
our survey indicates that the average profile of the candidate running for na-
tional elections is: a loyal party member, living in a large town/city, and with a 
function within the party at the time of nomination . Political parties in serbia 
do not have developed democratic mechanisms of candidacy nomination (open 
primary elections or nominations by party delegates) but the decision is made 
by the national party leadership (presidency or main board of the party) . This 
indicates a low level of intra-party democracy in serbia, which results in strong 
party discipline and low level of personal accountability of mPs . 
The analysis of the elections campaign draws the same conclusions . candidates 
running for national elections do not run their personalized campaigns, but are 
oriented towards party promotion activities and building a partisan support . 
This is largely due to the low level of intra-party democracy but also the propor-
tional representation system with closed list ballots, meaning that the party fixes 
the order in which the candidates are listed and elected, and the voter simply 
casts a vote for the party as a whole . This does not provide any incentives to the 
candidates to run their personal campaigns . 
The influence of political parties and party leadership is prevailing even after the 
elections, in the work of mPs . candidates running for national parliamentary 
elections that have participated in our survey, reported high levels of dissatisfac-
tion about how democracy in serbia work, the lack of accountability of elected 
representatives and limited opportunities for citizens to participate in political 
decisions . our findings suggest that elections are not the mechanism that allows 
citizens voices to be heard in the Parliament, and that direct links between mPs 
and citizens is missing . two thirds of our respondents recognized partocracy in 
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serbia – the fact that power holders are political parties and their leaders, and 
not institutions . Political parties control the work of mPs through the process of 
drafting the amendments, providing detailed instructions on voting, and sug-
gesting who should discuss certain issues in the Parliament . 
lack of accountability and limited opportunities for citizens to influence deci-
sion-making may be improved through the combination of majority and pro-
portional representation system, as perceived by a vast majority of our respond-
ents . This will not only allow the proportionality of votes and mandates, but also 
ensure accountable elected representatives .
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tHe InfLuenCe of tHe eLeCtorAL 
sYsteM on PerCePtIons And 
BeHAvIor of voters In serBIA

in this chapter we investigate, first the influence of the electoral system on the 
way citizens understand and follow politics, and second the motives on which 
they base their voting decisions . The chapter is primarily based on results of a 
public opinion survey, conducted by ipsos strategic marketing for project needs 
on a representative sample1 of citizens of serbia (without kosovo) .
Theoretically speaking, the proportional representation system with a single 
constituency stimulates identification with parties and their leaders . The ad-
vantage of this system is that it favors strong party programs and enables estab-
lishment of different coalitions after the elections; in contrary, the one-round 
electoral system is a system where citizens vote for individuals from political 
parties and their decentralized platforms . however, in both end cases, the elec-
toral system is not the only determinant – as it is possible that a majority system 
produces strong parties that ’cover’ their candidates with a strong ideology and 
clear program, while the proportional representation system can in some cases 
allow strong regional leaders, ideological differences within parties and a pre-

1 field research (f2f) was conducted in the period 15-22 march 2016 . The sample frame-
work: Population of serbia (without kosmet) 18+; sample size: 1000 respondents; sam-
ple type: Three-phase random representative stratified sample . 
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dominant leader identification . in fact, as we move from the ideal type models 
such as the majority system (two-party system) and the proportional represen-
tation system (pluralism) the relations become more complex, while the deter-
mination of an independent variable very problematic . 
in the case of serbia, the electoral system favors lists and coalitions; the absence 
of formally strong singular positions (President, Prime minister or mayor) is 
also in favor of the parties, and at the expense of distinguished individuals; the 
same electoral threshold of 5% for single parties and coalitions favors the merg-
ing of smaller parties, but only to a certain extent; simultaneously, this system 
stimulates splitting of large and middle-size parties, because separate parts still 
stand a solid chance of passing the threshold or associating in coalitions; fre-
quent electoral cycles enable a yo-yo effect i .e . parties falling out of and return-
ing into the national assembly in short time periods and without substantial 
changes in leadership or policy . Therefore, it is evident that the political system 
is designed so that political parties have the primary role . however, our current 
findings clearly reveal that party systems are not institutionalized and that the 
predominant basis of identification is that of leadership, and not of the pro-
gram (stojiljković & spasojević, 2015, stojiljković, zoran & Pilipović, gordana 
(eds .), 2012; stojiljković, zoran, Pilipović, gordana i spasojević, dušan (eds .) 
(2014)) . 
This public opinion survey insight will help us resolve some of these dilemmas . 
The key questions that we seek answers for are (a) do members of Parliament 
(mPs) represent citizens or their parties (b) do citizens identify themselves with 
leaders or parties, and (c) what kind of changes of the electoral and political sys-
tem do citizens support . however, first we have to determine (d) to what extent 
are citizens interested in politics (e) what are the most relevant issues of citizens’ 
concern and (f) based upon which values do they interpret them . 
This chapter is structured as follows: first, we investigate the level of citizens’ 
interest in politics; how they inform themselves and what are the questions they 
consider important; later, we investigate how voters assess the state of democra-
cy in serbia, and how much do they know about politics . assessing the reported 
knowledge is important as it shows under which conditions we can take citi-
zen’s perceptions into account when changing the electoral system (in particular 
when discussions get too theoretical) . 
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1 . arE citizEns of sErBia intErEstEd  
 in Politics?
The problems that cause concern to the large majority of citizens of serbia can, 
with a little generalization, be reduced to economy; first of all, on a personal 
level unemployment has for a longer period of time been problem number one 
– therefore, in our research, unemployment is reported as the problem number 
one by every second citizen of serbia (50%) . in addition to unemployment, citi-
zens also indicate as problematic the low standard (12%), and the general pover-
ty and extreme deprivation (4%) . on the other hand, citizens indicate economy 
not only as a personal, but also as a wider social problem . we therefore come to 
the number of three thirds of citizens (72%), who, this way or another, perceive 
economy as the largest problem in the country . 

Figure 1: What.are.Serbia’s.biggest.problems,.according.to.you?.The.ones.that.make.
you.personally.most.concerned?

ili strankama, i zbog čega? i (c) koje izmene izbornog i političkog sistema podržavaju građani. 
Ipak, pre svih ovih odgovora, moramo utvrditi (d) u kojoj meri su građani zainteresovani za 
politiku i da li je prate i (e) koja su osnovna pitanja koja interesuju građane i (f) na osnovu kojih 
vrednosti ih interpretiraju.   

Poglavlje je podeljeno na nekoliko celina – u prvoj istražujemo koliko su građani 
zaniteresovani za politiku, na koji način se informišu i šta su im važna pitanja; zatim, imajući ove 
informacije u vidu prelazimo na set pitanja o tome kako ocenjuju stanje demokratije u Srbiji, kao 
i na niz pitanja koje nam pokazuju njihovo znanje o politici. Merenje njihovog znanja je važno 
zbog toga što nam pokazuje kada i pod kojim uslovima možemo ocene građana uzeti kao 
pouzdane i merodavne za dizajniranje preporuka za izmenu izbornog sistema, a kada je reč o 
previše tehnokratskim temama.

1. Da li su građani Srbije zainteresovani za politiku?

Problemi koji tište ogromnu većinu građana Srbije se uz malo uopštavanja mogu svesti 
na ekonomiju; pre svega, gledano na ličnom planu u vidu nezaposlenosti koji je već duže vreme 
problem broj jedan - tako u našem istraživanje nezaposlenost kao jedan najvažniji problem 
navodi čak svaki drugi građanin Srbije (50%). Pored nezaposlenosti građani navode i nizak 
standard (12%), ali i mnogo ozbiljnije opšte siromaštvo i bedu (4%). S druge strane, građani 
navode ekonomiju ne samo kao lični već i kao šire društveni problem (7%). Tako dolazimo do 
brojke od skoro tri četvrine građana (72%) koji na ovaj ili onaj način vide ekonomiju kao najveći 
problem u zemlji.  

Grafikon 1: Koji su po Vašem mišljenju najznačajniji problemi sa kojim se Srbija u ovom trenutku
suočava, problemi zbog kojih ste Vi lično najviše zabrinuti? 
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Politics itself is not perceived as a big problem, according to our survey . merely 
2% of citizens point out politics as the most relevant problem serbia is currently 
facing, while the work of institutions and rule of law are reported by an addi-
tional one percent of citizens . 
Bearing this finding in mind, it is clear that the large majority of citizens view 
other topics through the ’economic’ lenses – preoccupation with personal eco-
nomic problems (survival) is an utterly convincing explanation for little interest 
in politics, as well as the low level of familiarity with questions related to the 
functioning of the political, that is electoral system . 
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in a country like serbia, characterized by partocracy, politics is mainstreamed 
in every aspect of life . The common belief is that politics is discussed every-
where and by everyone . however, as we have already suggested, politics is not a 
priority problem for serbian citizens, which leads us to the following question: 
are serbian citizens really that interested in politics?
surprisingly, only ¼ of our respondents (23%) report interest in politics to a 
certain extent, whilst only 3% of citizens indicate great personal interest in poli-
tics . This finding is additionally unexpected having in mind that double of those 
respondents have reported to be members of a political party (7%) – therefore, 
over 45% members of political parties report low or complete absence of inter-
est in politics, while only 13% report great interest in politics .
looking at our figures, it seems that men tend to be more interested in politics, 
compared to women (30%, versus 7%), and higher educated respondents com-
pared to respondents with a lower degree (35%, versus 15%) . younger genera-
tions tend to show lower interest in politics than other age groups, a finding that 
is confirmed by lower turnout in elections . 

Figure 2: To.what.extent.are.you.personally.interested.in.politics?

Sama politika se ne vidi kao veliki problem. Tek dva posto građana ističe politiku kao 
najznačajniji problem sa kojim se Srbija u ovom trenutku suočava, dok rad institucija i pravnu 
državu ističe još jedan procenat građana. 

Ovaj podatak se uvek mora imati u vidu, jer je krajnje očigledno da građani sve više 
ostale teme posmatraju kroz „ekonomsku“ prizmu – zaokupljenost ličnim ekonomskim 
problemima (da ne kažemo preživljavanjem) je krajne uverljivo objašnjenje male 
zainteresovanosti za politiku, kao i niskog stepena upućenosti u pitanja vezana za funkcionisanje 
političkog, odnosno izbornog sistema.

U državi poput Srbije koju u značajnoj meri karakteriše partokratsko uređenje politika 
(političke stranke) prožima gotovo svaki aspekt života. Stoga se čini normalno kada se kaže da o 
politici pričaju svi i svakom prilikom. Ipak, kao što smo već videli, politika ne predstavlja 
prioritetan problem za građane Srbije, te se postavlja pitanje:da li su građani zaista toliko 
zainteresovani za politiku? 

Možda deluje malo čudno podatak da tek svaki četvrti građanin Srbije (23%) ističe da je 
barem donekle zainteresovan za politiku, a još interesantnije deluje podatak da svega 3% građana 
navodi da je lično veoma zainteresovano za politiku - posebno ako se uzme u obzir činjenica da 
je duplo više građana navelo da je član neke političke partije (7%) – dakle, čak 45% članova 
političkih partije ističe da je malo ili uopšte nije zainteresovano za politiku, dok svega 13% ističe 
da je veoma zainteresovano!

Muškarci su dosta zainteresovaniji u odnosi na žene (30%, naspram 17%), kao i visoko 
obrazovani u odnosu na građane sa nižim obrazovanjem (35%, naspran 15%). Pored toga, i 
mlađi pokazuju nešto niži stepen zainteresovanosti, što se i potvrđuje nižom izlaznošću na 
izbore. 

Grafikon 2: U kojoj meri ste Vi lično zainteresovani za politiku?

Ozbirom na ovako nizak stepen zainteresovanosti za politiku, ne treba da čudi podatak da 
svega 3 od 10 građana Srbije (31%) često ili redovno prati politička zbivanja u zemlji, dok preko 
dve trećine (68%) ističe da politička zbivanja prati retko ili ih uopšte ne prati. U skladu sa 
nivoom interesovanja, dosta viši procenat muškaraca ističe da prati politička zbivanja u odnosu 
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given the low levels of interest in politics, it is not surprising that only 3 of 10 
citizens of serbia (31%) often or regularly follow political events in the country, 
while over two thirds (68%) report that they follow political events rarely or 
never . in line with the level of interest, men tend to follow political events more 
than women (40%, versus 23%) . The same tendency is observable between pop-
ulations with higher and lowers educational degrees (43%, versus 22%) . further, 
younger generations also follow political events to a lesser extent, compared 
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to their elder peers (16%, versus 39%) . a slightly higher percentage of those 
that follow political events are registered among citizens of Belgrade . again, 
the most interesting is the data related to members of political parties, among 
whom 3 of 10 report that they rarely or never follow political events . 

Figure.3:.How.often.do.you.follow.political.events.in.the.country?

na žene (40%, naspram 23%), kao i visoko obrazovani u odnosu na građane sa nižim 
obrazovanjem (43%, naspram 22%). Pored toga, kao i u slučaju zainteresovanosti, mlađi u 
manjoj meri prate zbivanja u politici u odnosu na starije (16%, naspram 39%). Iako se ne 
registruje viši stepen interesovanja za politiku, među građanima Beograda registruje se viši 
procenat onih koji ističi da prate politička zbivanja. Opet, najzanimljive deluju podaci vezani za 
članove političkih partija, među kojima 3 od 10 ističe da retko ili nikada ne prati politička 
zbivanja.  

Grafikon 3: Da li i koliko često pratite politička zbivanja u zemlji?

U kontekstu navedenog, više nimalo ne čudi činjenica da je diskutovanje o politici sa drugim 
ljudima (46%), jedini oblik političke aktivnosti u kom su građani Srbije u većoj meri učestvovali 
(u poslednje dve-tri godine).  

Pohvalna je činjenica da građani Srbije i dalje nisu izgubili veru u demokratiju kao 
najbolji oblik političkog sistema za našu zemlju, barem teorijski. Tako, tri petine građana (60%) 
se slaže sa stavom da je demokratija (bez obzira na sve teškoće) najbolji politički sistem za našu 
zemlju. Ipak, svaki treći građanin (32%) se ne slaže sa ovim stavom, te je jasno zašto se lideri 
koji vladaju “čvrstom rukom” na ovim prostorima rado prihvataju. Nešto veći procenat onih koji 
se ne slažu sa ovim stavom se, očekivano, registuje u ruralnih predelima, a zanimljivo je da se 
među ženama registrije nešto malo konzervativniji stav, pa se tako svaki četvrti muškarac (25%) 
u potpunosti slaže da je demokratija najbolji politički sistem za našu zemlju i tek svaka sedma 
žena (15%). Ono što zasigurno možemo oceniti kao pozitivno jeste da je se među mlađim 
generacijama (do 29 godina) registuje veći procenat onih koji se u potpununosti slažu sa ovim 
stavom (27%). 

Grafikon 4: Koliko se slažete sa stavom: Bez obzira na sve teškoće, demokratija je najbolji politički 
sistem za našu zemlju?
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in the context of the above mentioned, it is not at all surprising that discussing 
politics with other people (46%), is the only form of political activity in which 
citizens of serbia to a greater extent take part (in the past two-three years) . 
it is praiseworthy that citizens of serbia have still not lost faith in democracy as 
the best form of political system, at least theoretically . 60% of respondents agree 
with the statement that democracy is (in spite of all difficulties) the best political 
system for our country . however, every third citizen (32%) does not agree with 
this statement, which partially explains why leaders that rule with ’a firm hand’ 
are accepted in the country . respondents from rural areas tend to disagree with 
the democracy statement to a higher percentage compared to the overall sam-
ple . The higher percentage of men (25%) than women (15%) totally agrees that 
democracy is the best political system for our country . what can certainly be 
assessed as positive is that among the younger generations (age group 29 or less) 
a higher percentage of those who totally agree with the democracy statement is 
registered (27%) . 
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Figure.4:.To.what.extent.do.you.agree.with.this.statement:.In.spite.of.all.difficulties,.
democracy.is.the.best.political.system.for.our.country?

Koliko god da građani veruju u demokratiju kao politički sistem na papiru, toliko nisu  
zadovoljni načinom na koji demokratija funkcioniše u praksi u Srbiji. Preko tri petine građana 
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as much as citizens believe in democracy as a political system on paper, they 
are not satisfied with how it works in serbia . over 3/5 of citizens (62%) report 
that they are not satisfied (with over 35% of very dissatisfied), while a third of 
serbian citizens (33%) report satisfaction with the functioning of democracy 
in our country . Expectedly, citizens that have pointed out they will not vote 
in the parliamentary elections (24 april 2016), to a significantly larger extent 
point out they are very dissatisfied with the functioning of democracy in ser-
bia (53%) . This dissatisfaction is probably one of the main reasons for their 
choice to abstain from voting – a common belief is that all politicians are the 
same, that there is no option to vote for, and that we need to get ’fresh blood’ 
into politics . 
an interesting finding is that every second citizen (50%) who has indicated that 
is, currently, member of a political party, reports dissatisfaction with how de-
mocracy works in serbia . This opens the question: have these citizens joined 
political parties because they are dissatisfied with how things works and want 
to change something, or, more probably, that the benefits of the partocracy are 
distributed to a narrow circle of party leadership? 
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Figure.5:.Generally.speaking,.are.you.very.satisfied,.to.a.certain.extent.satisfied,.to.a.
certain.extent.dissatisfied,.or.very.dissatisfied.with.the.functioning.of.democracy.in.
Serbia?
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2 . knowlEdgE aBout thE functioning  
 of thE Political and ElEctoral systEm 
an assumption is that the knowledge about the political and electoral system 
corresponds to their interest in politics, and that is consequently rather low . 
however, as we will see, it turns out that the level of interest in politics, does 
not match the levels of knowledge about the electoral system . it can be said that 
interest in political events does not increase the knowledge of the topic . 
according to our survey, only every 11th citizen of serbia (9%) knows that ser-
bia uses the proportional representation system (in parliamentary elections) . it 
is interesting that almost 14% of citizens of serbia have thought that serbia uses 
the majority electoral system . 
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Figure.6:.Which.electoral.system.is.used.in.parliamentary.elections.in.Serbia?

Ono što svakako jeste dosta zanimljiv podatak predstavlja činjenica da svaki drugi 
građanin (50%) koji je naveo da je, trenutno, član neke političke partije, takođe ističe da je 
veoma nezadovoljan načinom na koji demokratija funkcioniše u Srbiji. Ovo otvara pitanje: da li 
su ovi građani ušli u političke partije upravo zato što nisu zadovoljni načinom na koji 
demokratija trenutno fukncioniše i sa željom da nešto promene (što se čini malo verovatno s 
obzirom na nizak nivo zainteresovanosti za politiku), ili mnogo verovatnije jednostavno znači da 
plodove sveprisutne partokratije u Srbiji ubira samo uski krug partijskog rukovodstva.  

2. Upoznatost sa funkcionisanjem političkog i izbornog sistema. 

Moglo bi se reći da je poznavanje političkog i izbornog sistema od strane građana u 
skladu sa njihovom zainteresovanošću za tu temu, dakle veoma nisko. No kako ćemo videti, 
ispostavlja se da stepen zainteresovanosti, kao ni praćenje politike, ne utiču preterano na 
upoznatost sa pitanjima vezanih za izborni sistem, što jeste donekle zbunjujuće. Može se reći da 
zainteresovanost i praćenje političkih zbivanja ne doprinose poznavanju teme. 

Prema podacima iz istraživanja, tek svaki 11 građanin Srbije (9%) zna da se u Srbiji koristi 
proporcionalni izborni sistem (na parlamentarnim izborima). Zanimljivo je da je čak 14% 
procenata građana navelo da se u Srbiji koristi većinski izborni sistem. 

Grafikon 6: Koji izborni sistem se koristi u Srbiji na izborima za republički parlament?

Kao što smo već naveli, zainteresovanost za politiku i praćenje političkih zbivanja, ne 
znači automatski bolje poznavanje teme - svega 12% zainteresovanih i upućenih prepoznaje 
izborni sisem koji se koristi. Ni članstvo u političkoj partiji ne podrazumeva veće znanje o 
izbornom sistemu. Tako, svega četvrtina članova partija (24%) zna koji se izborni sistem koristi 
u Srbiji. Stanje je još lošije kada je reč o detaljima funkcionisanja izbornog sistema poput broja 
izbornih jedinica u Srbiji. Svega 5% građana zna da Srbija predstavlja jednu izbornu jedinicu. 
Među članovima političkih partija 12% zna da je Srbija jedna izborna jedinica. 

Problematičan je ne samo manjak znanja koje građani ispoljavaju, već i zablude .Ipak se 
mora imati u vidu da je  većina ovih zabluda posledica medijskog tretmana ovih tema, kao i 
postupaka samih političara. Tri četvrtine građana veruje da mandat predsednika države traje 4, a 
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as previously discussed, interest in politics and following political events, do 
not automatically mean better understanding of the topic – only 12% of inter-
ested in politics respondents recognize the electoral system in use . neither does 
the membership in a political party imply greater knowledge of the electoral 
system . Therefore, only a quarter of members of political parties (24%) knows 
which electoral system is used in serbia . The situation is even worse when it 
comes to particularities of the electoral system, such as the number of constitu-
encies in serbia . among the members of political parties only 12% of respond-
ents know that serbia is a single constituency . 
apart from low levels of knowledge, we find also a lot of misperceptions among 
citizens, caused mainly by nonprofessional media reporting and politicians’ 
public appearances . 3/4 of citizens believe that the mandate of the President of 
the republic lasts 4, and not 5 years . a plausible explanation might be the cur-
rent practice of pre-scheduling presidential elections as to match the parliamen-
tary elections . 63% of the survey respondents believe that they have not directly 
elected members of Parliament (due to exclusive voting for party/coalition list 
and not individual candidates) . This phenomenon reflects the missing link be-
tween mPs and citizens . 
on the other hand, over half of the citizens of serbia believe that they elect the 
mayor directly (which is not correct) . This survey finding can be partially ex-
plained by the system that until recently elected mayors directly . however, the 
more probable explanation is the process of personalization of politics, where 
media report on ’candidates’ for mayors, although there are no such candidates 
(they are elected by the municipal assembly) . it is interesting that members of 
political parties, to the same extent, share these misperceptions with citizens of 
serbia . 
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Figure.7:.Are,.in.your.opinion,.the.following.statements.true.or.false?
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finally, citizens are aware and better understand certain features of the electoral 
system, that are strongly covered by the media . hence, every third citizen of ser-
bia (34%) knows that the serbian national assembly has 250 mPs, while every 
second (49%) knows that the electoral threshold is 5% .

3 . trust in institutions 
indifference, apathy towards political events, and low levels of knowledge about 
the political and electoral system do not prevent citizens to build trust and con-
fidence in political leaders and institutions . if citizens are not interested in po-
litical events, on what basis do they develop their (mis)trust? 
traditionally, the institution that gains the most trust is the church (73%) . other 
institutions that are constituents of civil society scored less points on the trust-
level survey . 29% of citizens trust in the media, 28% in trade unions, 23% of 
citizens have confidence and trust in ngos .
when looking at the political institutions, citizens have the most trust in the 
institution of the Prime minister, namely aleksandar vučić2 (54%) . later in this 
article we will address the issue of trust in political leaders, but it is important to 
note that the Pm enjoys an increased level of trust and confidence among citi-
zens . in addition, we can state that the whole political system draws legitimacy 
from this politician – 45% of citizens’ trust in the government, 42% in the Presi-

2 as seen in the graph no . 8, the name of the Pm vučić appears only as the institution of 
the Pm 
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dent3, and 36% in the national assembly . The exception to this rule is political 
parties, that enjoy rather low levels of political trust – only 17% of citizens of 
serbia have trust and confidence in them . 
low levels of trust present evidence that citizens blame political parties for the 
current situation in the country and for all unfulfilled pre-elections promises . 
however, it has to be underlined that the Pm vučić continuously and system-
atically work on the collectivization of accountability and individualization of 
achievements, which has led (backed by the media), to the substantial gap be-
tween the levels of trust, on one side – in one political leader (and consequently 
the institution of Pm), and on the other – in other political parties . 
an interesting fact is that high level of trust in political parties has only 1% of 
the population, which is significantly less than the number of citizens who said 
they were members of a political party (only 31% of all members of political 
parties have confidence in their political organization) .

Figure.8:.To.what.Extent.do.You.Trust.the.Following.Institutions?

Analiza trenutnog poverenja u institucije nam može služiti kao odličan uvod za naredni 
analitički blok - osnovno istraživačko pitanje projekta “Balkanska komparativna izborna studija” 
u okviru koga objavljujemo ovu knjigu se tiče uticaja izbornog sistema na unutarstranačke 
odnose, odnosno u kojoj meri izborni sistem podstiče ili sprečava određena ponašanja unutar 
stranaka. U ovom delu poglavlja posmatramo ovaj problem iz perspektive birača – na koji način 
ovi vide političke partije, kako ocenjuju odnose unutar stranaka, da li su fokusirani na lidere ili 
imaju širi i detaljniji uvid, da li se osećaju zastupljenim i predstavljanim ili su suvereni tek svake 
četiri godine? Naravno, izborni sistem nije jedina determinanta ovih odnosa, ali igra veoma 
značajnu ulogu. 

4. Koga predstavljaju poslanici – građane ili partije? 

Pitanje iz podnaslova u sebi sadrži brojne dimenzije – ali ako ga postavimo u 
najjednostavnijem obliku, čak 82% građana smatra da poslanici prvenstveno brinu o interesima 
svoje stranke, a tek onda o građanima. Ipak, ovakva formulacija je sugestivna i podstiče 
populističko razumevanje politike. Svaki treći građanin smatra da „poslanici zastupaju interese 
običnih građana“, a nešto malo veći broj njih (35%) smatra da bi odbornici iz opštinskog ili 
gradskog parlamenta bili spremni da ih saslušaju što govori o gotovo podjednakom otuđenju 
političke elite na svim nivoima. 

Sa druge strane, zanimljivi su stavovi građana o tome kako poslanici treba da glasaju 
ukoliko se njihovi lični stavovi ili stavovi stranke kojoj pripada ne podudaraju sa stavovima 
birača iz mesta odakle dolazi poslanik – 77% građana smatra da bi poslanik u oba slučaja trebalo 
da posluša svoje birače. 

Grafikon 9: Ako glasači u njegovoj/njenoj izbornoj jedinici / mestu u kojem živi imaju jedno 
mišljenje, a njegova/njena stranka zauzima drugačiji stav?
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The analysis of the levels of trust and confidence in political institutions served 
as an excellent introduction to the next section that addresses the basic research 
question of the project ’Balkan Elections comparative survey’ – to what extent 

3 citizens’ level of trust in the institution of the President of the republic (45%) is an ex-
cellent indicator of the ’spillover’ effect of confidence and trust in aleksandar vučić over 
other political institutions . when asked ’in what politician do you have the most confi-
dence in’, our respondents mention tomislav nikolić on the level of a statistical error .
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the electoral system influence intra-party relations, and/or encourage/hinder 
certain behaviors within the parties . in this part of the chapter we look at this 
problem from the perspective of voters – how do voters assess political parties, 
evaluate intra-party relations, if they focus on political leaders solely or on their 
party programs and do they feel adequately represented? of course the electoral 
system is not the only determinant of these relations, but plays a very important 
one . 

4 . do mEmBErs of ParliamEnt rEPrEsEnt 
citizEns or thEir Political PartiEs?
The above raised question reveals many dimensions – but simply put, 82% of 
citizens believe that members of Parliament (mPs) primarily serve the interests 
of their political parties, while the citizens are second placed (given that the 
question is suggestive and populist at the same time) . Every third citizen be-
lieves that ’mPs represent interests of ordinary citizens’, a slightly larger number 
of them (35%) believe that ’municipal councilors are willing to take into account 
needs of ordinary citizens’, where both statements indicate an equal alienation 
of political elites from the citizens .
on the other hand, it is interesting to look into the views of citizens on how 
mPs should vote if their personal opinion does not correspond to the opinions 
of his/her voters/constituents- 77% of citizens hold view that the mP should in 
both cases vote according to their voters/constituents opinion .

Figure.9:.How.should.an.MP.vote.if.voters’.opinion.does.not.correspond.to.the.party’s.
opinion?.
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in cases where the opinion of mP does not correspond to his/her party opinion, 
citizens are almost equally divided in two groups, which speaks of the fact that 
the current practice is that mPs ’own’ their mandates to political parties, and 
that strong political discipline is in place . The current parliamentary practice 
shows that mPs almost as a rule follow their party positions, and that they rarely 
vote in collision with their party’s opinion (stojiljković et al, 2012) . 
a corresponding finding is that citizens view that the current electoral system 
in most cases reflect opinion of the political leader (74%), opinion of political 
parties (70%), and only 33% of the citizens believe that the current electoral 
system reflects the views and opinions of citizens/voters . There is a significant 
difference between serbian Progressive Party and serbian radical Party voters 
and all other voters (including indifferent citizens) that are more critical of the 
electoral system .

Figure.10:.Whose.attitudes.are.represented.by.the.current.electoral.system?
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The survey findings suggest that voters do not trust neither in political parties 
nor in the rules of the political system . in addition, citizens believe that the 
electoral (and the political) system is favorable only to political parties, which 
further enhances the partocracy thesis . This brings us to the question about how 
citizens understand intra-party relations and with whom do they identify – with 
the party leader, the party program or issues that the party raise? This question 
is particularly important because, despite the recent changes, the serbian party 
system shows some stability in party programs and ideology over time (see sto-
jiljkovic and spasojevic 20xx) .
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Party Leaders  
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The most illustrative example of the hypothesis that voters identify with the 
party leader is the following result – 47% of respondents would ’vote for a per-
son of trust, if he/she would establish a new political party’ . This reflects both a 
weak party identification and a dominant political practice in serbia . 
another indicator of voters focusing on political leaders is the question on how 
notable are the highly ranked party officials that are not party leaders . This ques-
tion has encompassed 8 vice-Presidents of 4 strongest political parties at the 
time of the survey (serbian Progressive Party, socialist Party of serbia, demo-
cratic Party, and social democratic Party) . in order to get more nuanced in-
sights, we have included two vice-Presidents per party – one with a position 
in the executive (or former position) and another that is mainly active in party 
politics .

Figure.11.:.Have.you.Heard.of.the.Following.Party.Officials?
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The key finding is that there is a strong invisibility of party officials, while the 
main focus is put on party leaders . second, there is an obvious advantage of 
party leaders with a position in the executive, since the best score has the min-
ister of interior – nebojša stefanović, and the minister antić who scored as the 
second best (probably as a result of increased media activity) . Thirdly, there is 
a significant difference between party officials that are actively participating in 
parliamentary discussions (e .g . zoran Babić or gordana Čomić) and those who 
are less active . fourth, the fact that party officials who are not ministers or active 
in the parliamentary work are not notable, speaks of the leader-centered poli-
tics . an exception to this rule is the younger generation of party officials that 
raised media attention by disagreeing with their party leaders (Branko ružić) or 
by advocating for a concrete issue (goran Ješić in the case of ’aflatoksin affair’) . 
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The size of the party, its presence in the media and the political tenure should all 
be taken into consideration . 
when asked about party affiliation of the above mentioned officials, the per-
centage of correct answers (only respondents that have already heard of certain 
party officials were taken into account) ranged from 75% in cases of stefanović, 
Babić or gordana Čomić to 15%, which indicates that even voters who recog-
nize party officials miss the link with a concrete political party or idea that this 
official represent .  
Even Though strong leadership and identification with party leaders are not 
unique features of serbian politics (they exist in other consolidated liberal de-
mocracies too), worrisome is the fact that these features are influencing in-
tra-party democracy and dynamics . more precisely, 83% of respondents agree 
with the statement ’only political parties with strong leaders can form a stable 
government’ and 76% agree with the statement ’different opinions within one 
political party jeopardizes its chances for electoral success’ . looking into these 
statements, we conclude that the identification with the party leader gets an 
authoritarian dimension . The common understanding that different opinions 
weaken the party prevents the existence of internal debates, and even in the 
cases where these debates occur, they are hidden from public and media atten-
tion . internal debates are perceived as indicators of crisis and weakness . 
another dimension of this problem are the reported reasons why people have 
confidence and trust in political leaders – the most common response is that 
because he/she is ’hardworking, efficient and dedicated’ (59%), ’educated and 
smart’ (32%) and ’capable and entrepreneurial’ (27%), which are all personal 
attributes . an exception to this is the response that confidence and trust in a 
leader stems from his/her previous results (43%), while ideas and personal vi-
sion matter only to 7% of respondents . 
on the other side, when respondents were asked how do they decide what party 
to vote for, their responses were: ’because the party holds a position on certain 
issue’ (34%), ’because it’s a party that will lead the country in a good direction’ 
(34%) and ’because of the leader of the party’ (28%) . This finding puts a shade 
on the main assumption of dominant leader identification in serbia; moreover 
a significant difference between voters of different parties is observable . vot-
ers of serbian Progressive Party, serbian radical Party and social democratic 
Party decide to a greater extent based on the leader; while voters of democratic 
Party, socialist Party of serbia and dveri emphasize to a larger extent the party 
program as decisive for their votes . having in mind that political parties in ser-
bia remain ideologically very vague, this is an interesting finding to be further 
researched . 
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one-fourth of the population indicates that the leader identification is the main 
motive for voting, while the majority of citizens (51%) indicate message that the 
party leader convey as the main motive . Political parties realized the importance 
of having a party leader as the main channel of communication (a practice that 
was observable during the last pre-elections campaign) . This practice leads to 
enhanced personalization of politics on one side, and stronger leader identifica-
tion of voters, on the other side .

5 . what solutions arE PossiBlE and  
 dEsiraBlE according to citizEns?
Prior to addressing the topic of citizens’ perceptions on possible improvements 
of the electoral system, we want to underline rather low levels of citizens’ knowl-
edge about the political and electoral system in serbia (as shown by our sur-
vey), as well as the fact that this topic requests a certain theoretical and practical 
knowledge base . having said that, precaution must be used when assessing the 
respondents’ responses .
Precaution was deemed necessary, since when responding to the question ’do 
you believe that the current electoral system can be improved by adding a pref-
erential voting?’ respondents had equal shares of responses in both categories 
(51% yes and 49% no) . ambiguity is clear, when taking into consideration that 
respondents again had equal shares in responses in both statements: ’The elec-
toral system should produce a majority that will easily elect the government’ 
and ’The electoral system should reflect seat-shares in Parliament that corre-
spond to the vote-shares in the elections’ . in theory, these questions are being 
used as criteria for assessing the attitudes towards the preferred electoral system 
(majority election system vs . proportional representation system as two-ideal 
types systems) . 
a set of additional questions was introduced in order to assess citizens’ percep-
tions on possible improvements . our respondents mainly shared the idea of 
bringing the members of Parliament closer to the citizens, and thus shrinking 
the gap between political elites and ordinary citizens . 62% of respondents be-
lieve that mPs would be more accountable if ’there was an obligation to respond 
to citizen’s emails in due time’, while ¾ of them believe that the accountability 
would improve by ’creating an environment that promote direct interaction be-
tween mPs and citizens’ . not surprisingly, these statements correspond with the 
reported satisfaction of citizens with mPs offices (an informal mechanism sup-
ported by the national democratic institute in the convocation 2008-2012) .
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one of the possible mechanisms that would enable citizens to be better repre-
sented is the introduction of the preferential voting, often discussed by scholars . 
we have already mentioned that half of the respondents stated their preference 
to adding preferential voting into the current electoral system; however, if we 
slightly modify the question, 60% of respondents agree with the statement ’vot-
ers should vote for the party but should be also able to rank candidates in order 
of preference’, while 65% of respondents agree that ’voters should not choose 
lists but only candidates nominated by political parties’ . while the preferential 
voting is not a widespread practice, we still believe that adding a preferential 
voting would be an important corrective of the electoral system of serbia, while 
at the same time keeping its main features . The example of the last parliamen-
tary elections in croatia, states that other societies opt for this solution too .
finally, our respondents have also supported the idea of increasing the thresh-
old for pre-elections coalitions (the idea often discussed in public) . a significant 
76% of respondents support this idea, that can be explained either by the nega-
tive image of smaller parties or by the necessity to enlarge the party scene . 

6 . conclusion
This chapter presents insights obtained from the survey on citizens’ perceptions 
about politics . generally, our respondents report a surprisingly low degree of 
interest in politics, as well as low levels of knowledge about the main features of 
the political and electoral system . what was expected and proved by our survey 
is that citizens put the main focus on economic topics, over political ones .
furthermore, our survey shows that citizens tend to perceive that they are alien-
ated from political process, while a common belief is that political parties work 
in their own interest . despite dissatisfaction, democracy still presents a system 
that enjoys a major support (rather its theoretical concept, than the practice) . 
looking into the perception of political leaders and intra-party relations, our 
findings suggest leadership tendencies, and a clear focus of citizens on political 
leaders and their first entourage . citizens report that different opinions within 
the party and the existence of the factions weaken the political party . 
The research argues that the existing electoral system achieves part of its demo-
cratic potentials, while leaving intact some possibilities that should be further 
investigated during electoral system reform . as discussed in this chapter, the 
conclusion is that the electoral system cannot be used as the only determinant of 
the political scene in serbia, but that other elements play a an important role . 
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Introduction.

The issue of intraparty relations and intraparty democracy is still almost unex-
plored both in the old democratic states and in the so-called new democracies . 
There are few papers which define relevant criteria and standards for categoriza-
tion of intraparty relations and determination of the level of internal democracy 
within political parties . Even when it is about the very concept of intraparty 
democracy, authors share no common and generally accepted definition of what 
consist the intraparty democracy and what are the standards which political 
parties should meet in their internal functioning . hence, there are different ap-
proaches in defining the concept of intraparty democracy . certainly the concept 
of intraparty democracy should be researched as one of the elements which 
characterize the level of democracy of the entire society, i .e . as a very important 
indicator of respect of democratic procedures in the process of public inter-
est decision-making at the national level . speaking about the definition of in-
traparty democracy, susan scarow says that intraparty democracy is a “broad 
concept which describes a wide scope of methods for engagement of members 
in the intraparty deliberation and decision-making process” (scarow 2005: 3) . 
scarow in the same time thinks that political parties characterized by intraparty 
democracy have more chances for achieving better electoral results . 
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on the other hand, some authors support the attitude that visible elements of 
intraparty democracy imply higher participation of party members in decision-
making processes and thus influence weakening of cohesion of parliamentary 
parties, losing of power of party leadership, election of unreliable candidates for 
the position of party leader, which might yield alienation of the party from its 
electorate as a consequence (vujović and tomović 2015: 155) .
regarding definition of the criteria based on which it would be possible to char-
acterize intraparty relations, susan scarow defines three dimensions for her 
comparison of political parties: inclusion, centralization and institutionalization 
(scarow 2005: 6) . inclusion implies the level of involvement of party members 
in decision-making activities, centralization points to the level of delegating the 
decision-making competences among party authorities, whereas institutionali-
zation means party autonomy from other actors, the level of internal organi-
zational development, the level to which voters identify themselves with the 
party and perceive it as an important social actor (scarow 2005: 6) . on the basis 
of these three dimensions, scarow distinguishes parties in which the decision-
making right is granted to party leaders and parties in which more structures 
are entitled to the right to decision-making; centralized, decentralized and stra-
tarchical parties (vujović and tomović: 160), and, finally, highly institutional-
ized and lowly institutionalized parties . 
Besides susan scarow, goran Čular also defined the dimensions and criteria 
of intraparty democracy . his model is two-dimensional and implies differen-
tiation between the dimension of autonomy and the dimension of inclusion . 
The dimension of inclusion pertains to horizontal aspects of political party; it 
points to the number of political party members involved in the decision-mak-
ing process and to the difference in the scope of competences granted to broader 
party authorities in comparison with the competences enjoyed by a narrow cir-
cle of party leadership (Čular, 2004: 35) . The dimension of autonomy pertains to 
the vertical ratio of power distribution, i .e . it deals with the issue of autonomy of 
party’s components at various levels and, in Čular’s words, how “the party in the 
field” can influence the decision-making process at its various levels . 
Čular defines a set of indicators for both dimensions, in the following way:
The dimension of autonomy is characterized with three sub-dimensions and the 
following indicators:
1 . sub-dimension the.rights.of.party.members, with characteristic indicators:

a . general rights, 
b . right to creation of intraparty groups (fractions), 
c . protection of members against disciplinary measures;
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2 . sub-dimension party.autonomy.at.the.local.level with following characteris-
tic indicators:
a . autonomy in the decision-making process (in the structure of local au-

thorities, disciplinary proceedings, selection processes of candidates for 
local elections and entering local coalitions);

b . the scope of competences of the higher level party authorities in de-
ciding on local issues (in elections of local authorities, local level deci-
sion-making processes, coordination of local level party activities and 
possibility for national level party officials to be members of local party 
authorities, by position);

3 . sub-dimension direct. influence.of. local.authorities.on. the.decision-making.
process at.the.party’s.national.level, with the following characteristic indica-
tors:
a . participation in election of representatives in the party’s representative 

body (congress, i .e . assembly), 
b . participation in election of members of political and executive party au-

thorities at the national level, 
c . participation in candidates’ selection procedures for parliamentary elec-

tions, 
d . influence through capacities for convening the congress (assembly) ses-

sions;
e . capacities for initiating amendments to the statute . 

The dimension of inclusion is characterized with three sub-dimensions and the 
following indicators:
1 . sub-dimension direct.participation.of.political.party.members. in.decision-

making.process, with the following characteristic indicators: 
a . direct participation of members in decision-making and elections;
b . direct participation of members in selection processes;
c . direct participation of members in the central level-oriented initiatives .

2 . sub-dimension the.scope.of.competences.enjoyed.by.the.representative.bodies.
in.comparison.with.the.executive.party.authorities, with the following char-
acteristic indicators:
a . at the central level – in adoption of the statute and the political program, 

in election of members of central political and executive bodies and in 
selection procedures; 

b . at the local level – in election of members of local executive bodies, elec-
tion of representatives at higher level conventions and in selection pro-
cedures . 
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3 . sub-dimension competences.of.the.political.party.president, with the follow-
ing characteristic indicators: 
a . right to propose/appoint the vice-president;
b . right to propose/appoint members of the central body;
c . right to suspend/replace/exclude a member;
d . influence on selection procedures at the central and local levels; 
e . other prerogatives .

in accordance with this three-dimensional structure, on the one side there are 
parties which authorize the members of their representative bodies for making 
all key decisions and carrying out of direct elections, and whose presidents have 
limited competences and possibilities for an independent action, whereas on 
the other side there are parties which narrow leadership or executive authorities 
make all key decisions, implement indirect system of representation, and whose 
presidents have significant competences and privileges (Čular, 2004: 36) . fol-
lowing these dimensions and indicators, Čular makes distinction among four 
kinds of political parties, in relation to the level of their intraparty democracy:
1 . Parties of low level of democracy (low level of autonomy and low level of 

inclusion) 
2 . Parties of democratic centralism (low level of autonomy and high level of 

inclusion) 
3 . individualist-elitist parties (high level of autonomy and low level of inclu-

sion) 
4 . full democracy type of parties (high level of autonomy and high level of 

inclusion)
in order to obtain the clearest possible picture of the situation in intraparty 
relations in serbia and montenegro, the paper shall use Čular’s model and its 
dimensions and indicators, based on which we shall characterise intraparty re-
lations in these two states . 
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figure 1:.Two.dimensions.and.types.of.intraparty.democracy.(Čular,.2004:35)

ovlašćenja i privilegije (Čular, 2004: 36). Shodno dimenzijama i indikatorima, Čular razlikuje 
četiri vrste političkih partija, u odnosu na stepen unutarpartijske demokratije koje ih karakteriše:

1. Partije niskog nivoa demokratije (nizak nivo autonomije i nizak nivo inkluzije)  

2. Partije demokratskog centralizma (nizak nivo autonomije i visok nivo inkluzije)  

3. Individualističko-elitistički tip partije (visok nivo autonomije i nizak nivo inkluzije) 

4. Tip partije pune demokratije (visok nivo autonomije i visok nivo inkluzije) 

Grafik 1: Dvije dimenzije i tipovi unutarpartijske demokratije (Čular, 2004:35)

Kako bismo dobili što jasniju sliku o stanju unutarpartsijskih odnosa u Srbiji i Crnoj Gori, u radu 
će biti korišten Čularev model, dimenzije i indikatori, karakteristični za ovaj model. na osnovu 
kojih ćemo karakterisati unutarstranačke odnose ove dvije države.

Unutarstranački odnosi – slučaj Srbije14

U analizi unutarstranačkih odnosa u Srbiji subjekti koji će biti analizirani su parlamentarne 
stranke koje su bile nosioci svojih koalicija na izborima (SNS, SPS, DS, SDS, DSS) i SRS koji je 

                                                
14 Dijelovi ovog poglavlja objavljen su originalno u: Despot Kovačević, „Unutarpartijska demokratija u Srbija kao 
deo procesa institucionalizacija partija“, zbornik  „Srbija i institucionalni modeli javnih politika – problemi i 
perspektive“, ur. Đorđe Stojanović, Mladen Lišanin, Institut za političke studije, Beograd, 2016

Intraparty relations – the case of serbia1 

The analysis of intraparty relations in serbia shall explore the parliamentary 
parties – leaders of their coalitions at elections (sns, sPs, ds, sds, dss) and 
the srs which ran independently at the parliamentary elections of 2016 .2 The 
other players in the party life of serbia are not included in the analysis because 
they did not fulfil certain criteria (network of boards, party organs, formal doc-
uments etc .) .
The dimension of autonomy primarily refers to the vertical division of power 
among different levels in party organization, capacity for field action and par-
ticipation in decision-making processes . The formal framework of the first sub-
dimension of autonomy, the rights of party members, is in the statute and rules 
of procedures prescribed by the party authorities, whereas the second part of 
the segment has a practical side as well . The admission into membership is in 
all political parties done in the same and quite common way, with similar cri-
teria (adult citizens of serbia, not members of other political parties etc) . in the 

1 Parts of this chapter were originally published in: despot kovačević, “unutarpartijska 
demokratija u srbija kao deo procesa institucionalizacija partija”, zbornik “srbija i insti-
tucionalni modeli javnih politika – problemi i perspektive”, ur . Đorđe stojanović, mladen 
lišanin, institut za političke studije, Beograd, 2016

2 The analysis involved the statues, rules of procedure and other documents of the follow-
ing political parties: sns, sPs, ds, sds, dss, srs
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formal sense, all parties have envisaged the same rights and obligations of their 
members and in this standard form there are no significant differences among 
the parties in serbia . 
from the aspect of protection, members of political parties often suffer sanc-
tions with or without disciplinary proceedings; exclusion from the party is com-
mon . all parties have prescribed procedures for disciplinary accountability of 
their members and they are very similar, with some important exceptions . This 
segment is in all parties regulated by the party’s statute, whereas some of the 
parties also have an additional rules of Procedure on disciplinary proceedings 
(dss, ds, sds) . The organs carrying out the disciplinary proceedings can be 
standing or ad hoc formed and their power can be different . in the majority of 
cases the process is two-instance – led by the disciplinary commission (dss) 
with appeal applied to the Executive Board (dss) . 
The sns has a two-instance process as well (the Executive Board decides in the 
first instance in all cases except against the members of the Presidency and ap-
peals against the decision are in the second instance applied to the main Board), 
as well as the ds (in the first instance the decision is made either by a municipal 
board or by the Executive Board and in the second instance by the statutory 
commission) and the srs (depending on the case, participants in the disci-
plinary proceedings are – in hierarchical order – the national Board, Execu-
tive Board, county Board, municipal Board and, in specific cases, a specially 
formed court of honour, whereas in the second instance the decision is directly 
made by a higher authority) . The most complex disciplinary proceeding is in 
the sPs since the process is three-instance, starting from the executive boards 
in municipalities and cities, through municipal and city boards to the statutory 
commission as the third instance . The sds’s rules of Procedure and the statute 
regulate this part and the procedure is identical to the one carried out in the ds . 
it should be added that the sds and the ds also have the Ethic Board which can 
initiate disciplinary proceeding on the basis of the Party Ethic code . 
here we should add the grading of disciplinary measures . in this segment the 
sPs again has the broadest scope of disciplinary measures (reprimand, warning, 
suspension, exclusion), while other parties reduce these measures to suspension 
and exclusion . however, the sPs and the sns are the most outstanding due 
to their disciplinary measures under urgent procedure, i .e . without a discipli-
nary proceeding, enabling the party authorities to exclude a member without 
a substantial debate . in practice all these provisions are even less respected in 
all the parties, so that the arbitrariness of party authorities through different 
mechanisms is almost unlimited; members with different attitudes are usually 
excluded regardless the provisions of the party’s statute about the protection of 
dissenting opinion . 
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another sub-dimension, the autonomy of local level at the parties, reflects in 
centralized organization . common territorial organization of parties is level-
based: local, municipal, city, county and provincial boards . all parties in serbia 
have the same organizational scheme . at the local level the most important or-
ganizational unit per the scope of competences is the municipal (city) board . 
although there are differences in autonomy among the parties, some of these 
details can in practice be very problematic for lower (local) levels of party or-
ganization . The sns dominates in centralization, the ds, dss, sPs and the srs 
have a more autonomous structure, while the sds differs due to a lower level 
of procedures and competences of central authorities over the local ones . The 
competences of the party president in deciding on this issue are particularly 
indicative for autonomy of municipal organizations in the sns . according to 
the statute, the sns President shall “approve local-level coalitions, appoint and 
dismiss commissioners and acting presidents of municipal and city organiza-
tions; in urgent cases, the president may dismiss city and municipal boards and 
the chairs thereof ” (the sns statute) . in other parties the president as an inde-
pendent authority has no such competences in decision-making, except in the 
sPs where president approves the election . 
in all parties, the autonomy of local organizations is limited by competences 
of the main board, the executive board and the presidency (in the srs, of the 
central national Board) and this is an approximate framework which monitors 
and analyzes the work of local organizations, dismiss them and limit their work . 
The sds differs from other parties because only its main Board can manage the 
work of local organizations, while other party authorities reach the provincial 
level at the lowest . These frameworks of competences enable us to derive con-
clusions on the autonomy of local organizations and capacities for their practi-
cal action . 
The influence of local authorities on central levels of decision-making, the third 
sub-dimension, implies the presence of members and leaders from the local lev-
el in central organs – electoral, administrative and central party authorities like 
the assembly (congress), main board, executive board etc . considering that all 
parties have an equal right to voting, presence means influence, although this 
domain enters the sphere of authorities’ participation . here we should make a 
distinction, because the participation of local authorities enters the domain of 
autonomy and participation of members enters the domain of participation . 
There are clear criteria for becoming a part of these authorities and all parties 
have regulated procedures to that end . 
The sns assembly, according to the statute, consists of elected delegates and 
delegates by position . a part of the elected delegates comes from local (munici-
pal) boards and their number is determined by the main Board in accordance 
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with the number of members of municipal board and the number of votes in 
the respective territory . delegates are appointed by the electoral assembly of the 
municipal board . The main Board of the sns is the highest decision-making 
authority between the two assemblies and, according to the statute, it includes 
also “the representatives of local organizations: by position, the presidents and 
commissioners of municipal and city boards as well as city and municipal may-
ors” (the sns statute) . 
according to the ds statute, the highest authority of decision-making in the 
party is the assembly which can be ordinary (every year) or electoral . The ds 
assembly is made of a broad circle of delegates; a significantly higher number of 
people is included by position while the elected delegates come from the local 
organizations in the proportion defined by the main Board upon the proposal 
of the Executive Board . under these rules, the delegates are elected by munici-
pal and city organizations themselves . The key function holders from local self-
governments are included in the work and decisions of the assembly as well . 
according to the article 37 of the statute of the democratic Party, the main 
Board also includes “presidents of municipal and city organizations, key func-
tion holders in local self-governments and all members – city and municipal 
mayors in at least 2 terms of office .” in comparison with the sns, the involve-
ment of local organizations in the ds is not much higher, except that the work of 
the assembly as the highest authority is still burdened with the issue of legality 
of the 14th Electoral assembly which saw the change in counting procedure due 
to the electronic system failure . 
in difference from other parties, the highest authority in the sPs is the congress 
which, without particular details, consists of the members of sPs’s authorities 
and the elected delegates of municipal and city organizations, in accordance 
with the number and the manner proposed by the main Board . such impre-
cisely determined number of delegates gives to the main Board a large space for 
arbitrary decisions . nevertheless, it is important to add that the congress can 
as well be convened by 1/3 of city and municipal boards or by 10% of members 
with the status verified 6 months in advance . in the sPs, the number of mem-
bers and the criteria of the main Board are defined by the congress . 
The sds’s statute clearly and precisely states the manner, number and venue of 
election of delegates . Exactly 200 delegates are elected for the assembly through 
constituencies (municipal and city branches) at direct elections with clearly de-
fined criteria, whereas the second part from the local delegates come by posi-
tion as heads of city and municipal caucuses and other local officials . however, 
the main Board can, upon proposal of the Executive Board, decide to increase 
the number of elected delegates . The main Board of the party gathers all presi-
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dents of city and municipal branches, as well as 33 elected members of the main 
Board . 
The srs holds its national congress in the form of an assembly, with partici-
pation of the elected delegates and the delegates by position . Each “municipal 
board elects two delegates, one in every thousand members in the board, with 
presidents of municipalities from the srs and presidents of county, city and 
municipal boards of the party included by position” (the srs statute) . “The na-
tional congress elects the President of the party and the members of the central 
national Board, acting as the main board in other parties, of 101 member in 
total” (the srs statute) 
The dss has the assembly which can have maximum 600 members by position 
and elected . Each “municipal board elects up to 5 members of the assembly, 
according to the criteria defined by the Executive Board in accordance with the 
quality, results and size of the board” (the dss statute) . The main board of the 
dss besides members by position also elects 170 members from the lists from 
the districts and from the dss youth . Presidents of municipal and city boards 
who are not the mB members can participate in the work of this authority . 
our conclusions based on this short review of the situation regarding the in-
volvement of local authorities at the central level of decision-making differ in 
nuances among the parties, nevertheless showing a clear trend that in parties in 
serbia local authorities have the medium level of inclusion into the central-level 
decision-making . 
The dimension of inclusion in political parties is important for intraparty de-
mocracy primarily due to the role of members and exercising of their rights 
in the party structure, as well as broadness of these rights in relation to the 
party leadership . from the aspect of direct participation of members in the de-
cision-making process, the first sub-dimension of inclusion, parties in serbia 
cannot be praised for participation of broad membership in their activities or 
for participation in decision-making . as already presented, they join the work 
of authorities as officials and by election from the party organs through the pro-
cedures defined from the top of the party structure . 
The sns members can count on party’s protection if threatened because of party 
activities, but the members do not have a particular role except the statutory 
right to vote and be elected, to participate in the work and have capacity for ini-
tiative . members have certain role in their local boards, as by becoming the par-
ty member one becomes the local board member as well – this can be defined 
as direct participation of members . The ds, dss, srs are not significantly dif-
ferent – the statutory regulated rights of members without specific rights which 
might be characterized as a comparative advantage and indirect participation 
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in election of authorities . The sPs grants a bit higher capacities to its mem-
bers, above else because 10% of members can initiate an extraordinary congress 
and because it statutory poses the freedom of political initiative of members as 
its first program principle . The sds achieved the highest level in this segment, 
with direct elections for president and other electoral functions (delegates) for 
the Electoral assembly which, although being the strong foundations for future 
intraparty democracy, have by now in fact been used only once so that serious 
assessments cannot be given . 
The competences enjoyed by representative bodies comparing to the executive 
authorities of the party, the second sub-dimension, above else refer to the “divi-
sion of power” at various levels of party institutional structure . The very election 
of these authorities is under certain influence of representative bodies . in the 
sns the Presidency and the Executive Board have concrete competences and 
broad possibilities for decision-making and their election is under the decisive 
influence of the main Board and the President of the party, whereas the as-
sembly only confirms the election of the part of the Presidency proposed by the 
President from among the ranks of honorary members . similar situation is in 
the ds, sPs, dss, srs, (Presidential collegium and Executive Board), the sds, 
which main Board and the party President have influence on the Presidency and 
the Executive Board, with the Presidency members coming by position only . 
regarding the level of competences of the assembly (congress) and the execu-
tive party authorities, there are no big differences among the parties . Prevail-
ing in these competences is the capacity for formation and dismissal of lower 
organizational levels, opening the possibility for arbitrary decisions which the 
assembly can influence on only after the session as there is no high level of rep-
resentation in these bodies but the party leadership manages their work directly, 
through the majority of representatives by function . The indirect control of ex-
ecutive authorities makes them stronger in the division of power among the 
organization levels, so that oligarchic tendencies are unavoidable on the account 
of broader participation even through the possibility of control and pressure on 
“poor” implementation of decisions . 
The third sub-dimension, the authorization of the party president, relies on the 
nature of political parties in which the leader (president) is also the centrally 
recognizable figure and the general reflection of the party; the post-communist 
countries “suffer” from the party presidentialism syndrome much more than 
the old democracies (Biezen, 206) . Parties in serbia and their presidents are not 
much different, as besides the formal statutory strengths party presidents also 
have big informal strengths in leading the party . in addition to the role given to 
them by the public, neither the members nor other parts of party leaderships 
move away from this matrix in which the party president is the strongest figure . 
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The election of party president is led by party assemblies (congresses), through 
quotas of delegates again prescribed by the leadership, while the sds opts for a 
higher level of democracy through direct elections, but that democracy is trivi-
alized through candidacy of one person only . There are no significant differ-
ences among the parties concerning the level of competences and the statutory 
power of all party presidents is at a high level, but besides the statutory power 
the presidents of the sns and the srs particularly rely on the informal one . in 
these parties the replacement of the party president is practically unimaginable . 
The situation is not much different in the ds, sds, sPs, dss, but the practice 
nevertheless saw certain fractions which are not “close” to the party president . 

table 1:.Implementation.of.dimensions.of.inclusion.and.autonomy.on.the.example.of.
parties.in.Serbia ..Each.sub-dimension.was.assessed.on.1-3.scale ..

SNS DS SPS DSS SDS SRS

Dimension of autonomy

Rights of members 1 2 1 3 2 2

Autonomy at the local level 0 2 1 2 3 2

Influence of the local level at the party’s headquarters 2 1 2 3 3 2

Total 3 5 4 8 8 6

Dimension of inclusion

Direct participation of members 1 1 2 1 2 1

Representative vs. executive party authority 2 1 1 1 1 1

Statutory competences of the president 1 2 2 2 3 1

Total 4 4 5 4 6 3

as for the types of intraparty democracy, parties have different levels of close-
ness . The types cannot be entirely defined, but the parties in serbia move toward 
certain models and we can assess them in that manner . The sns is between 
“weak democracy” and “democratic centralism” . The ds has a rather central-
ized position between these types and it would be difficult to chose the type it 
belongs to, but is somewhat closer to the “individualist-elitist type” . The sPs is 
the closest to the type of “democratic centralism”, whereas the srs is rather close 
to the “individualist-elitist type” . The dss is between “individualist-elitist” and 
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“full democracy” types, whereas the sds have most characteristics of the party 
with “full democracy” . 

figure 2:.Graphic.presentation.of.political.parties.in.Serbia.in.relation.to.
implementation.of.dimensions.of.autonomy.and.inclusion.

Prema tipovima unutarpartijske demokratije, partije imaju različite bliskosti. Ne mogu se u 
potpunosti odrediti tipovi, ali partije u Srbiji se kreću ka određenim modelima i možemo ih 
oceniti na taj način. SNS se nalazi između „slabe demokratije“ i „demokratskog centralizma“. 
DS ima prilično centralizovanu poziciju između ovih tipova, teško bi mogao da se opredeli tip 
kojem pripada, ali nešto bliži je tipu „individulističko-elistističkog tipa“. SPS je najbliži tipu 
„demokratskog-centralizma“, dok je SRS prilično blizak „individualističko-elitističkom“ tipu. 
DSS se nalazi između „individualističko-elistitičko“ tipa i tipa „potpune demokratije“, dok SDS 
najviše ima karakteristike partije sa „potpunom demokratijom“.

Grafik 2: Grafička predstavljenost političkih partija u Srbiji u odnosu na primjenu dimenzije 
autonomnosti i dimenzije uključenosti

                                            Autonomija

Inkluzija

Iz ovog pregleda, pored pojedinačnih ocena, možemo izvući i generalne zaključke o partijama u 
Srbiji. Političke partije u Srbiji ne gaje visok nivo demokratskih procedura, ali su preovlađujuće 
karakteristike izraženog individualizma u partijama (predsednik) i elitizma (uže rukovodstvo), sa 
praksom da lokalne organizacije dobijaju određenu autonomiju, ali je ona više statutarne prirode. 
Sa aspekta participacije nižih nivoa vidimo da njihova uključenost ima samo proceduralnu svrhu, 
a ključne odluke donose isključivo partijska rukovodstva.

Unutarstranački odnosi – slučaj Crne Gore16

                                                
16 Dijelovi ovog poglavlja objavljen su originalno u: Vujović Zlatko, Tomović Nikoleta, Unutarpartijska demokratija 
u Crnoj Gori u: Goati Vladimir, Darmanović Srđan (ur.), Izborni i partijski sistem u Crnoj Gori – perspektiva 
razvoja unutarpartijske demokratije, Centar za monitoring i istraživanje, Podgorica, 2015.
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This review, besides individual assessments, leads to general conclusions about 
the parties in serbia . The political parties in serbia have not developed a high 
level of democratic procedures, but the prevailing characteristics of emphasized 
individualism in parties (president) and elitism (narrow leadership) with the 
practice of granting certain autonomy to local organizations, albeit of a more 
statutory nature . from the aspect of participation of lower levels we see that the 
purpose of their inclusion is only procedural while the key decisions are made 
exclusively by the party leaderships . 

 

Inclusion

Autonomy
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Intraparty relations – the case of Montenegro3

Through an analysis of statutory competences of montenegrin parliamentary 
parties we shall define the key elements of intraparty relations and the rank the 
montenegrin parties according to the level of their intraparty democracy . in the 
beginning we explored the dimension of autonomy in relation with the defined 
sub-dimensions and the posed criteria . 
namely, when speaking about the sub-dimension of the rights of party members, 
the analysis of statutory regulations of montenegrin parties reveals that all par-
ties define similar conditions for regulation both of the membership procedure 
and the members’ rights and obligations . The statutes envisage that members 
have right to participate in realization of party program and goals, participate 
in creating and carrying out of the policy, vote and be elected into the party au-
thorities and participate in party activities on an equal basis . on the other hand, 
the statutes also define the obligations of political parties’ members, so that the 
members commit that they will achieve program goals of the party, accept its 
program and statute, represent and actively implement the party’s policy and 
all decisions of its authorities and put efforts aimed at increase of membership 
and achievement of electoral success, pay fees, protect the party’s reputation 
and the like . although none of the parties give its members the right to form 
fractions within the party, pursuant to the statutory solutions, parties provide 
full freedom of expression to their members and challenging of the decisions 
made by the majority or by the party authorities .4 in case of failure to observe 
the obligations defined in the statutes, the parties envisage various measures 
against their members, such is the withdrawal on member’s own accord, exclu-
sion (dPs, the Bosniak Party), deleting from the party records (sdP, PzP, new 
serbian democracy) .
concerning the sub-dimension of autonomy of party’s local level which we as-
sess in relation to the autonomy in the decision-making process and the scope 
of competences of the higher levels of party authority in deciding on local is-
sues, it can be observed that in montenegrin parties the decision-making pow-
er is concentrated in central party authorities, which is the most visible when 
speaking about dismissal of municipal, i .e . county boards . This is also the case 
when we observe the influence which local authorities exercise on the decision-

3 Parts of this chapter were originally published in: vujović zlatko, tomović nikoleta, 
unutarpartijska demokratija u crnoj gori in: goati vladimir, darmanović srđan (ur .), 
Izborni.i.partijski.sistem.u.Crnoj.Gori.–.perspektiva.razvoja.unutarpartijske.demokratije, 
centar za monitoring i istraživanje, Podgorica, 2015 .

4 The analysis involved the statues and other founding documents of the following politi-
cal parties: dPs, sdP, nova, snP, PzP, Bs .
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making process at the national level of the party, particularly when it is about 
the election of the party president . namely, the possibilities for direct election of 
candidates for certain position are almost non-existing, whereas the candidacy 
procedure is solely under the firm control of the central party authorities . in the 
majority of cases (dPs, sdP, PzP) the key role in defining the list of presidential 
candidates is played by main boards of the parties, which also define the criteria 
and proportions for election of members of the highest party authorities . 
observing the key criteria of the dimension of inclusion and direct participation 
of members of political party in the decision-making process, we analyzed rep-
resentative bodies belonging to the lower (local) party level, i .e . their number, 
delegated competences and privileges, as well as frequency of their convening, 
having in mind the fact that all other party authorities are elected through indi-
rect model of representation . The most frequent representative authorities at the 
lower levels of party organization are electoral conferences consisting of elected 
members of local organizations, whereas the criteria, number and manner of 
election of their members are defined by municipal boards . 
in the dPs and the snP, the only direct activities of the members imply elections 
of representatives of local, i .e . municipal electoral conferences . if analyzing local 
organizational structure of the new serbian democracy, the situation is similar . 
representatives of assemblies of municipal organizations are determined by the 
executive board, which points to the lack of direct participation of members . 
direct participation of the sdP members depend on the size of local, i .e . mu-
nicipal party organizations, because for municipal organizations of the sdsP 
with less than 100 members the convention of the given municipality consists 
of all sdP members . in case of larger municipal organizations, municipal con-
ventions consist of delegates determined by the relevant municipal boards . situ-
ation is similar with the movement for changes, where all members participate 
in the election of municipal boards of smaller municipal organizations . in larger 
municipal organizations, the representative bodies function on the delegation 
principle . The situation is similar in local and municipal organizations of the 
Bosniak Party, because the assembly of its local organizations consists of all 
party members in the given local community, whereas the municipal assembly 
bodies are formed on the principle of representation . 
when analyzing the criteria of sub-dimension of the scope of competences en-
joyed by representative bodies in comparison with the executive authorities of 
montenegrin parties, we explored the competences of members of representa-
tive bodies for election of members of political and executive bodies, the capaci-
ties for initiating the adoption of the statute, political program of the party and 
the competences available to the members regarding the candidates’ selection . 
in all analyzed montenegrin parties (dPs, sdP, snP, PzP, nova, the Bosniak 
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Party), the national representative body adopts program documents and party 
statute, elects the members of majority of political and executive authorities . in 
electing the president and vice-president of the party, the congresses of the dPs, 
PzP and the new serbian democracy elect the president and the vice-presi-
dents, whereas the congresses of the sdP, snP and the Bosniak party elect the 
party presidents but their vice-presidents are elected by the main board . how-
ever, members of the presidencies of the dPs, sdP, Bosniak party are elected by 
main boards and not congresses . only in the case of the PzP representative body 
elects the Presidency members . 
regarding the competences in the selection of candidates for party members, 
adoption of party lists and verification of candidates for local i .e . parliamen-
tary elections, they mostly belong to the executive and not to the representative 
party authorities . The position of executive authorities is strong in almost all 
parties . namely, the main boards call for elections for party members, define 
criteria and procedures of election of members of the authorities, determine the 
party candidate for the president of montenegro, determine criteria and man-
ner of proposing candidates for mPs and delegates, confirm mP and delegate 
lists, confirm the party candidate for the speaker and the deputy speaker of the 
assembly and the party candidates for the prime minister and the member of 
the government . The case is same at the local level, concerning the delegate lists 
of the parties determined by the municipal boards . 
regarding the volume of competences of representative bodies at the local level 
in the domain of election of members of the local executive authorities, election 
of members of the national representative authority of the party and in candi-
dates’ selection procedures, local representative bodies have very limited com-
petences . in the highest number of cases (dPs, sdP, snP, Bs, nova), municipal 
boards are elected and their work is controlled by municipal electoral bodies, 
while other competences of this sub-dimension are withheld by executive au-
thorities of local organizational party structures . 
at the end we analyzed the competences of party presidents regarding propos-
ing vice-presidents, proposing members of central party bodies, capacities for 
exclusion or suspension of members, impact on selection procedures at the cen-
tral and local levels and other competences . Presidents of political parties in 
montenegro have very strong concentration of power . They almost always sym-
bolize the party, so almost all political parties are recognized by their presidents 
(vujović and tomović: 174) . They are elected and dismissed by the highest rep-
resentative bodies of the party (congress, i .e . assembly) . in earlier research, 
referring to the statutory competences of the president, we categorized mon-
tenegrin parties based on the scope of competences of their presidents . Thus 
we defined the “presidential” parties in montenegro which statutory provisions 
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grant significant competences to the presidents who, upon being elected by the 
congress, elect other executive party authorities aimed at carrying out the pro-
gramme envisaged by the congress (vujović and tomović: 175) . Thus we found 
out that the dPs, sdP and the snP have milder versions of presidentialism, 
in which the sdP president has much larger competences, particularly in the 
selection of members of the executive authorities of the party and in the candi-
dates’ selection procedures . regarding the president’s competences in the elec-
tion of members of the executive authorities, the competences of the sdP and 
the snP presidents are the largest . These parties give significant competences to 
the presidents to convene the other executive authorities and preside over them 
at the local or national levels as well as to appoint members of relevant executive 
bodies, and in the same time be their members by position, by which the presi-
dents to a significant measure control the decision-making process in all central 
authorities of the party (vujović and tomović: 175) .
Presidents without a significant scope of competences envisaged by the statuto-
ry provisions are from the PzP, the Bosniak Party, the new serbian democracy . 
Their presidents cannot control the election of members and the composition 
of the key authorities of the executive power and their competences regard-
ing the selection of candidates are also very limited . Presidents of these parties 
don’t even have right to initiate the disciplinary accountability procedures for 
suspension of party members, which shows very modest statutory competences 
reserved for the presidents of these parties (vujović and tomović: 176) .
although the daily practice of political parties often speaks differently, the anal-
ysis of the statutory provisions of montenegrin parties in relation to the defined 
indicators of intraparty democracy places them in the category of a very low 
intraparty democracy . Exactly through the analysis of statutory provisions, pur-
suant to the presented Čular’s model of intraparty democracy, we assessed mon-
tenegrin parties and presented the implementation of criteria for the dimension 
of autonomy and the dimension of inclusion (table 1) . 
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Table 2: Implementation.of.dimensions.of.inclusion.and.autonomy.on.the.example.
of. Montenegrin. parties. (Vujović,. Tomović:. 176-178) .. Each. sub-dimension. within.
the.two.dimensions.was.assessed.on.1-3.scale ..Higher.values.point.to.a.higher. level.
of. democracy. in. political. parties,. except. in. the. case. of. sub-dimension. of. statutory.
competences.of.the.president,.where.lower.values.point.to.the.higher.level.of.intraparty.
democracy ..

DPS SDP BS SNP NOVA PzP

Dimension of autonomy

Rights of members 1 1 1 1 0 0

Autonomy at the local level 1 2 1 1 0 0

Influence of the local level at the party’s headquarters 1 1 1 1 2 1

Total 3 4 3 3 2 1

Dimension of inclusion

Direct participation of members 2 1 2 2 0 1

Representative vs. executive party authority 1 1 1 1 1 2

Statutory competences of the president 2 1 2 1 2 2

Total 5 3 5 4 3 5

it is obvious that montenegrin parties are characterized by a low level of inclu-
sion (the dPs, Bs and PzP have the highest level of inclusion) and a high level 
of centralization (particularly in the nova and PzP parties, whereas the dPs, 
sdP and the Bs are in the same position when it is about the level of centraliza-
tion) . graphic presentation of the obtained values shows that all political par-
ties are in the bottom half of the space, in the squares reserved for the parties 
of democratic centralism and parties with low intraparty democracy (vujović, 
tomović: 178) . regarding the Čular’s categorization of political parties to par-
ties of low level of democracy, democratic centralism, individualist-elitist and 
full democracy, montenegrin parties can be divided to the parties of low level of 
democracy (snP, sdP, nova), and the parties of democratic centralism (dPs, 
Bs, PzP) . 
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figure 3:.Graphic.presentation.of.Montenegrin.political.parties.in.relation.to.the.
implementation.of.dimensions.of.autonomy.and.inclusion.

Imajući u vidu vrlo nizak nivo unutarstranačke demokratije, vrlo je važno omogućiti uslove za 
omogućavanje većeg djelovanja članova partija u Crnoj Gori pri selekciji kandidata, izboru 
partijskog rukovodstva i definisanju partijskih politika. Međutim, sagledavajući istoriju 
crnogorskog parlamentarizma, te imajući u vidu očiglednu  nezavisnost partija od donatora pa 
čak i od svojih birača, s obrzirom na značajno finansiranje političkih partija iz budžetskih 
sredstava, proces demokratizacije političkih partija će biti veoma dug i složen proces. Aktuelni 
Zakon o političkim partijama ne propoznaje odredbe kojima bi se procedure unutarstranačke 
demokratije učinile obaveznim za partije, dok za naknadnim usvajanjem takvih odredbi gotovo
da ne postoji politička volja. Ne samo da ne postoje zakonske obaveze, veće ne postoji ni volja 
partijskih rukovodstava da demokratizuju svoje unutrašnje procedure funkcionisanja i 
odlučivanja.

Zaključak

Iz analize unutarstranačkih odnosa i unutarstranačke demokratije na slučajevima Srbije i Crne 
Gore evidentne su slične tendecije u partijskim sistemima obije zemlje. U oba slučaja analitički 
okvir je pokazao da političke partije imaju manjak unutarstranačke demokratije sa velikom 
koncentracijom moći kod predsjednika partije i viših organa koji često imaju diskreciona prava 
da odlučuju o nižim nivoima u hijerarhijskoj organizaciji partija. Među partijama unutar 
partijskih sistema Srbije i Crne Gore postoje izvjesne nijanse u nivou demokratičnosti prema 
postavljenim kriterijumima i u zavisnosti od toga partije se pozicioniraju prema tipovima 
političkih partija. Generalni zaključak je da su unutarstranačke demokratije u političkim 
partijama Srbije i Crne Gore manjkave i da se ovim zaključcima otvara novo analitičko polje za 
istraživanje implikacija takvog stanja i ekternim efektima na političke sisteme u Srbiji i Crnoj 
Gori u cjelini. 

having in mind a very low level of intraparty democracy, it is very important 
to provide conditions for enabling larger action of party members in montene-
gro in selection of candidates, election of party leadership and definition of 
party policies . however, observing the history of montenegrin parliamentarism 
and having in mind the obvious independence of parties from the donors and 
even from their voters, considering that significant financing of political par-
ties comes from the budget, the process of democratization of political parties 
will be very long and complex . The current law on Political Parties does not 
recognize provisions which would make the intraparty democracy procedures 
obligatory for the parties, while for additional adoption of such provision there 
is almost no political will . not only that there are no legal obligations, but there 
is also no will of party leaderships to democratize their internal operational and 
decision-making procedures . 

conclusion
The analysis of intraparty relations and intraparty democracy on the cases of 
serbia and montenegro reveals similar tendencies in party systems of both 
countries . in both cases the analytical framework has shown that political par-
ties have the intraparty democracy deficit with high concentration of power 
among the party presidents and higher authorities which often have discretion 
rights to decide about the lower levels in hierarchical organization of parties . 
The parties within the party systems of serbia and montenegro show certain 
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nuances in the level of democracy according to the posed criteria and depend-
ing on that the parties are positioned per types . a general conclusion is that in-
traparty democracies in political parties of serbia and montenegro are defective 
and that this conclusion opens a new analytic field for research of implications 
of such situation and external effects on political systems in serbia and mon-
tenegro as a whole . 
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The key findings from the survey on personal views and attitudes of candidates 
running for national parliamentary elections and public opinion survey, show 
weak functioning of democracy, lack of autonomy and accountability of politi-
cal representatives, and low level of interest in politics reported by the voters .1 

1 The research is a part of the Balkan Electoral comparative study: impact of Personal vote 
on internal Party democracy . within the project, cEmi in montenegro together with a 
team of researchers of the faculty of Political sciences in Belgrade, serbia, have conduct-
ed two types of surveys . The first one encompassed candidates for national parliamen-
tary elections, while the other was done among citizens . to this end, the researchers have 
developed two separate questionnaires . during the conduct of two surveys, the same 
questionnaire was used in montenegro and in serbia . This way, the researchers analyzed 
comparable data . cemi has conducted from may to June 2015 a survey on the attitudes 
of candidates for mPs in the last parliamentary elections in 2012 . The study included 
136 candidates, representing approximately 16 .25% of the total number of candidates for 
mPs in the parliamentary elections held in 2012, with the participation of candidates of 
the parliamentary parties of 25 – 40% . cemi has used the same questionnaire that was 
used in over 40 countries around the world, and consists of questions related to the four 
segments of political engagement of candidates for mPs: (1) political views and activities, 
(2) political campaigns, (3) problems and policies, and (4) democracy and representa-
tion . in serbia, on the basis of the available data of the republic Electoral commission, 
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according to the majority of our respondents in serbia and montenegro, par-
tocracy rule in our countries since power holders are political parties and their 
leaders, and not institutions . an illustrative example is that political parties not 
only control the nomination process, but have a key role on the parliamentary 
work of mPs – through the process of drafting the amendments, providing de-
tailed instructions on voting, and suggesting who should discuss certain issues 
in the Parliament . 
aforementioned findings confirm the fact that 15 years after the restoration of 
the multiparty system, we have just developed a formal intra-party and electoral 
democracy .2

The absence of the open democratic debate and the fair intra-party game (in 
which candidacy nominations would be supported by the party membership), 
results in a prevailing strong party discipline and career pragmatism . in a simi-
lar manner, the absence of the internal party debate and intra-party democracy 
has an impact on undemocratic political institutions, lack of critical thinking 
and public debates, and ineffective political accountability . it is probable that 
a set of undemocratic party components will only lead to a formal democracy 
both within the party and the political system . Political democracy will find it 
difficult to survive, in such a vicious circle .
what are the causes of this ’flawed democracy’?
our viewpoint is that we have in place a combination of the dominantly author-
itarian orientation of people unconditionally ’worshiping’ political authorities, 
and the clientelistic relations . The social order in which relations of patronage 
are even further enhanced within political parties, leads to a state in which rul-
ing political parties at the end ’own’ the state .
The above described order is supported by political engineering of the institu-
tional design, in our case the proportional representation electoral system, in 
which the party leaders and leadership control the nomination process . 

3,020 people were nominated as candidates on national parliamentary elections . The 
survey has encompassed 268 respondents (candidates for 2014 national parliamentary 
elections) . 

2 many political scientists, including the authors, accept the distinction between electoral 
and liberal democracy developed by larry diamond . The need for distinction has raisen 
especially after the fall of the Berlin wall that resulted in many countries leaving one-
party systems and adopting a multi-party system . nevertheless, it was obvious that the 
quality of democracy is not the same in established, long-lasting western pluralistic so-
cieties and the ’emerging democracies’ in Eastern Europe, but also in latin america, asia 
and africa . Electoral democracy largely matches with robert dahl’s concept of polyar-
chy, ie . a kind of ’minimal democracy’, while liberal democracy assumes not only a politi-
cally competitive system, but also the rule of law, rooted in the society .
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additionally, different political packages contain the more or less same content . 
Political pattern of populism creates alienation between party leaderships and 
politically ’immature’ voters . 
although some consolidated democracies, such as e .g . italy, Japan and Belgium 
were or still are functioning as partocracy, the evolution towards liberal de-
mocracy in partocratic regimes is quite difficult, almost la mission impossible 
without the parallel evolution of the civil and political society, its democratic 
institutionalization, stabilization and legitimization .
There are three key pre-conditions of this democratic evolution:
1 . The limitation or ideally, abundance of the partocratic regime and patronage 
system in which ’to the victor go the spoils’ – by appointing persons to public 
administration at all levels of governance, the ruling party ’captures’ the state . 
The result of this abundance/limitation of the patronage system will be the pro-
fessionalization and rationalization of the public administration as well as the 
introduction of the corporate management in public enterprises .
2 . stabilization and legitimization of the overly fragmented, weak and non-
functional party system is the second pre-condition of the democratic evolu-
tion . This can be done through reforming the electoral system and introducing 
preferential.voting – where voters would directly elect their representatives3 and 
through raising the threshold for coalitions .
3 . The third pre-condition which is also a parallel process to the democratic 
evolution is the democratization of intra-party power structures . we see a great 
deal in enhancing the rights and democratic capacities of party members and 
their organizations, strengthening democratic procedures, organizing opinion 
polls, party referendums, direct elections for party functions and primaries for 
elections . another important advantage of the democratization of intra-party 
relations is the decentralization of the power at all levels: geographical, social 
(women’s and youths’ forums) and ideological (factions) .

3 we are aware that in politics there is ’no free lunch’ as goati would say, so there is also 
no ideal electoral system . Each has its advantages and disadvantages, including various 
models that to a greater or lesser extent favor the direct election of representatives by citi-
zens . we will discuss in more detail the dilemmas and debates around the ideal electoral 
system later on .
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1. actors and processes

1.1. members of parliaments – key actors or players from 
sidelines?

Candidacy.Nominations

our research has shown that national party leadership has a dominant role in 
influencing candidacy nominations, both through deciding who will make it to 
party list and in which order . not only the party leaders have a dominant role 
in encouraging party members to run as candidates in national parliamentary 
elections, but also 1) the majority of candidates are also party officials; and 2) 
the final decision on candidacy nominations is made by the national party lead-
ership . among our respondents, as many as 74,6% have been party officials at 
the moment of running as candidates in parliamentary elections . in addition, 
contrary to the rule that all party members have the right to nominate candi-
dates, the decision on final candidacy nomination is reserved for national party 
leadership, i .e . main Board (45%), Presidency (34%) or the President (8%), and 
in extremely low number of cases, the decision may be influenced by municipal 
Boards (10%) .
nomination candidacy and selection, as well as the degree of party centraliza-
tion are two main criteria for assessing intra-party democracy (scarrow, 2005) . 
according to the research results, we can conclude that intra-party democracy 
in serbia ranks relatively low . The research showed no significant difference be-
tween ruling and opposition parties . (see article by lončar and stojanović) . 
The party discipline is achieved mainly through the mechanisms of candidacy 
nominations . when candidacy nomination decisions are made on the national 
party leadership level (and not the party members or voters), there is a vast po-
tential of political party control over the work of mP . This mechanism seriously 
hinders mPs accountability, and increases the party discipline . 
candidacy nominations in montenegro are also the ’jurisdiction’ of the national 
party leadership, and are defined by party statutes . The law on Political Par-
ties, adopted in 2004, does not stipulate the candidacy nomination process nor 
the democratic procedures of selecting the party leadership . statutes of politi-
cal parties, often uniformly regulate the candidacy nominations procedure . so 
far, no direct elections for party leadership were held in montenegro . There are 
no voter registration procedures neither (by which the citizens could register 
in order to be authorized and allowed to vote in party primaries) (article by 
vujović) .
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The role of candidates running for national Parliamentary Elections in the 
Pre-Elections campaign
in the context in which the voters can vote only for the political party, and not 
individual candidates, it is to be expected that the campaign strategy is prima-
rily oriented towards the promotion of the political party and its national party 
leadership, and not the candidate . 
consequently campaigns are centralized, with party-centered campaign strat-
egies, and national party leadership controlling the budget for the campaign . 
from the candidates’ responses it is evident that candidates see their role in 
the campaign in the function of the political party . accordingly, on the 0 to 10 
scale, where 0 marks the agreement with the statement ’the primary aim of the 
campaign was to attract attention for the candidate’ and 10 marks the agreement 
with the statement ’the primary aim of the campaign was to attract attention for 
the party’, the average response is 8 .2 in montenegro .  
a closer look into the activities undertaken by the candidates, show a visible 
absence of activities geared at personal promotion and campaign . an illustra-
tive example of this is the complete absence of individual posters as a campaign 
activity .
another indicative finding, proved by the research findings, is a fairly low level 
of social integration of candidates of mPs in other forms of social organizations 
– trade unions, professional associations and ngos .
The data on elections tenure and reelection rates of candidate show that proc-
esses of candidacy nomination, selection and career advancement are complex 
and that political parties keep changing candidates’ lists . 
on the other side, a smaller number of high-profile party members – the lead-
ing core of the political party, have become professionals and regular candidates 
with high re-elections rates .
These data prove that party loyalty and devotion to the party (including the 
unpaid party work) are the necessary pre-conditions for candidacy nomina-
tion . Exemptions to the rule are the celebrities whose appearance on party lists 
should convey the message of the popular support to the party and bring ad-
ditional votes .

Candidates.Running.for.National.Parliamentary.Elections.Attitudes.
towards.the.Electoral.System

when directly asked about their preference for an electoral system (proportion-
al representation system or majority system), candidates believe that some sort 
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of preferential voting system would be better for the development of democracy . 
a clear preferences is visible also in our research survey – in montenegro 4/5 
of candidates would opt for the introduction of some sort of preferential voting 
into the current electoral system .
candidates for mPs tend to perceive serious problems and obstacles in the way 
democracy works, and they believe that certain mechanisms should be replaced . 
more than half of all respondents both in serbia and montenegro believe that 
citizens do not have enough possibilities to participate in political decision-
making, that laws and other regulations do not reflect view of voters, and that 
lobby groups have too much influence on policy and law-making . as an illustra-
tive example, ¾ of candidates running for 2014 national parliamentary elections 
in serbia believe that political parties and party leaderships are the main power 
holders .
on the other side, if the candidate’s opinion does not correspond to the opinion 
of their political party, 49% of all respondents believe that they should vote ac-
cording to his/her party opinion; and 51% according to his/her own opinion . 
This indicates that a very critical stance towards the shortcomings of the elector-
al system in serbia does not prevent candidates to accept strong party discipline 
and give priority to party positions, starting from the candidacy nominations 
stage .

1.2. citizens as apatHetic obserVers

Are.Citizens.Interested.in.Politics?

in serbia, every fourth citizen (23%) report interest in politics to a certain ex-
tent, whilst only 3% of citizens indicate great personal interest in politics – and 
can be put into the category of ’political gladiators’ . The surprise is even greater 
having in mind that double of those respondents have reported to be members 
of a political party (7%) – therefore, over 45% members of political parties re-
port low or complete absence of interest in politics, while only 13% report great 
interest in politics .
logically, we ask ourselves what are the motives of membership in political par-
ties of every 10th citizen (in the age group above 18 years old) of serbia?
having in mind this low level of interest in politics, it is not surprising that only 
3 of 10 citizens (31%) regularly or often follow political events, while 68% of 
them report that they rarely or never follow political events .
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Acquaintance.with.the.Functioning.of.the.Political.and.Electoral.System.

following of political events and interest in politics do not match the levels of 
knowledge about the electoral system – only 12% of interested in politics rec-
ognizes which type of electoral system is in use in serbia . Party membership re-
sponded in the same manner supporting the hypothesis of inadequate political 
education within political parties .
The same flagrant ignorance is observable in montenegro – only 4,9% of re-
spondents knew that montenegro uses proportional representation system . in 
addition, only 1%.of.all.respondents have correctly answered that montenegro is 
a single constituency . 

Do.Members.of.Parliament.Represent.Citizens.or.Their.Political.Parties?

Every third citizen believe that ’mPs represent interests of ordinary citizens’ and 
that ’municipal councilors are willing to take into account the needs of ordinary 
citizens’, which states about the same level of alienation at all levels of govern-
ance . on the other side, ¾ of citizens believe that mPs, if their personal opinion 
does not correspond to the opinions of his/her voters/constituents, should in 
both cases vote according to their voters/constituents’ opinion . of course, the 
parliamentary practice in serbia show that these cases are extremely rare, and 
that mPs as a rule vote according to their party opinions .
The results indicate that voters report low levels of trust both in political par-
ties and the rules of the political system . furthermore, citizens believe that the 
electoral (and the political) system are dominated by political parties, a fact that 
further enhances the hypothesis of partocracy or party-despothy (goati 2007) .
in societies with an authoritarian tradition and a widespread combination of 
indifference, apathy towards political events, ignorance, cynicism and mistrust 
in political institutions and actors, citizens are in constant pursue for a politi-
cal leader to trust in . more precisely, 83% of respondents agree with the state-
ment ’only political parties with strong leaders can form a stable government’ 
and 76% agree with the statement ’different opinions within one political party 
jeopardizes its chances for electoral success’ . looking into these statements, we 
conclude that the identification with the party leader gets an authoritarian di-
mension . The common understanding that different opinions weakens the party 
prevents the existence of internal debates, and even in the cases where these de-
bates occur, they are hidden from public and media attention . internal debates 
are perceived as indicators of crisis and weakness (see article by spasojević and 
mihailović) . 
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Citizens.and.the.Electoral.System

despite rather low levels of citizens’ knowledge about politics, one set of ques-
tions was focused on potential directions of change/improvements of the cur-
rent electoral system . citizens’ responses mainly addressed the issue of bring-
ing citizens closer to their elected representatives, and thus shrinking the gap 
between political elites and ordinary citizens .
one of the possible mechanisms of bringing citizens closer to their mPs could 
be the introduction of preferential voting . if we take a closer look into the ques-
tion of who should elect mPs, 4/5 of respondents (60%) agree that ’voters should 
vote for the party but should be also able to rank candidates in order of prefer-
ence’ . we are aware that this statement is not unique for serbian citizens (it’s 
common in other societies too), and that the decision on the country’s institu-
tional design is rarely in citizens’ hands . it’s the mPs that decide in their name 
about the adequate institutional design, after a debate which involves political 
scientists and law experts . however, ’citizens feeling’ or ’instinct’ on this matter 
must be taken into account .
furthermore, our survey shows that citizens tend to perceive that they are al-
ienated from political process, while a common belief is that political parties 
work in their own interest . looking into the perception of political leaders and 
intra-party relations, our findings suggest leadership tendencies, and a clear fo-
cus of citizens on political leaders and their first entourage . citizens report that 
different opinions within the party and the existence of the factions weaken the 
political party, which proves that the potential reformers of party and electoral 
mechanisms are being sandwiched between party oligarchs and citizens with 
strong authoritarian tendencies .

2 . kEy dirEctions of changE 

2.1. A Missing Link – Intra-Party democracy 

a weak and modest democratic input provided by the citizens is based on a mu-
tually reinforcing calculation between party leadership and party membership, 
following the logic of strong discipline and party hierarchy . Through a model 
which combines the degree of autonomy of party members and local/regional 
party structures, and the degree to which party members are involved in deci-
sion-making, the research has shown that political parties’ are a place of weak 
inclusion and limited autonomy (see article by tomović and kovačević) .
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for the reasons stated above, we have decided to further investigate two pos-
sible dimensions of intra-party democracy . we investigate the extent to which 
candidacy nominations procedures are open (dimension one), and the extent to 
which voters’ possibility to directly elect candidates (preferential voting) influ-
ence intra-party relations (dimension two) .
Electoral systems have many important implications, one of them being also 
the influence on the development of intra-party democracy . The structure of 
the voting ballot – whether voters are allowed to rank candidates – is.not.only.
a.technical.solution . it influences the conduct of political parties . if the system 
allows voting for individual candidates, the political party will nominate the 
best candidate, and not the loyal one . This can lead to a necessity to develop 
intra-party procedures to select candidates on direct and democratic elections . 
consequently, the power will not be centralized in the national party leadership, 
and a closer relation between leadership and membership will be established . 
on the other side, in the context where voters are only allowed to choose for a 
party, the political party will opt for a pyramidal structure . 
Party decentralization has the potential to hamper party unity and cohesion . 
The smaller constituency is, the more difficult it is to maintain party unity and 
cohesion . in the case voters have opportunities to rank candidates or vote just 
for certain party candidates, the possibility of intra-party conflicts augments . 
This is the root of party leadership’s resistance to change . They fear the possibil-
ity to lose elections and/or loose positions within the party .
The research findings indicate that the candidates for national parliamentary 
elections are at large loyal party members, with residence in large cities/towns 
and positions in the party at the time of candidacy nomination . Political par-
ties do not have developed mechanisms of selection of candidates (e .g . party 
primaries), the decision on final candidacy nomination is reserved for national 
party leadership, the main board or the presidency . we can conclude that intra-
party democracy ranks relatively. low, which results in strong party discipline 
and weak accountability of mPs . on the other side, if there voters are allowed to 
rank candidates, potential conflict and fight for votes among the candidates of 
the same political party may occur . 
scholars believe that electoral rules have a large impact on relations within the 
political party, namely the intra-party cohesion (gianneti and Benoit, 2009: 6). 
By party cohesion, we mean voting according to the party opinion, in spite of 
the candidates’ own opinion . Therefore, electoral systems that focus on individ-
ual candidates lead to candidates focusing on their individual campaign, which 
jeopardizes the cohesion of the party . The smaller constituency is, the more dif-
ficult it is to maintain party unity and cohesion . in the case voters have opportu-
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nities to rank candidates or vote just for certain party candidates, the possibility 
of intra-party conflicts augments, while party cohesion weakens (depauw and 
martin, 2009: 106) .

Argumentation.for.and.against.Inclusion.of.Party.Members

in political science, there are conflicting perspectives on the very necessity of 
inclusion of party membership in the nomination and selection of party candi-
dates for elections . cross for instance emphasizes the process itself (rahat, 2013: 
147) . for him, internal elections are an additional tool for correcting certain 
democratic deficiencies on the state level; there is therefore no predetermined 
valid model for every case . hence, in spite of the importance of inclusion, it 
does not have to be applied everywhere, since it is only needed in closed list 
systems where the personal element is lacking . 
unlike cross, rahat and hazan emphasize the results instead of the process 
(rahat, 2013: 148) . for them, excessive inclusiveness can lead to negative con-
sequences, such as an excessive influence of lobbyists or an insufficient level 
of representativeness, consequently causing disappointment among members . 
also, shugart highlights how much intra-party elections both for the leader 
and the party-list for parliamentary elections, can influence party cohesion . 
The more inclusive the process is, the better chances there are that candidates 
will have opinions different from the party headquarters which will, at least po-
tentially, lead to jeopardized party cohesion (gianneti and Benoit, 2009: 7) . a 
more centralized process of election of party candidates leads to a larger degree 
of party cohesion, but according to research, where elections are centralized, a 
larger number of mPs ’fled’ to other parties (depauw and martin, 2009: 108) ..
ultimately, it seems that merely the existence of the opportunity for individuals 
to be promoted in the party, to develop their careers, and above all to have the 
opportunity to participate in the executive power contribute to the party unity . 
The poorer the chances are for someone to be promoted in the party hierarchy, 
the greater the chances are that they will act independently from the party lead-
ership . 

Directions.of.Change

in order to comprehend the nature of intra-party relations, its environment have 
the largest and probably the most important role . whether the party will have a 
developed internal democracy is influenced by several conditions: 1 . The politi-
cal tradition of the society (authoritarianism, traditionalism and populism, con-
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formism, national and religious ties, decentralization) which essentially defines 
the type of engagement of party membership; 2 . The party ideology itself, as well 
as the ideology of rival parties (non-radicalism); 3 . The number of relevant rival 
parties; 4 . The ruling vs . opposition position of the party; 4 . The electoral system 
in use (cross and katz, 2013: 7) . 
what are the causes of the intra-party gap between the democratically tailored 
party statutory regulations and the political practice?
in our view, the cause of the gap between the rule and the practice lies in the ’de-
structive mix’ of the dominant authoritarian form of leadership worship, relying 
on widespread clientelistic ties and strengthened within the partocratic order . 
in the ’passionate’ relationship between the leader and the leadership on one 
hand, and the lower party echelons on the other hand, there are clearly mutual 
calculations and expected profit, especially within parties in power . The post-
election political party switchers are perhaps the best example and confirmation 
of this hypothesis . 
in order to achieve change and strive towards a polyarchic model of power dis-
tribution, proclaimed by statutory documents, several processes need to be put 
in place simultaneously: 
1 . The personalization of the electoral system that results in bringing the can-

didates closer to their citizens and not solely to the party nomenclature . 
2 . The reduction of the system ’to the victor go the spoils’ and occupying the 

management positions of the public sector by party activists; 
3 . The occurrence of a rational, informed and versed voter;
4 . finally, a very critical interpretation of a party’s organizational pattern and 

the practice of rectification (correction) of its (unintentional non-demo-
cratic ’insertions’ . in other words, a question is what kind of rules and pat-
terns contribute to a formally (by the statute) democratic model to function 
in practice as a fight club and/or coalition building within the party mecha-
nism .

in the first instance, it is about a set of solutions that practically enable the con-
centration of power in the hands of the party executive and at the level of na-
tional leadership . 
simultaneously, the control over money flows and human resource policy, such 
as the practice of prior headquarters’ approval of a local electoral list or the (self) 
election of desirable delegates in party conferences (conventions/congresses), 
further cement the dominance of the leadership over the party base . 
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a very important mechanism is placing the decision-making bodies of the party 
– the party conference (convention/congresses – any form of general meeting 
of a political party) and the standing bodies under the control of the party ex-
ecutive . as a result, the power concentrates in the party presidency, or even in 
the party chairmanship – the leader and the circle of his/her persons of greatest 
trust . 
The logic behind the leadership self-election and ’bending’ statutory solutions 
starts with the control over the process of nomination and selection of delegates 
for the party conference . it is later consolidated and safeguarded by the preven-
tive limitation of their (self) will . 
furthermore, all party officials, as well as mPs, mayors and ministers enter into 
decision-making bodies of the party by function . at the end, they are more 
numerous than the elected party delegates . The party decision-making body 
is therefore impregnated and occupied by the party leadership, as a controlled, 
clientelist and dependent party executive apparatus . 
within the small circle of party officials the supremacy of the leader is ensured 
by the agent-based system of (self) selection of his/her vice-presidents and dep-
uties and expansion of the powers from those of coordination-representation to 
those of management . truth be told, in many established democracies and par-
ties with far stronger internal democratic mechanisms than what is the practice 
in the Balkans, party leaders tend to establish strong leadership, and not merely 
primus.inter.pares . This stems from their status where, in case of electoral victo-
ry, the leader of the winning party or coalition automatically becomes the prime 
minister of the country i .e . head of the executive power . This form of highest 
responsibility must be supported by real, and not only formal powers . 
The position of a strong leader includes the direct appointment of advisors, 
spokesmen, executive secretaries, party directors and managers, who then enter 
party decision-making bodies . in our opinion, rectification of these ’democratic 
shortcomings’ would surely contribute to the democratic redesign of intra-party 
relations . 

2.2. Why Change the electoral system?

The debates on the need for reform of the current proportional representation 
electoral system with a closed list, have not ceased for more than 15 years . in 
serbia and in montenegro for many years, exclusively these forms of electoral 
lists were applied . after the elections voters would have no influence on the 
party-supplied order in which party candidates are elected . vladimir goati de-
notes this form of electoral system as an indirect proportional representation 
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system . Even though this solution has been repealed, it clearly indicates the will 
of law-makers, supported by a large number of political parties, to ensure the 
dominant position of the party leadership, i .e . to stultify the expressed will of 
citizens to a certain extent .
simultaneously, the mandate of an mP was linked to the membership within the 
party, i .e . exclusion from the party led to the termination of the parliamentary 
mandate . This way, the party had the capacity to deprive the disobedient indi-
vidual of the parliamentary seat . 
in such a way the party leadership: (1) controlled the process of selection of can-
didates for mPs; (2) determined, after the elections, who will become mP from 
the list, regardless of the previous order; and (3) through exclusion from the 
party, indirectly, took away the parliamentary mandate . The party leadership to-
tally controlled the process of candidacy nominations, the selection and acting 
of mPs, including also a form of their revocation . at that time, the mP simply 
did not have any political weight . Party oligarchies held the political process 
under full control . under such a ’firm hand’ it is no wonder that those who did 
not agree with the party leadership only had the option to leave the party i .e . 
establishing new parties . 
Through the repeal of these provisions, the conditions for autonomous acting 
of mPs have been somewhat improved, but the problem of a non-personalized 
electoral system still remains . This could be improved through introducing the 
preferential voting . on the other, internal party side, there are not even exam-
ples of direct election of party leadership by the membership . (see article by 
z .vujović) . 
in the meantime, both a diagnosis and a therapy for the weaknesses of the elec-
toral system have been established in the professional public, i .e . a catalogue of 
shortcomings with an overview of ’cures’ . researchers have detected numerous 
democratic deficits: depersonalization, ’anonymity’ of representatives, dispari-
ties in territorial representation, fragmentation of the party, electoral and con-
sequently the parliamentary system, a variety of procedural shortcomings in 
registering voters, formation and operation of electoral bodies, in procedures 
of gathering signatures and nomination, in voting and in determination of elec-
tion results . 
as an illustrative example, our comparative research on electoral systems in the 
Balkans shows that there are no democratic mechanisms for selection of candi-
dates, such as intra-party elections, but the final decision on the composition of 
the electoral list is made by central party bodies . all of the abovementioned in-
dicates a low level of intra-party democracy resulting in strong party discipline 
and weak accountability of mPs . 
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candidates for mPs therefore do not run personal campaigns, but aim at pro-
moting the party and building their support base within the party . in addition 
to the low level of intra-party democracy, this is also a consequence of the pro-
portional representation electoral system with closed party lists and the voting 
ballot structure where voters have the opportunity to vote only for the party, 
and not for the candidate . 

Key.Directions.of.Change

The first strategic direction of change is certainly the completion of democratic 
political electoral legislation that guarantees at least a sustainable minimal elec-
toral democracy . several presumptions of the democratic government are: clear 
electoral procedures and processes, the opportunity for citizens to get intro-
duced with the proposed electoral actors and platforms in the campaigns, the 
possibility for citizens to track the funding of political campaigns, and a perma-
nent electoral administration resistant to political pressures .
citizens’ perceptions of not having an influence on party lists, and of poor per-
formance of both individual mPs and the Parliament as a whole were the main 
arguments that the parties were no longer able to ignore, without risking to 
draw the public’s odium . following sharp criticism among experts and citizens, 
parliamentary parties in serbia finally put forward a number of ideas on pos-
sible electoral reforms through public hearings and the work of the task force 
for the reform of the Political system of the national assembly, according to 
milan Jovanović . currently, both in montenegro and in serbia the majority of 
political parties are advocating for a set of crucial changes within the retained 
proportional representation system .
first, the majority of political actors see the direct elections of representatives 
within the introduction of ’preferential voting’ to the proportional representa-
tion electoral system .
mPs should be elected through the optimal combination of the advantages and 
avoidance of the key shortcomings of both the majority and proportional rep-
resentation system . 
The personalized proportional representation system, i .e . solutions that enable 
the citizens to elect a candidate with a full name, is the essence of changes of the 
current model of indirect (party-list) proportional representation controlled by 
party oligarchies . 
second, the commitment for a gradual increase of threshold for coalitions is be-
coming more and more widespread among relevant actors . The argumentation 
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in favor of the graduation points out that this would discourage larger parties to 
’tow’ parties that would certainly not pass the threshold through independent 
participation . at the same time, the blackmail potential of small parties would 
be reduced, as well as opportunities for parliamentary factions . simultaneously, 
coalitions would become ideologically and programmatically more consistent, 
which presumes their more efficient operation and clearer accountability . 
Third, when it comes to the voting ballot structure, in addition to the dilemma 
whether to vote for the candidate or the party, the existence of the possibility 
of preferential voting is also important . There are countries where voters can 
express the order of preference, casting their votes to several candidates . open 
lists mean that voters cast their vote for the party, but are able to rank candidates 
on the party list, as is the case with Belgium, norway etc . on the other hand, 
there are also electoral systems where voters can cast their votes to candidates 
from different parties, as is the case in ireland, australia and other countries .
fourth, there is almost a general consensus on the establishment of a smaller 
number of constituencies in.Serbia, which would enable a more even territorial 
distribution of parliamentary seats with preserved proportionality . 
fifth, almost all actors in serbia have supported the reduction of the total 
number of mPs, with a reservation that the reduction of number of mPs should 
avoid voluntarism and should be guided by important principles including the 
undisturbed and quality operation of numerous parliamentary committees . 
one of the propositions was to link the number of mPs to the cube root of the 
number of inhabitants, i .e . some 180-200 mPs . 
sixth, apart from the proposal to directly elect presidents of municipal assem-
blies and mayors in serbia4, there are requests for introducing stricter require-
ments for citizens’ groups nominations; for specifying the conditions for na-
tional minorities’ parties nominations; and consequently repressing the practice 
of party ’switchers’ . 

4 at the local level in montenegro (municipalities and the capital Podgorica) for a period 
of time (2003-2009) a ’presidential’ system was in effect, i .e . mayors and municipal presi-
dents were elected directly and independently from the elections for municipal assem-
blies . after several cases of unsuccessful cohabitation between mayors and the municipal 
assembly majority coming from opposed parties/coalitions, this system was abandoned 
and replaced with a previously applied classical ’parliamentary’ system that is in effect 
also at the national level . it is interesting to note that the abandonment of the direct 
election of the head of executive at local level and the return to the previous system was 
achieved through consensus of parties in power and in opposition . Even though both 
sides indicated the ’inefficiency’ of such a system as a predominant reason for change, 
it is possible to assume that certain concerns were present in parties regarding possible 
rises of directly elected mayors as new ’party barons’ .
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seventh, initiatives for electoral reform are directed towards other segments of 
the electoral system . departisation and professionalization of electoral bodies as 
well as the creation of an impartial and professional electoral administration are 
key . apart from the previously promulgated repeal of ’blanco resignations’ and 
charging independent regulatory bodies (anti-corruption agency, state audit 
institution) with controlling the campaign expenses and financing of political 
parties, the formation of a professional and independent state electoral commis-
sion is vital for a consolidated ’electoral’ democracy . it is of key importance to 
control the electoral process, without the pressures of the executive . Proposals 
for a precise and efficient protection of the electoral law and the role of the judi-
ciary are especially emphasized . 
Eighth, changes are requested in the media sphere that would emphasize the 
equality of the electoral actors and limit the usage of money . in that context, 
there are various ideas on how to further improve the financing of parties in the 
elections . 
ninth, we will elaborate in more detail only the three key strategic directions 
of change that could halt widespread tendencies of cartelization of the political 
landscape, i .e . the endeavours of established parties to increase their advantages 
through (self) financing from public sources and therefore to practically prevent 
the occurrence of new political actors with a real chance of political success .5

Political parties act as law-makers too . in addition to the already linking of funds 
for regular activities of parliamentary parties for (more modest) budgetary rev-
enues and the reduction of the agreed percentage, legislative changes could go 
towards a more balanced and even approach to resources that are at disposal to 
parties for the electoral campaign . namely, the distribution of resources given 
to parties for their post-electoral campaign financing that have acquired the 
parliamentary status is indisputable . from the viewpoint of fairness, it could 
however be considered that certain funds are given also to non-parliamentary 
actors that have acquired 3% of votes6 in the elections in serbia ., for their politi-

5 in montenegro parties have large amounts of money at disposal that they receive from 
the state . montenegro therefore represents a state with the highest percentage of budget-
ary money at disposal for the work of political parties . 0,6 % is taken from the national 
budget, while municipalities are obliged to provide 1% of their budgets for the work of 
political parties that participate in the work of the assembly . according to official data, 
private donations constitute an insignificant percentage in the total budgets of political 
parties . in 2015, political parties that are represented in the Parliament of montenegro 
had revenues in the total amount of 5,9 Euros from the state and local budgets (see article 
by vujović) . 

6 if the same solution would be applied in montenegro, this percentage could be somewhat 
lower (e .g . 2 or 2,5% of votes, as 3% of won votes is the threshold that automatically en-
sures entrance of a party or coalition into Parliament .
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cal ranking is far larger than that of numerous ’coalition schleps’ that with an 
independent appearance would never even approach the threshold . however, 
the distribution of four fifths of public resources for campaign by the same prin-
ciple does not have any principled justification from the viewpoint of fair and 
equal conditions of the election game . as an example, if we distribute a million 
Euros on an average twenty participants of national elections in serbia, each 
participant receives about fifty thousand Euros, which is insufficient for basic 
recognisability . That way, winners in the elections are rewarded twice – dur-
ing the distribution of campaign funds and upon receiving the parliamentary 
appanage . on the other hand, new faces on the electoral scene do not receive 
enough for an elementary chance to present their offer to the voters . The prior 
distribution of the total sum (5-6 million Euros) on equal basis, would balance 
the electoral chances . Electoral warranties and the obligation to return public 
funds if 1% of votes is not won is a clear argument against a widespread opinion 
that in that case bunches of politically obscure figures would storm towards 
some 200-250 .000 Euros of ’citizens’ money’ .
similarly, limitations should be imposed on the amount of bank loans parties 
take during the campaign . as an example, no electoral list should be able to 
receive a loan that surpasses a fifth of the amount provided by the state for pur-
poses of running the campaign – naturally, if we do not aim at building political 
monopolies . 
for the very reason the media are part of contemporary politics, the rules of the 
game need to impose at least elementary decency on the commercial, private 
and media sector and ensure access of all electoral competitors to the voters . 
access to media is restricted to new parties, not only due to the limited amount 
of money at their disposal and formal rules, but also due to the journalistic self-
censorship and professional rules that specify which political actor will be rated 
as credible for participation in a certain programme . it is clear that journalists 
will difficult find a valid reason to give media coverage to a small or newly estab-
lished party with unknown leaders . recurrently, without media coverage a party 
can forever remain in that status, leading to another vicious circle of cartelized 
party systems . simultaneously, a professional and ethical electoral codex also 
needs to be in place, setting at least principled limitations to a dirty campaign 
ad.hominem and ad.baculum.–.to the man and.with a stick . 

Instead.of.an.Epilogue

as the electoral storm quiets down, those who enter the Parliament and have re-
alistic power to initiate changes, mostly tend to forget the necessary legal chang-
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es that would ensure equal starting points of electoral competitors and trans-
parency of the electoral process . many things that require changes are indeed 
disputable, such as the: the control of the compliance with rules of fair conduct 
in the elections campaign, the limitation of campaign funding, the abolition of 
party leadership monopoly to form the party-list for elections, the process of 
gathering and certification of signatures, short deadlines for removing flaws and 
responses to complaints, etc . 
Political parties, mainly acting as non-democratic political actors (not only in 
the Balkans but in western democracies too) will be put before a great test of 
democracy – whether they will postpone or take seriously the above mentioned 
reforms . in other words, there is a need for political parties that won the elec-
tions to use the power they have at disposal for an electoral reform that would 
to a certain extent also limit the political party itself . 
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